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P R O C E E D I N G S1

9:30 a.m.2

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  Good morning3

everyone.  The meeting will now come to order.  This4

is a meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor5

Safeguards Subcommittee on Future Plant Designs.6

I'm David Petti, chairing the subcommittee7

for Part 53 meetings.  ACRS members in attendance8

include Member Bier, Member Halnon, Member March-9

Leuba, Member Kirchner, Member Rempe, Member10

Ballinger, Member Sunseri, Member Dimitrijevic, Member11

Brown.12

Also, as consultant, Mike Corradini is in13

attendance.  Derek Widmayer of the ACRS staff is the14

Designated Federal Official for this morning's15

meeting.  Kent Howard of the ACRS staff is the backup16

Designated Federal Official.17

The purpose of today's meeting is to18

continue our discussions with the staff on the19

preliminary rule language for 10 CFR, Part 5320

Licensing and Regulation of Advanced Nuclear Reactors.21

Today's subject includes Subpart F,22

Requirements for Operations, specifically Emergency23

Preparedness.  We'll also have a refresher discussion24

on the Licensing Modernization Project, and status of25
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the TICAP and ARCAP Guidance documents being developed1

to support Part 53.2

The Subcommittee will gather information,3

analyze relevant issues and facts, and formulate4

proposed positions and actions as appropriate.5

This Subcommittee meeting is the seventh6

of several scheduled to discuss preliminary proposed7

rule language for 10 CFR, Part 53 with the8

Subcommittee.  The ACRS full committee has not yet9

scheduled a session for an upcoming full committee10

meeting to discuss these topics.11

The ACRS was established by statute and is12

governed by the Federal Advisory Committee Act, FACA.13

The NRC implements FACA in accordance with its14

regulations found in Title 10 of the Code of Federal15

Regulations, Part 7.  The Committee can only speak16

through its public letter reports.17

We hold meetings to gather information and18

perform preparatory work that will support our19

deliberations at a full committee meeting.20

The rules for participation in all ACRS21

meetings, including today's, were announced in the22

Federal Register on June 13, 2019.23

The ACRS section of the NRC public website24

provides our charter, bylaws, objectives, letter25
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reports, full transcripts of all full and subcommittee1

meetings, including the slides presented there.  The2

meeting notice and agenda for this meeting were posted3

there.4

As stated in the Federal Register Notice5

and the Public Meeting Notice posted on the website,6

members of the public who desire to provide written or7

oral input to the subcommittee, may do so, and should8

contact the Designated Federal Official five days9

prior to the meeting as practicable.10

Today's meeting is open to public11

attendance.  And we have not received any requests for12

prior public statements at today's meeting.13

We have set aside time in the agenda for14

spontaneous comments from members of the public15

attending or listening to our meeting.  Due to the16

COVID pandemic, today's meeting is being held over17

Microsoft Teams for the ACRS and NRC staff attendees.18

There's also a telephone bridge line allowing19

participation of the public over the phone.20

A transcript of today's meeting is being21

kept.  Therefore, we request the meeting participants22

on the bridge line to identify themselves and when23

asked to speak, to speak with sufficient clarity and24

volume so they can be readily heard.25
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At this time, I will ask that attendees on1

the Teams and on the bridge line keep their devices on2

mute to minimize disruptions and to unmute only when3

speaking.4

We'll now proceed to the meeting.  I call5

on Mo Shams, Division Director at NRR to make6

introductory remarks.  Mo?7

MR. SHAMS:  Good morning, Dr. Petti. 8

Thank you.  Good morning, Subcommittee Members.  I9

appreciate the opportunity to be here with you.10

As Dr. Petti indicated, I am Mo Shams,11

Director of the Division of Advanced Reactors and Non-12

Power Production and Utilization Facilities.  The Part13

53 is in my purview.  And it's led by my Division.14

We just wanted to share a few words this15

morning with all of you.  On behalf of the staff, I16

would like to thank the Subcommittee for the17

opportunity to meet with you today to discuss the18

elements of Part 53 and some of the supporting19

guidance, as Dr. Petti indicated, the agenda.20

I would like to particularly acknowledge21

the critical feedback and insights you all have been22

giving us.  It's been very valuable.23

And it's been very helpful in further24

developing and refining our thinking on the Part 5325
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rules.  So thank you for sharing these insights with1

us.2

I wanted to also share the staff's3

appreciation for the efforts of all stakeholders. 4

Many of them are probably on the call today, who have5

been participating in Part 53 rulemaking efforts, and6

recognize the significant commitment of resources a7

project like this entails.  So again, for everyone on8

the call, thank you for being part of this.9

This is a good opportunity from the staff10

side to reiterate our commitment to developing a11

technology inclusive risk informed regulatory12

framework in accordance with the Commission approved13

schedule.14

We also remain committed to developing a15

framework that achieves the goal of the Commission's16

advanced reactor policy statement, and the NRC's17

principles of good regulation.18

As we've been doing, and we continue to19

do, the staff wants to ensure that it continues to20

collect valuable inputs from a wide variety of21

stakeholders as we continue to reflect on changes to22

the preliminary rule language.23

I want to emphasize and reiterate that the24

rule language will remain open for comments as the25
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staff works towards providing the Commission the1

proposed rule --2

(Audio interference.)3

MR. MOORE:  Excuse me.  This is Scott4

Moore of the ACRS, Executive Director.  Anybody that's5

got your phone off of mute, please mute the phones. 6

We're getting a lot of carryover.7

MR. SHAMS:  Thank you, Scott.  All right,8

this was essentially, you know, the end of my remarks. 9

I just want too again, thank the Committee and say we10

look forward today for a great opportunity to engage11

with you on the licensing modernization project, the12

TICAP, ARCAP, and emergency preparedness requirements.13

And with that, I look forward to your14

feedback.  Thank you.15

CHAIR PETTI:  Thank you, Mo.  So who's16

going to lead off for the staff?  Bill?17

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, Dr. Petti, thank you. 18

So if we go to the next slide, please.  So as has been19

mentioned, our plan is to have a bit of a refresher on20

the Licensing Modernization Project this morning.21

As we've had the discussions on Part 53,22

I think it's become evident how much we are looking to23

that project, because from the beginning we have24

planned that the guidance in NEI 18-04 and Regulatory25
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Guide 1.233, would be one -- one acceptable way to1

implement Part 53.2

We're looking into others.  But since the3

LMP has been kind of identified as one acceptable way4

to meet Part 53, we look to it often as kind of to5

make sure that we're being consistent with that6

approach, and that it would work in what we are7

developing.8

Then we'll talk a little bit about a9

specific and Subpart F related to emergency planning. 10

Much of what we released in the last large release of11

preliminary language was related to security.  But12

there were also some elements like emergency planning13

that come under the ACRS purview.14

And then we will later in the afternoon,15

talk about the technology inclusive content of16

application project, or TICAP, and the advanced17

reactor content of application, ARCAP, guidance18

documents that are being developed.19

And that's an interesting kind of overlay20

in that that guidance is being prepared for potential21

near term applicants that may be using Parts 50 or 52.22

But we're also looking at it closely to23

make sure that as we move forward, we are able to24

capitalize on that guidance for Part 53.  So that's25
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the intersection with Part 53.1

So if we go onto slide three, this is our2

typical slide for the structure of Part 53.  And3

although we're not going to talk very much today about4

the specifics of preliminary rule language, we like to5

just come back to this to remind people of the6

structure, how it's organized.7

And it's a way to highlight what we're8

talking about.  For example, to highlight today on the9

slide for the programmatic elements of Subpart F, and10

in particular today, emergency preparedness.11

So let's go onto slide four.  And I might12

come back to the -- I might come back to this overlay13

slide.  But because there's an interplay between these14

two discussions.15

And this kind of lays out how we're trying16

to track the schedule.  As you can imagine on a17

project like Part 53, where we're touching everything,18

and making decisions on what to bring in from other19

regulations, what to modify, there -- the scope is20

very broad.21

And that -- and so that's been one of the22

challenges of course.  And when we introduced this23

slide, we might have been naive.24

But we had it looking more like a stair25
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step, thinking we would be able to walk through, get1

some preliminary alignment with stakeholders and ACRS,2

and kind of build it, like I say, like a staircase.3

More realistically, and as it's turned4

out, we are continuing to have discussions on earlier5

subparts, which has caused a flattening within this6

figure as you can see.7

So the challenge that that presents, is8

that you can see our schedule is in May of 2022, to9

provide a proposed rulemaking package to the10

Commission.11

So the interactions between the staff and12

the ACRS, starting in September, after today's13

meeting, I think, we'll just have to have a lot of14

discussions and planning about what we are going to be15

presenting, what the ACRS would like to focus on16

again, because we touch -- we touch everything.  And17

how we will work through this.18

I don't have an answer.  I just see the19

challenge of the meetings that we're going to have to20

coordinate.  Basically starting in September and going21

through the early part of 2022, such that we could22

have a full committee meeting, and you can provide23

input to the Commission on the proposed rule package24

in early 2022, in February or March of next year, in25
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order to support us getting the proposed rule package1

again, to the Commission in May.2

So that is the challenge.  I guess we can3

just leave it there.  A lot of discussion, Dr. Petti,4

that we'll have to have.5

And I think maybe some internal6

discussions in your planning would be, what areas do7

you really want to focus on?  Because this is a lot of8

material to try to cover in those -- in those few9

months, in those few meetings that we'll have an10

opportunity to discuss them.11

We are working right now on an example of12

what I think would be a key area, and one of focus. 13

And that is, we're preparing the middle part of14

Subpart F that relates to personnel, staffing, some15

innovative thinking on operator licensing.16

So hopefully that can be a topic in17

September or October.  But again, don't want to dwell18

on this.  But an issue like that in and of itself in19

the traditional way the NRC would work, would be many,20

many subcommittee meetings and a lot of time21

interacting with stakeholders and developing it.22

And we're going to try to compress a major23

issue like that into, you know, basically five or six24

months.  And then you compound that with all the other25
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subparts and all the other issues, just a lot of1

material.2

So that's the challenge.  Again, I don't3

-- this slide just basically reinforces that.  Maybe4

it's a good thing, but by -- by the fall, October or5

November, we will at least have all of the preliminary6

-- we will have preliminary language for all of Part7

53 prepared.8

So that should make it, hopefully make it9

a little easier to look at, see how the pieces fit10

together.  And see which areas you would really want11

to focus on to support a letter to the Commission.12

And then, you know, lastly, I guess the13

nice part about it is, the decision at this point,14

from the Commission and the recommendation from the15

ACRS would be whether it's ready to be posted as a16

proposed rule.17

So this is, you know, this is not the end18

of the process.  It's, you know, maybe the end of the19

beginning.  But so that gets factored into everyone's20

decision making, that this is a proposed rule.  And a21

lot of discussions, and we would expect a fair amount22

of interactions after its publication and23

opportunities to go back and make adjustments as24

needed.25
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So maybe I may have --1

CHAIR PETTI:  Bill, thanks -- thanks --2

no, thanks for the update.  I've been thinking similar3

things.4

So maybe it's timely.  So thanks.5

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So I guess and we can6

go back to slide three for a second, I'll just discuss7

that what we'll be talking about today on the8

Licensing Modernization Project and the refresher, it9

may be a refresher for those who were here.10

We talked about this in 2018.  And so it11

has been a number of years since we've had12

interactions with the ACRS.13

And I know a lot of topics have come14

through the ACRS between then and now.  So it's a15

refresher for those who may have been around at that16

time.17

But there's also a fair number of new18

members.  And so this, it just seemed timely to do19

this LMP again, since it's central to the development20

of the key guidance for Part 53.21

The LMP really addresses most directly22

Subpart B on the overall safety criteria within Part23

53.  A lot in Subpart C on the design and analysis.24

And then those things are carried through25
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in the other subparts, like D on siting and E on1

construction.2

And comes back really, in my mind, to the3

forefront in Subpart F under operations, because it's4

in Subpart F that a lot of the programmatic controls5

and special treatment of structure systems and6

components would be maintained in order to make the7

Licensing Modernization Project methodology complete.8

So -- so with that, and kind of trying to9

put the LMP into the context of Part 53, since this is10

part of our interactions with ACRS on Part 53, I just11

thought I'd kind of revisit to put the focus on those12

particular subparts as we go through LMP, in your13

minds, as to how it would work.14

So mostly directly -- directly related to15

Subparts B and C, and F for -- for how it all fits16

together and is maintained during operations.17

So with that, I guess we can get started. 18

If you can go down to slide five.  And then, yeah. 19

Just go on then to slide six.20

Before getting into the --21

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Hey Bill, sorry just22

-- this is Jose March-Leuba.23

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.24

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I would then like25
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slide six to jump in.  You said earlier that LMP, --1

well why don't you explain again the relationship --2

the relationship between LMP and Part 53?3

You said that LMP will be one possible4

implementation of 53?  Could you go into details on5

what you mean?6

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.  As we -- as we go7

forward, the way that the preliminary language to date8

has been written, for example, on Subpart C on design9

and analysis, one -- one way to implement that is, and10

we'll get into the details of how LMP is structured.11

But is to use the Probabilistic Risk12

Assessment, or PRA, in the development and in the13

assignment of event categories such as anticipated14

operational occurrences, unlikely and very unlikely15

events.16

And then, how to construct from that also17

a deterministic design basis accident that we have put18

in the preliminary language for Part 53, Section 450,19

on analysis.20

So if you look at how we structured that21

analytical -- the requirements for the analysis within22

Part 53, you can go over and see how LMP would fit in23

as one way to do that.24

Now, what we're working on now is, in25
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response to a fair number of stakeholder comments, is1

to better incorporate a more deterministic or2

traditional approach.3

And one might look back at the light water4

reactor guidance in the United States for the IAEA5

specific safety requirements 2/1 on the design and6

analysis for a nuclear reactor, as kind of a more7

deterministic or traditional approach.8

And we're currently working on sections9

and language that would better support that kind of an10

analysis approach.11

So did I come close, Jose?12

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You didn't not -- you13

didn't have enough time to make a shorter14

presentation, as the famous quote goes.15

What you tried to say is that the rule16

will be Part 53.  And that's what you have to satisfy. 17

I mean, you can use an approach similar to what they18

use in LMP, like the PRA frequency-based definition of19

the utilizing basis.20

But it's not that the LMP language would21

replace the 53 language.22

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Did I explain there?24

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  Yes.  Well, sometimes25
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because it would work, we did use language out of the1

LMP within our definitions, when it -- when it seemed2

to fit better.3

But we also sometimes did a parallel4

definition because we didn't want to exactly carry LMP5

into the Part 53 language.  So but the way you6

described it, Jose --7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.  Okay.  Let's8

just stop it -- let's just stop it right there.  LMP9

doesn't carry into 53.10

It just -- it's supporting documentation11

by that.12

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  We tried not to make13

Part 53 such that it's the only way that you could14

satisfy Part 53.15

But we are working hard to make sure it is16

one way to meet Part 53.17

MS. CUBBAGE:  Bill, if I may.  This is Amy18

Cubbage.  Just to make it clear what we're talking19

about, it's more than supporting documentation.  It's20

a regulatory guide that could be used as one way of --21

one acceptable way of meeting a regulation.22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So LMP is a23

regulatory guide?24

MS. CUBBAGE:  Yes.  It's Regulatory Guide25
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1.233.1

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.  If that's what2

that says.3

MEMBER BLEY:  Bill, this is Dennis Bley.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, Dennis?5

MEMBER BLEY:  I'm -- I knew something like6

this was coming from seeing comments.  But I still7

admit I'm a little baffled.8

I know what the guidance from -- guidance. 9

The law from Congress had to say.  And they talked10

about a risk informed approach.11

We have Parts 50 and 52 that are not risk12

informed but deterministic.  And trying to -- I'm not13

quite sure why we're going to have a Part 53 if we're14

going to fall back on deterministic approach, and why15

we wouldn't do that by a 50 or 52.16

It seems to me we're going to get quite17

confused in what's adequate.  Now, some of the18

comments I've heard presented to us, and read, deal19

with how complicated doing a PRA is.20

And yeah, if you're following Reg Guide21

1.200 and the existing guidance on doing PRAs, that22

goes in -- oh, somebody's doing in the background --23

goes into a lot of detail on how you do a very24

through, an extensive PRA.25
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But one could easily, and people have done1

analysis of this sort, adapted the requirements of2

what's in a PRA to the technology you're examining. 3

And you don't always need an elaborate extensive4

analysis if you can do simplified analysis to support5

it.6

Now, that would take some new guidance7

probably.  But it strikes me not as better than8

building a rule that's pretty confused on what you're9

doing and how you're going to do it.10

Anyway, I look forward to hearing the rest11

of your slides.12

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, and Dennis, you13

highlight the challenge that we're -- that we're14

facing.  And we're not ready yet to say what it's15

going to look like, because we're having the same16

struggle that you mentioned.17

That -- the question or the comment, and18

I'll give an example, is for example, there are19

reactors being developed in which the first regulatory20

actions and possible deployments might be in Canada or21

might be in Europe or in some other location in which22

the primary guidance or structure would follow the23

IAEA specific safety requirements 2/1.  Which is a24

more deterministic type of approach.25
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And we're sympathetic to those who may1

want to go that route and then come back with a future2

unit within the United States, and use the most3

recently developed regulatory structure.4

And that -- therein lies the problem if5

Part 53 is really constructed only supporting an6

approach -- like -- similar to Licensing Modernization7

Project, or NEI 18.04.8

Now again, as we've developed the first9

preliminary language, our assumption was, and has10

been, that it would follow such an approach.  It would11

be an approach where the -- the way the NEI puts it,12

is PRA in a leading role.13

Whereas, the IAEA guidance and our14

existing Parts 50 and 52 put PRA in a confirmatory or15

supporting role.  And that's the challenge.16

And I don't have an answer for how we're17

going to try to basically square that circle.  To try18

to put both of those within one Part like Part 53.19

So but that's the challenge that we've20

been asked to address by stakeholders.  And it's one21

that we're actively looking at as to what's the best22

construct for those two primary alternatives.23

MEMBER BLEY:  Early on in our process with24

you, one of the first two or three meetings, I think,25
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someone talked about a task force or study group that1

the staff had set up to revisit what is a PRA, and2

possibly come up with guidance for scaling the depths3

of PRA to the potential consequences and some other4

aspects of simplicity of design.5

Is that -- was that real?  Is that6

ongoing?  Is something happening there?  Because it7

strikes me that's a way to maintain consistency, but8

address the risk issues more head on.9

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  And I'll -- yes, the10

short answer is yes.  And I'll ask Marty Stutzke to11

kind of weigh in on -- on that.12

And we can build that into a future13

discussion with the ACRS either as part of Part 53, or14

maybe as part of a discussion that I expect you'll be15

having on the non-light water reactor PRA standard.16

But if Marty is on, if he can maybe give17

an update.18

MEMBER BLEY:  That sounds helpful. 19

Thanks.20

MR. STUTZKE:  Yeah.  Good morning, Dennis. 21

We do have a working group on graded PRA.  We meet on22

a weekly basis.23

And oriented towards developing, I guess,24

a draft White Paper towards the end of August time25
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frame, to collect our thoughts on this.1

I'd also point out, in addition to me2

working on the, that working group, and this Part 533

rulemaking team, I'm also involved in endorsement of4

the non-light water reactor PRA standard, which we5

intend to send to the ACRS by mid-August.6

MEMBER BLEY:  That's helpful.  Do you have7

any outsiders?  And since you brought up the non-LWR8

PRA standard, maybe I'm thinking of some of the people9

who were involved in that from the outside.10

Do you have any outsiders involved in your11

working group?12

MR. STUTZKE:  No.  We do not.13

MEMBER BLEY:  Okay.14

MR. SHAMS:  Marty, if I may offer, yeah. 15

We are working, Dr. Bley.  We're actually working to16

get some support from a contractor that we're in the17

process.18

We're just a little bit behind on actually19

getting that contract in place.20

MR. RECKLEY:  And then also we -- we are21

engaging stakeholders.  They're not just directly22

involved in the working group.23

MEMBER BLEY:  Well, the reason I24

suggested, is there are a number of people around the25
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country and world who have some experience in limited1

scope or graded approaches to PRA for not just2

nuclear, but there are other areas.3

And getting some people who have done4

that, and maybe some of your working group includes5

those people.  I think would be helpful to you.6

MR. RECKLEY:  It's a great suggestion, Dr.7

Bley.  Thank you.  We'll take that, if you can share8

names with us, that would be helpful.9

But we're -- we're looking also, as I10

shared, to get a contract out.  We're just trying to,11

you know, finalize that.12

So thank you again.  Great advice.13

CHAIR PETTI:  Joy, you had your hand up?14

MEMBER REMPE:  Yes.  Bill, in listening to15

this, I'm thinking about -- because of in preparation16

for this meeting, about how the staff is going to deal17

with emergency planning requests. 18

We've already had the Commission agree to19

functional containment.  And now if PRA is -- if other20

options that focus on deterministic calculations are21

considered, it seems to me that the staff is going to22

have a very complicated situation with what to do for23

guidance for emergency planning.24

And you don't have to answer that now. 25
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But as we go through today's discussion, when you get1

to that point, I'm very interested in how the staff is2

going to view, or provide guidance, or deal with3

emergency planning in Part 53.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  And you know, that5

will be a good teaser, because right after lunch,6

we'll talk about emergency preparedness.7

And specifically the -- what we plan to do8

in Part 53, and to take full advantage of what's being9

done already through the proposed rulemaking for small10

modular reactors and other new technologies.11

So, yeah, we will -- we will address that12

right after lunch.  Okay.  So if we can go to slide13

six.14

I will get back to the focus of today,15

which is Licensing Modernization Project.  And before16

getting into the technical details of Licensing17

Modernization Project, or LMP, I thought it would be18

useful to take a minute or two, and discuss its19

history.20

And one interesting part is that the21

history of this approach, it was developed alongside22

with both the NRC's and the industry's adoption of23

more risk informed approaches to both the design, the24

licensing, the resolution, the technical issues and so25
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forth.1

So just on this slide, in terms of the2

history, a methodology similar to LMP was first3

introduced at least to the NRC in the 1980s.  And it4

was associated with the design and possible licensing5

of the Modular High-Temperature Gas Reactor, MHTGR.6

The staff looked at it at that point, and7

our assessment of that preliminary concept, was8

published in a pre-application safety evaluation9

published as NUREG-1338.10

This followed the first issuance of the11

NRC's Advanced Reactor Policy Statement.  And then --12

and then the submittal of pre-applications for various13

reactor technologies.  So the PRISM, SAFER and the14

FAST reactor realm, the MHTGR, PIUS and one of the15

CANDU designs.16

And so that -- those were submitted.  And17

that led to somewhat the immediate identification of18

issues, many of which we're still talking about today.19

And the first listed issues and Commission20

decisions were associated with SECY-92-092.  And some21

initial decisions on concepts such as the use or22

concept of a functional containment.23

The possibility of reduced staffing if the24

designs had certain attributes that would support less25
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reliance on limit actions.1

A mechanistic source term introduced, and2

resulting in the first Commission decision that that3

could be -- that could be developed.4

We're getting a little background noise. 5

I'm -- if we can, Derek, maybe ask people to mute6

again?7

MR. WIDMAYER:  Yeah.  We're working on it8

behind the scenes.9

MR. RECKLEY:  That's fine.  I can continue10

as long as people can hear me.  That's fine.11

MR. WIDMAYER:  We're sorry.  We're working12

on it, so.13

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Thanks, Derek.  So,14

you know, kind of in this fan arrangement on the15

slide.  You know, that then also led to some major16

activities within the NRC staff.17

And, again, looking at non-light water18

reactors, or advanced reactors, and the evolution of19

these processes along with the increased use of20

probabilistic risk assessments and development of kind21

of alternate structures for licensing.22

And then so the next document that's shown23

in the slide is NUREG-1860, which was in the early24

2000s.  And that was issued along with, people might25
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forget, a possible alternate regulatory framework.1

And was basically a precursor, direct2

precursor to what we're doing now, in that that3

alternate regulatory framework was going to be Part4

53.  So here we are 20 years later.5

And we looked at, a lot at that regulatory6

framework that was worked on by Mary Drouin and7

others, alongside with the issuance of NUREG-1860 and8

a lot of Commission papers on both advanced reactor9

concepts and the increased use of probabilistic risk10

assessments.11

So those activities were carried forward,12

and reflected in both DOE and NRC and the work by13

individual reactor designers in the Next Generation14

Nuclear Plant Project, NGNP.  And then that was15

brought forward also in more recent documents like the16

Vision and Strategies document that we issued in 2016.17

And ultimately then NEI-1804 and our18

endorsement of that in Regulatory Guide 1.233.  And19

then as Dr. Bley mentioned, some hint at that even20

within the Nuclear Energy Innovation and Modernization21

Act, or NEIMA, and their numerous references to risk22

informed approaches to licensing.23

And our reply to them that in large part,24

that was being accomplished through activities such as25
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NEI-1804 and Regulatory Guide 1.233.1

I will mention at this point that on the2

line, in addition to the staff like Marty Stutzke and3

Michelle Hart and some other technical staff who I4

certainly invite to chime in.  Or I might, you know,5

use you as a call-a-friend feature here.6

Also on the -- participating in the7

meeting and on Teams is Amir Afzali from Southern. 8

Karl Fleming and Ed Wallace, who worked on LMP and NEI9

18-04, and earlier work in terms of working on the10

MHTGRs, or pebble bed in Ed's case.11

And so as we get into specific questions,12

they bring some more level of detail and experience13

through engagement with various vendors and tabletop14

exercises and so forth.15

So again, I'll thank Amir and Karl and Ed16

for being -- making themselves available today.  And17

ask that if they see an appropriate part to add an18

insight or make a correction, please just chime in.19

So with that kind of history behind us, we20

can go on then to Slide 7.  And get -- start to get21

into actually the construct and organization of NEI22

18-04.23

And how it is different from some of the24

traditional guidance that people maybe familiar with. 25
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And standards like American Nuclear Society, ANS 51.11

or 52.1, which was used extensively in our licensing2

of the Generation 2 and 3 light water reactors.  Both3

pressurized and boiling water reactors.4

But then also how they're the same.  I5

have a slide later on.  And you know, there's a lot of6

discussion about how -- how the differences between7

LMP and those more deterministic or traditional8

approaches.9

But there's also a fair number of10

similarities in that both are addressing basically the11

same challenge.  And so although they come at it from12

slightly different directions, it's not surprising, to13

me anyway, that you'll often get similar results in14

terms of identifying what is the most challenging15

event.16

And what are the solutions to those in17

terms of both structure systems and components and18

programmatic controls.  But we'll talk about that a19

little later.20

So the general construct of NEI 18-04 is21

that there's three primary elements within this22

methodology.  And the first is involved with Licensing23

Basis Events, or LBEs.  And how to select them, how to24

-- and how they would be analyzed.25
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And it includes both a look using1

probabilistic risk assessments, or PRA.  And also a2

fairly traditional use of a deterministic method in3

order to support identifying the needed capabilities4

and other characteristics of safety-related equipment.5

The next element is the look at structure6

systems and components to identify what functions they7

need to fulfill, to look at the classification of the8

SSCs in terms of a fairly traditional use of the9

safety-related designation.10

And a kind of more robust, in my view,11

look at non-safety related with special treatment. 12

And the role of the non-safety related SSCs in13

providing a safety benefit, or to help manage the14

risk, depending on how you want to phrase those terms,15

you know, in the overall plant design.  And in the16

overall licensing.17

And that's one of the, to me, this is one18

of the key areas of difference.  The concept of non-19

safety related with special treatment has been20

introduced on the -- in the traditional deterministic.21

You can see it in areas such as how we, as22

a regulator, address station blackouts, for example,23

with non-safety related SBO diesels, or with some24

other non-safety related equipment.25
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But it's really integrated more into this1

process.  And it plays a very important and essential2

role.  So as opposed to an add on, it's an integral3

feature within the Licensing Modernization Project.4

And then another one that although it's5

done and provided in the traditional approach, is a6

defense in depth assessment that looks at all the7

contributors to managing the risks.8

And that is those that are related to the9

plant or the SSCs.  Those that will look, as I10

mentioned, especially important, given what we'll be11

coming too next with the ACRS in terms of Subpart F in12

Part 53, the role of personnel.  And programmatic13

controls are built in.14

And then lastly, the key aspect is that15

there's an integrated decision making process, which16

is built into the program.  And it has similarity to17

other integrated panels such as what we would use for18

50.69, you know, including cross disciplinary reviews,19

exert judgment.20

But it's built in as a key element to21

ensure defense in depth.  And each of these elements22

we'll talk about in more detail as we go through the23

slides.24

So if we can go onto Slide 8.  The (audio25
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interference.)  Okay.  So looking at some of the key1

considerations that went into our review of Licensing2

Modernization and our issuance of Regulatory Guide3

1.233, is first the consideration of those three4

elements, and the licensing basis event, the safety5

classification, and the assessment of defense in6

depth.7

And to look at them again in this8

integrated fashion.  One of the challenges is that, I9

think it's human nature to kind of have a linear way10

of thinking.11

And one of the challenges is that this12

whole process within the LMP has within it the concept13

of iterating and considering licensing basis events,14

safety classification and defense in depth, making15

some initial assumptions.16

And as is talked about in NEI 18-04, many17

of those initial assumptions and approaches, we'll use18

things that look very similar to how it's done in the19

traditional deterministic realm.  Even using guidance20

from that as a first -- as a first step.21

And then going through and doing risk22

assessments.  And the risk assessments becoming more23

sophisticated each time you go through the iterations.24

And refining what are the licensing basis25
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events?  Did we get the safety classification correct1

on the first guess?  Are additional measures needed2

for defense in depth?3

And then you go through an iteration again4

and again until you reach the point that for an5

applicant, you'd be satisfied in the design, and6

making a submittal.7

And from the NRC staff point of view,8

whether those iterations resulted in the right answer. 9

We of course wouldn't see all of that.  We would only10

see the finished product.11

So another consideration is that the12

process, and this was important from the staff's point13

of view, used established regulatory criteria.  And14

most -- those, the primary ones were those that were15

related directly to limiting the offsite dose to16

individuals.17

And as we get into it, that that for18

example, is the reference values that are included in19

both Part 50 and 52 for citing decisions and other20

assessments of design basis accidents.21

And then also using the NRC -- the22

established NRC safety goals.  And in particular the23

quantitative health objectives.24

And taking advantage of all of that work25
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that was done decades ago.  But, which established the1

safety goals.  And those are the same things that we2

use in a host of other regulatory decisions.3

And so within this structure, we didn't4

really need to come up with, or invent, new high-level5

performance measures.  We're using existing6

established regulatory criteria.7

As I mentioned before, it includes both8

elements of risk -- risk informed or elements coming9

from probabilistic risk assessments, and also a10

deterministic, fairly traditional deterministic kind11

of approach.12

Albeit the probabilistic risk assessment13

portion does play an increased role in this14

methodology as compared to the traditional safety15

analysis.  The Chapter 15 kind of approach that's16

reflected in ANS, as I gave earlier examples, ANS 51.117

or 52.1 for PWRs or BWRs.18

Although again, --19

MEMBER BLEY:  Bill?20

MR. RECKLEY:  Although again, even those21

standards had, you know, risk insights incorporated22

into them.23

Yes, I'm sorry.  Go ahead.24

MEMBER BLEY:  Yes.  This is Dennis.  Are25
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you going to talk at any length about the licensing1

basis events selection and the deterministic part of2

that?3

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  In the coming slides4

I'll go through the events' selection.  And also a5

slide on the design basis accident, which is that6

deterministic element.7

And then maybe I'll ask on that slide for8

Karl or Marty Stutzke, if they want to weigh in on the9

use of event sequences out of the PRA in that10

exercise.11

MEMBER BLEY:  Okay.  I'll mostly wait for12

that.13

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.14

MEMBER BLEY:  But to give them kind of a15

heads up.16

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.17

MEMBER BLEY:  I've been digging into that18

a little bit.  And I went back to the old original GA19

document.  And to the 1860.20

And Chapter 6 of 1860 gives a very21

detailed explanation of how you do that.  And it22

clearly shows where they're being conservative and a23

deterministic aspect of it.24

But I think when I look at the NEI 18-04,25
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it hints at the same thing.  But I don't think it's1

nearly as specific.2

So if they can address that at that point3

in time, that would be great.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Yeah.  So as a heads5

up, Karl, Marty, others that have more direct6

experience of that, I'll be asking you to help me when7

we get to that.8

MEMBER REMPE:  And while we're here9

interrupting you, the Integrated Decision Panel and10

the defense in depth assessments, I know you're going11

to be talking about it more.12

But they still have not been exercised13

that much, right?14

MR. RECKLEY:  Some of the tabletops have15

exercised those.  And it's good.  I think Ed Wallace16

is on.  He can give some insights directly from the17

tabletops.18

But they are being exercised also as we19

speak, given that this methodology is being used for20

the development of some other aspects of the design of21

both the commercial things that we'll see, as well as22

the Versatile Test Reactor and some other work being23

done by DOE.24

So but that will be coming up in about six25
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or seven slides, so -- 1

MEMBER REMPE:  So quantify some.  Is it2

two?  Three?  That have tried to do defense in depth3

assessments?4

MR. RECKLEY:  And let me defer then to Ed5

as a heads up, that when we get to the defense in6

depth discussion, if he can kind of think about how7

much it's been exercised.8

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  That's fine.9

MR. RECKLEY:  We'll get that to you then. 10

Okay.11

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you.12

MR. RECKLEY:  So that was the -- that's13

the last bullet on this slide also that the defense in14

depth assessment was a key consideration, as was the15

use and the importance of the integrated decision16

making process within LMP.17

Again, treating it much as is treated in18

50.69 and in some other activities.  And recognizing19

the importance of.20

And this is done likewise on almost any21

approach you take.  That you want to have sound22

engineering judgment, the expert opinion, the view23

from cross-disciplinary panels in terms of engineering24

disciplines and engineering and operations, to look at25
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the end products.1

And make the judgment that the results are2

reasonable.  And whether the uncertainties have been3

addressed.  And whether additional measures might be4

prudent to address either the state of knowledge, or5

other uncertainties in terms of the performance of6

equipment or whatever.7

So those were the key considerations that8

the staff brought in to its review, and endorsement of9

NEI 18-04.  And again, we had many of these10

discussions, albeit it was back in 2018, when we had11

brought this to the ACRS.12

So going to the first element on Slide 9,13

we'll start to talk about the event selection and14

analysis.15

And the, you know, the first thing that16

maybe captures people's option is if you've looked at17

the history, you'll have seen the use of18

representations of a frequency consequence figure,19

such as is in NEI 18-04.20

You know, it goes -- the concept goes back21

to the '60s.  It got a lot of attention in 1860.  And22

it's used here.23

And I hope that as we kind of continue24

with the discussion that people kind of see the25
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usefulness of such a figure in assessing the events,1

and supporting the design and licensing decisions.2

And supporting other elements of this --3

of this methodology.  As Dennis was alluding to, and4

I don't have one on this figure.5

But if you can in your mind just put a dot6

on the figure.  Let's, you know, let's pick your dot7

of an event sequence that has associated with it some8

failure of a system, or some external hazard that has9

resulted in a plant transient, maybe with additional10

failures.11

So in your imagination, think of such an12

event sequence.  And then think about analyzing that13

combination of events and failures.14

And how it might result in a consequence. 15

So, you know, basically we're back to, what can go16

wrong?  And what combination of things can go wrong? 17

How likely are they?  And what's the consequence?18

And those three questions end up being the19

point on the graph.  So, in your mind, think about20

what can go wrong and how likely is it?  That's going21

to be the frequency component for that combination. 22

And then what's the consequence?23

And then once you plot that on the graph,24

you -- it's in -- the usefulness is, you know what25
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you're looking at now.1

And if you are looking to reduce2

consequences, you can assess, hey, it would be prudent3

to reduce consequences.  I need an additional barrier.4

Or I need an additional system.  Or, I5

need to make this event much more unlikely, so I need6

to add redundancy or diversity.7

It is just a useful tool in supporting the8

design process.  And from the regulatory perspective,9

a useful tool to see what was considered, and if it10

would be prudent to consider more.  And we do have a11

graph later on with some dots on it.12

But again, I just want to kind of13

reinforce from a, if you're new to this perspective,14

what the value of having such a figure and a target15

that lets you look at the margin IM away from that16

target.17

And whether that's an appropriate amount18

of margin.  What might I do to provide more margin? 19

And so forth.20

So --21

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Okay.  Hi, this is22

Vesna Dimitrijevic.  You know, nobody ever questioned23

that this is a likely picture to illustrate to this.24

Well, so I brought up a couple of times. 25
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And I, why I'm not being believed that this, that this1

figure is not practical to construct.2

And that is a, you know, that is an3

example in 1860.  But if we applied this to any4

reactor, first there is the thousand sequences.5

I mean, because we already have that PRA. 6

So this figure introduces this perfectly.  But see, so7

you have experience with PRA.8

We know how many sequences are there.  We9

know how -- so what are the end states of those10

sequences?11

Now, the question states, how we move from12

end state of these sequences in the core damage13

frequency, or large release frequencies.  How do we14

move from the exposure so that what we have, you know,15

on the -- you know, the end states of those16

equivalents.17

That's not an easy process.  There are no18

sequences which are directly connected there.  So what19

we have asked a couple of times, is that can we have20

an exercise of this current as will be applicable, the21

current light water reactors?22

That's the sort of, to see how practical23

it is.  I mean, because in this figure, it's a nice24

illustration, but too complex to apply, then it25
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doesn't have a functionality.1

That's what I was, you know, brought up a2

couple of times.3

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  Let me, I see Karl4

has raised his hand.5

MR. MOORE:  Chairman --6

CHAIR PETTI:  Karl can you?7

MR. MOORE:  Chairman Petti, this is Scott8

Moore.  May I interrupt for a moment?9

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.10

MR. MOORE:  So for everybody, this is the11

ACRS Director, Scott Moore.  We had noncompliance on12

the public line.13

And we made multiple announcements on the14

line for people to mute their phones.  And we haven't15

gotten people to comply.16

So at this point, I'm making a decision17

that we're going to cut the public line.  Anybody from18

the public that wants to see the transcript, can get19

the transcript once it's available on the public20

website.21

So at this point, Derek or Thomas, please22

disconnect the public line.  I apologize to everybody23

that was following the directions.24

Chairman, you can have it back.  Thank25
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you.1

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  Karl, you had your2

hand raised.  I'm assuming you're going to try to3

address Vesna's comment?4

MR. FLEMING:  Well, yes.  There was quite5

a lot to unpack there.  But good comments.6

But I wanted to point out that I do7

believe that we've demonstrated in the pilot studies8

that the approach is practical.9

As far as the sequences is concerned,10

because of the fact we never standardized the level of11

detail of PRAs, even for light water reactors, we've12

introduced the concept of an event sequence family,13

which requires you to group the sequences by14

similarity of initiating event challenge, plant15

response, and if there is one, mechanistic source16

term.17

So we're looking at groups of event18

sequences.  And typically, and this was originally19

defined, first done by the MHTGR back in the 1980s.20

There is less than 20 licensing, you know,21

-- I'm sorry, maybe 30 or 40 at the most licensing22

basis events that get organized out of the PRAs.  So23

it is quite, a quite manageable thing to do.24

And in order to adopt a technology25
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inclusive type of risk metric, we've adopted the dose1

at the site boundary.2

So it's equivalent to part of a Level 33

PRA.  Enough to, as far as this curve is concerned,4

enough to develop the mechanistic source terms and5

calculate a site boundary dose.6

CHAIR PETTI:  So Karl, just a question7

from the tabletops.  You know, I have this simplistic8

view that LWRs, this is very complicated.  There's so9

much piping, so many systems, that this is the key10

step.11

But for the advanced reactors being12

simpler, is it in practice an easier exercise for the13

advanced systems?14

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  In fact, I think it's15

a very good point.  The complexity of a PRA is driven16

by the complexity of the plant.17

And these, all the pilot studies we've18

done on, you know, things like the X-energy pebble bed19

reactor, the PRISM sodium-cooled FAST reactor, the20

eVinci Micro Reactor, heat pipe reactor, and so forth,21

these are very, very simple plants with very few22

systems.23

And therefore, the PRA itself, is not as24

nearly as complicated as a light water reactor PRA. 25
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So that certainly helps the feasibility of applying1

this approach.2

CHAIR PETTI:  So another question. I was3

happy to hear you, you answered the question.  I4

wondered if a micro reactor was part of the tabletops? 5

It sounds like it was.6

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.7

CHAIR PETTI:  Was that significantly8

easier than, you know, the pebble bed or the sodium9

FAST reactor, given its smaller size?  Was it even10

simpler yet again?11

MR. FLEMING:  Absolutely.  The eVinci, the12

Westinghouse eVinci tabletop was an excellent13

demonstration of that. 14

It's a one megawatt heat pipe reactor. 15

And they started from scratch to develop a design16

specific PRA using traditional failure modes effects17

analysis design tools that were in play at18

Westinghouse for a long time.19

And they produced source terms and20

consequences.  And one of the innovations of that21

pilot study is that because they didn't want to put22

this micro reactor on a traditional site, they did23

their dose calculations at one meter from the reactor.24

And those results were presented to the25
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Commissioners at one of the Commissioner briefings1

that took place a year or so ago.2

CHAIR PETTI:  And so how well advertised3

were the results of these tabletops to the4

stakeholders?5

MR. FLEMING:  Well, the stakeholders were6

all involved in all of the steps leading to the7

production of NEI 18-04.  And the tabletops were an8

important adjunct to that.9

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.10

MR. RECKLEY:  And then I'll also add in,11

Dave, that with -- in -- it was in 2018 for some of12

this.  But the tabletops were brought in to one of the13

all-day meetings with the ACRS.14

The reports are all on the NRC website15

under the advanced reactor program.16

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  Thanks.17

MEMBER REMPE:  One last question while18

Karl's near the microphone.  I know back in the day,19

GA used the EPRI document to get site characteristics.20

It had like a typical site that21

encompassed 85 percent of all U.S. plants.  And that22

allowed them to get dose.23

And is that what all these folks are24

doing?  Or how do they get dosed?  To answer Vesna's25
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question about trying to do, to get the calculations1

out to dose instead of just a frequency of the events.2

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  So if we're talking3

about sort of a design certification level application4

of this methodology, we've structured -- along the way5

with the LMP process, we've been -- we were working in6

parallel with the non-light water reactor PRA standard7

that would complement this.8

Although the non-light water reactor PRA9

standard is not exclusively tied to LMP.  But it was10

intended to support such applications as well.11

There are requirements to basically12

determine your bounding site characteristics for your13

plant.  The bounding site characteristics would14

include the enveloping external hazard levels, as well15

as meteorological conditions and population16

situations.17

So those types of things are considered in18

the PRA standard.  And then for a site specific19

analysis, of course, everything would be made very20

site specific.21

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you.22

CHAIR PETTI:  Vicki, I see you have your23

hand raised.24

MEMBER BIER:  Yeah.  Thank you.  I have a25
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question or comment that has actually nothing to do1

with advanced reactors, and just very generic.2

From a totally theoretical level, I'm not3

sure that regulating by a frequency-consequence curve4

makes much sense, because at least theoretically, you5

can imagine a plant or a technology, or whatever, that6

falls to the left of the blue curve, let's say, in one7

regime, and to the right of the blue curve at a higher8

or lower point on the curve.9

And those competing risks could, in10

principle, balance each other out being the safer in11

one respect, and less safe in another way.12

So I haven't had a chance to dig into this13

very much yet.  But that's something I would want to14

think about if this is, you know, going forward and a15

significant proposal for how these will be regulated.16

MR. FLEMING:  If I might offer a brief17

response to Vicki's comment.  I wanted to focus on the18

-- so this, this chart with the frequency consequence19

target, is a primary tool for the step in the process20

for the selection of licensing basis events.21

And it's intended to look at, individually22

look at the risk significance of individual licensing23

basis events that would inform the selection of your24

design basis actions and so forth.25
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Bill will be showing on another slide,1

cumulative risk metrics we use as well.  But this is2

not a, this is -- this is limited to that application3

of looking at the risk significance of individual4

events.5

And we're not regulating the plant fully6

just based on the objective.7

MEMBER BIER:  Okay.  Okay, thanks.8

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  And there are some,9

for those that really would like to see the potential10

insights in regards to such an approach being applied11

to light water reactors, there's some discussion of12

that in NUREG-1860, with the caution that 18 -- that13

things have evolved in the last 20 years.14

So 1860 is similar, but has some15

differences from this methodology.  And then also our16

office of research is looking at the -- what insights17

might be gained from the application of the LMP18

methodology to light water reactors.19

And that project is ongoing.  But when20

it's finished, maybe we can ask research to attend one21

of our meetings and just provide any insights that22

came out of that study.23

So --24

MEMBER REMPE:  Bill, just a second.  Just25
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before we go, because I didn't ask my question very1

well.  But fortunately Karl interpreted it correctly2

about how to transfer the releases to the actual3

doses.4

Vesna, does that answer your -- some of5

your comment?  Because I know we've discussed this6

offline.7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I mean, you know, it8

answers the concept of that.  But, I mean, I really9

have a, you know, and I do really have an issue with10

this.11

I mean, when it comes to the doses, and12

the Level 3 and the uncertainties, and I know that13

Marty said the uncertainties are not so big.  And the14

planning license basis, I have to see these tabletops.15

Which I have to admit that I -- I mean, I16

saw 1860, and I looked in examples there.  And those17

are very wrong for me.  They don't answer any of those18

details.19

But I will -- I am willing to look in20

these.  And then Dave also points out that maybe21

that's applicable to different technologies, so.22

CHAIR PETTI:  Yeah.  And those are on the23

website, Vesna.  On the NRC website.24

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I know.  Same in the25
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advanced reactor programs.  I have to look in those in1

details to see how I feel about this, so.2

I mean, you know, the -- the having3

meteorological data part of the selecting license4

basis events, I mean, I don't feel comfortable with5

this.6

So because that's what Level 3 is based on7

the assumptions and calculation, and meteorological8

data and things like that.9

So I have a really, you know, tough time10

seeing that this will -- that I -- I prefer11

simplicity.  And this would not be obvious to the12

people who do, or look how it fits in the picture.13

Or I could be wrong.  I mean, I will look14

in details in these tabletops.  All right.15

MEMBER REMPE:  Sorry to interrupt you,16

Bill.  Go ahead.  Thank you.17

MR. RECKLEY:  No, that's -- well, it's an18

important point.  And I don't want to put Karl on the19

spot here too much.20

But, you know, the -- the focus on21

translating all of the events into offsite release, or22

the equivalent of the Level 3, all of that would only23

need to be considered for those event sequences that24

have an end stated that can -- that can result in a25
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release.1

And so many of the end states are not2

going to, by their nature, require further evaluation3

after you've satisfied yourself that the end state4

includes maintaining appropriate barriers, and there's5

no release.6

And so I'll ask Karl just to -- at least7

I think that's important.  And to maybe expand on8

that.  And if he has any insights on the tabletops of,9

if that is actually the majority of the sequences that10

get looked at.11

MR. FLEMING:  Yeah.  I think you've12

alluded to something very important, Bill.13

So as I mentioned earlier, you know this14

is a tool for helping us inform the selection of15

licensing basis events.16

Now, one of the licensing basis events17

that we'll have to deal with is the deterministic18

DBAs.19

To inform that selection, we take a look20

at all the design basis events in the DBE region, and21

any high consequence beyond design basis events that22

are above 25 rem.23

And we go through an examination to24

determine what required safety functions do we have to25
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fulfill to keep all of those events inside the1

frequency target.2

And that's a really a deterministic3

evaluation.  It's not really a PRA calculation.  And4

for that purpose, we also look at the no release5

sequences.6

And we ask the question, what is it in the7

plant, what capabilities in the plant are preventing8

a release?9

Or even if it is a release, keeping the10

doses inside the frequency consequence target.  And11

that deterministic evaluation uses the input from this12

chart.13

And all the -- all the design basis events14

and all the beyond design basis events that have high15

consequences, to do that investigation.16

And that's a critical output of applying17

this chart.18

CHAIR PETTI:  I see Mike Corradini has his19

hand raise.20

MR. CORRADINI:  Yes.  I guess I was21

listening to Vesna's questions and the answer Karl is22

giving her.23

And I guess let me restate her question,24

because I thought I understood it then, as she was25
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asking in Karl's response, and Bill's response, I1

guess I'm a bit confused.2

If I bundle the sequences based on3

similarity of initiators, I'm going to get a range. 4

I'm going to get a summation of the frequencies. 5

Which will then bias the frequency to a higher number.6

And if I then look at that bundle of7

sequences and look for those that have the worst, not8

worst, but the highest consequences, some will be no9

releases under some set of conditions, some will have10

releases.11

I will then tend to bias it to the right12

and the Y axis -- or in the X axis.  So that13

inherently the way you're doing the bundling, the way14

at least I understood Karl was explaining it, we would15

tend to have a conservative higher frequency than for16

the bundle and a conservative higher consequence with17

the bundle.18

Am I misinterpreting?19

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  I may have poorly20

stated the family concept.  In order to --21

MR. CORRADINI:  Well, but I'm just -- I22

think Karl, my point is, that's where I always23

stumble.  Is what is in the family and what is not in24

the family?25
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That's -- that's been my --1

MR. FLEMING:  Okay.  Yeah, let me try2

again.  Because I don't think your interpretation is3

what I intended you to interpret.4

So in order to put sequences in the same5

family, you have to preserve all of the following: 6

similarity of initiating events, plant response to the7

initiating event, what's working and not working in8

terms of the safety systems, and if there is a9

mechanistic source term, the release.10

All those things have to be preserved. 11

And that way, we've normalized the process in terms of12

the different levels of detail that people might13

decide to develop their event trees and fault trees14

for the PRA.15

So all those things have to be preserved. 16

You can't bundle initiating events with different17

consequences.  You have to preserve all these things.18

But after you've done that, you end up19

with all our experience is, a practical level of20

licensing basis events.21

MR. CORRADINI:  Okay.22

MR. FLEMING:  This was -- this was fully23

demonstrated really back in the MHTGR example, that24

took this all the way through to develop a safety25
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analysis report, including the selection of design1

basis accidents and so forth.2

MR. CORRADINI:  Right.  Right.3

MR. FLEMING:  And the examples, all the4

examples for the MHTGR are in the supporting LMP5

reports.6

MR. CORRADINI:  Well, I have -- that's the7

one document that I go back to, to try to explain it8

to myself.9

So you've helped me again.  Thank you.10

MR. FLEMING:  Thanks.11

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So I think --12

CHAIR PETTI:  So, Bill?13

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes?14

CHAIR PETTI:  Just a quick.  We're coming15

up on a break at 9:00.  Is this a good break point? 16

Or a few slides in?17

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, actually -- yeah, I18

actually think this is a good point.19

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  So why don't we break20

here and go into recess until 20 after the hour. 21

We'll be back then.22

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went23

off the record at 10:57 a.m. and resumed at 11:2024

a.m.)25
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CHAIR PETTI:  Okay, I have 20 after the1

hour, so I think we can reconvene.  Bill, it's all2

yours.3

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, thanks, Dave.  So I'm4

going to try to pick up the pace.  This has all been5

a very good discussion and to the point of providing6

either an introduction or a refresher to the licensing7

modernization project, or NEI 18-04.8

For those looking to get more information9

or a better understanding, especially as it relates to10

our development of Part 53, we've mentioned some of11

those references.12

Obviously NEI 18-04 and our endorsement of13

that in Regulatory Guide 1.233.  There was a related14

Commission paper, SECY-19-117, and the related staff15

requirements memorandum where the Commission agreed16

that this was a reasonable approach to move forward17

with.18

All of that background, along with the19

tabletops that are on our website, should provide some20

additional information and background.  If you want to21

look at it in more detail.22

But if we go on then to Slide 10, based on23

the use of the frequency of consequence target figure,24

we can discuss, and Karl already went through some of25
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this, how the licensing basis events are grouped into1

families for plotting and assessment.2

You know, generally if things are, if you3

ask the typical PRA questions, what can go wrong, how4

likely is it and what are the consequences where5

there's enough similarity in what went wrong and6

what's the end state, then they can be considered as7

a family or events could be grouped into a family for8

further assessment or for looking at the proper9

regulatory treatment.10

Karl also mentioned the use of that tool11

to look at the significance of individual licensing12

basis events.  And out of that, the importance of13

structure systems and components in addressing them14

and in identifying what are the needed safety15

functions to be fulfilled by that equipment and16

supported by the personnel and the programmatic17

controls that accompany them.18

Just a quick --19

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Excuse me, this is20

Jose.21

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.  Well, yes, the23

request is the safety function.  Are you going to talk24

more about exactly how you get that done?25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.1

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Because in Slide 12152

I saw you have some, maybe we can talk about those3

there.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  And yes.5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Keep it in mind --6

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  -- because I'm8

concerned about what you assume fail and what you9

assume is working.10

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  And we have the right11

people on the line to kind of --12

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.13

MR. RECKLEY:  -- address this.  I know it14

was an important topic that came up during our last15

Part 53 discussion.16

That's, in large part, why I brought in17

Karl and Marty and the big guns to help me address18

some of that.  So yes.  So we'll talk about that in a19

couple of slides from now.20

I would just mention the frequency21

consequence target figure and it's general use of,22

again, established regulatory criteria such as on the23

lower end the use of the Part 20 derived values to24

put, in order to establish the anchor points at the,25
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for the target figure, at the more frequent events.1

And the established reference values that2

are in both Parts 50 and 52 for the evaluation of3

design basis accidents and citing evaluations.  And4

the use of the safety goals at the low frequency, but5

potentially higher consequence event categories.6

So if we go on then to Slide 11.  Just a7

few things on this slide.  We had talked about some of8

this, again, during the general discussions.9

In the first bullet I think one of the10

very important things to note and to keep in mind is11

that this methodology stresses, time and time again,12

the importance, the need for and the importance of13

looking at the uncertainties in treating the14

uncertainties within the methodology.15

So that's, the mean values of those event16

families are not just plotted and decisions are made,17

they're plotted and then the uncertainties are18

assessed in terms of both the frequencies and the19

consequences.20

And the uncertainty bands associated with21

those events are used in the decision making as we go22

forward in the next couple of slides in both23

categorizing the events.  And so that could result in24

events being, event sequences being assessed in more25
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than one category.1

And then also in comparison to the target2

and assessing the margins to the frequency consequence3

target.  It not only includes the mean but also the4

uncertainty bands.5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.6

MR. RECKLEY:  Another --7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Sorry to bother you8

again.9

MR. RECKLEY:  No, no.10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes.  So what are you11

saying is, if I take the 95 percent uncertainty of my12

estimate, are you going to chase the frequency of the13

event because you're adding two or three sigmas to14

your calculation?  Is that what you're trying to say?15

MR. RECKLEY:  Well --16

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Because by changing17

what we call typically the 95-95 uncertainty18

calculation, it affects the consequence, it does not19

affect the frequency.20

I mean, you run 56 calculations with21

uncertainty in the input prominences (phonetic), and22

you pick the worst one, and that gives you the 95-95. 23

It may have, maybe 64.24

But that still doesn't change the25
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frequency so how would you change the type it will be? 1

Can you explain a little more what you're going to do?2

MR. RECKLEY:  I'll let Karl weigh in. 3

I'll give it a shot and then Karl can correct me or4

elaborate.5

But what you're talking, Jose, what you're6

describing is one of the uncertainty assessments which7

is, you're going to run the thermofluidic codes and do8

sensitivity evaluations and bury the parameters that9

effect the consequence assessment.  That's one of the10

things you do for uncertainty.  And that gets you the11

uncertainty band along the horizontal, the12

consequence.13

But then within the PRA you're also going14

to look at the frequency and the uncertainties of15

frequencies of things that contribute to starting the16

event, uncertainties associated with the availability17

of equipment.  And that's going to contribute to the18

uncertainty on the frequency.19

But I'll let Karl either correct me or20

elaborate on that, if he would.21

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  Looking at22

uncertainties on frequency has been pretty much23

standard practice in PRA going all the way back to the24

Rasmussen study.  So it's really nothing new.25
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We, in the frequency side of the frequency1

consequence spectrum here, we basically have a, we2

assess our state of knowledge and all the input3

parameters, modeling assumptions that we make and so4

forth, and develop a distribution on, an uncertainty5

distribution, on the estimated frequency of the6

events.7

So it's really, it's fundamentally the8

same kind of thought process as it is.  The main9

difference here is that in the advance non-light water10

reactors the magnitude of the uncertainties would be11

significantly larger based on the limited state of12

knowledge we have on some of these components and so13

forth.14

In the non-light water reactor PRA15

standard, I don't know what the actual number is but16

I would just estimate, I don't know, 25 plus percent17

of all the requirements in the standard deal with one18

aspect or another of uncertainties.  Both on the19

frequency side, mechanistic source term side and the20

radiological consequence side.21

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  But because we have22

magic numbers, this is ten to the minus four, ten to23

the minus two, being 1.1, ten to the minus two versus24

being 0.99 ten to the minus two makes a tremendous25
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difference.1

MR. FLEMING:  Right.  So --2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So --3

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  And so --4

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  And this is because5

we have magic numbers.6

When you do this, uncertainty in the7

frequency, do you speed your family in a now reduced8

frequency?9

I mean you could have your family on one10

side, half your family on the other.  What difference11

between doing this and saying, 95 percent of the12

frequency and that, that's where your point lies?13

MR. FLEMING:  Well --14

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Why do it on both15

sides.16

MR. FLEMING:  Yes, right, but I think it's17

partially addressed on this slide.  But as far as18

categorizing the event sequences by frequency, we19

categorize them based on the mean frequency, but if20

the uncertainty band straddles one of the break points21

between, say the AOO region, DBE region, BDBE region,22

we'll evaluate them with the rules that we have in the23

methodology on both sides of the line.24

In other words, we take the position that25
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we're not certain as to what exact frequency it is so1

we have to investigate the implications being anywhere2

in the uncertainty band that we've defined.  So it's3

just a, NUREG-1855 is an excellent handbook on the4

things that we do on treating uncertainty.5

MEMBER REMPE:  If I could add on.  Jose6

also mentioned about the game of splitting a family to7

help with the frequency numbers.  And there are8

guidelines, or there were guidelines back in the days9

of the NGNP evaluations, to keep them from doing that. 10

And is that in this LWR, non-LWR standard, Karl?11

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  In fact, that gets12

into the family idea.  We require actually the13

aggregation of individual event sequences into14

families to not only prevent abuses by sub,15

artificially subdividing the sequence into, does the16

event happen on Thursday or Friday or whatever.17

And also to deal with the fact that we've18

never standardized, even in the light water reactor19

PRA, we never standardized the level of detail of20

developing event sequence models and fault tree models21

and so forth.  So that's, the family idea sort of22

prevents that abuse, yes.23

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Thank you, Karl.  So24

another just point that's relatively important on this25
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slide is the third bullet that talks, that the1

evaluation is done a per-plant year basis and that was2

important in our assessments.3

And it helps to resolve some longstanding4

issues, in my mind, on how we had to struggle with5

that in the existing regulations for light water6

reactors.  But so what that means is these evaluations7

are done considering multi-unit or multi-module8

plants.9

It's assessed for the facility, including10

all the modules operating together.  As well as11

looking at any other significant inventory of12

radioactive material at the plant, be it a waste or13

waste gas system, or whatever.  So that's an important14

distinction in this methodology.15

And then lastly, Karl mentioned it, and we16

have a slide on it, the looking at the cumulative or17

aggregate risks and having a measure in place.  Again,18

using, in large part, the established NRC safety19

goals.20

And that's built in to this methodology as21

an integral consideration.  We look at it for the22

current reviews in Chapter 19 as kind of a, looking23

for insights in add-ons.  But for this methodology24

it's an integral part of the methodology.25
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So if we can then go on to Slide 12.  So1

I'll just walk through the event categories that are2

used in the NEI 18-04 licensing modernization.3

First, anticipated operational4

occurrences.  And these are the event sequences.  And5

this is an important distinction as well, for this6

methodology as maybe compared to the existing process7

of looking at postulated initiating events, which is8

how the classification is done typically in, for light9

water reactors under the current process.10

Again, going back to the ANS standards11

that largely describe that, 51.1 and 52.1, from the12

1970s.  So they are, the events are categorized based13

on the event sequence frequency, not just that14

previous postulated initiating event estimates.15

So AOOs are the event sequences between,16

above ten to the minus two for plant year.  And again,17

these are looking in a probabilistic manner at all of18

the equipment that's in the plant, that's available to19

help in the response, or that might fail to contribute20

to the event sequence.21

So the next one, category is design basis22

event.23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Wait, wait, wait,24

wait.  You told me we were going to talk about this.25
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What do you mean AOOs taking into account1

the respected response of all SSCs?2

By that you mean, everything in the plant3

is assumed to work as designed, even if it is not4

safety related?5

MR. RECKLEY:  It's assessing --6

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  No.  Let me give you7

a focused example because you're going into a very8

long discussion.9

I'm designing a new reactor and I claimed10

on my AC power is non-safety related.  Under Part 5011

and 52 I will be required to run to long-term cooling12

transients, which is what the AC power effects, with13

and without AC.14

I demonstrate that under both conditions15

I'm okay and therefore I don't need AC power and I16

don't need it safety related.17

Under this approach it seems to me that18

you are going to assume the AC is on and then say,19

see, I survived AOO so I don't AC.20

MR. RECKLEY:  There will be sequence, and,21

Karl, I'll ask you to weigh in here, but there will be22

sequences where the AC may be on, there will be23

sequences where the AC may be off.  And then the plant24

is modeled to assess those.25
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And those might end up with event1

sequences or different families of event sequences, of2

event families, based on the other equipment.  Given3

your lost AC you'll lose everything that depends on4

AC, but then you'll look at what other event, what5

other equipment might be available to help address6

that event.7

But, Karl, if you can kind of maybe give8

a little more discussion?9

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  Yes, just to amplify10

on what Bill said.  As it was mentioned earlier, it's11

emphasized, there's a chart at the end of 18-04 that12

shows all the feedback loops in the iterative process13

of implementing all these steps.14

But in the early stages of applying of15

this, if you introduce this approach early in the16

design phase, you don't really have yet established17

what your design basis events are.  You may have some18

initial assumptions about that.  You haven't finalized19

your classification of SSCs.20

You put together a PRA model and you21

assess the success and failure probabilities of all22

the SSCs in the plant as it's supposed to be, as it's23

intended or designed to respond to the initiating24

events in this high frequency region.  And you end up25
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with event sequences.1

In the AOO region you don't normally have2

a whole lot of failures on top of the initiating3

events because that would depress the frequency down4

below or whatever.5

But we're trying to model the plant as6

it's intended to function without making artificial7

assumptions about everything working, everything8

failing.  We're going to model all the success failure9

combinations waited by the probability of failure and10

so forth.11

Later on --12

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  This is an incredible13

change of the state of the art, what we've been doing.14

You are giving credit to all of the non-15

safety related systems.16

MR. FLEMING:  Well, we're going to get to17

a step --18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  But not in tech specs19

--20

(Simultaneous speaking.)21

MR. RECKLEY:  No.  When we get to --22

CHAIR PETTI:  No, no, Jose, I think you're23

jumping.  Let them get into it.24

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  When we get to the25
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design basis accident assessment, I think we'll get to1

the discussion that's more related to this current2

conversation.3

CHAIR PETTI:  There's a difference here,4

Jose, in a design basis event and a design basis5

accident.  That's the critical distinction.  They'll6

get into it.  And I think that will help.7

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.  So and that, thank8

you, Dave.9

So we'll quickly go through these other10

categories because they're basically the same type of11

assessments.  The same kind of slide just going down12

the event frequency category.13

So design basis events are those sequences14

between ten to the minus two per plant year and ten to15

the minus four.  And beyond design basis events, the16

next slide, are those below --17

MEMBER BLEY:  Can I interrupt you, Bill?18

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.19

MEMBER BLEY:  I'm sorry.20

MR. RECKLEY:  Please.21

MEMBER BLEY:  Yes.  Two quick things. 22

One, I hope it clarifies later, but I think from23

Jose's questions, he's thinking that in some cases we24

assume things work or assume they fail, and I believe25
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what's happening in all cases, whether they're safety1

grade or not, they're allowed to fail or operate as2

one expects from their likelihood of failure.3

Number two, Karl mentioned some kind of4

chart at the end of 18-04, and I think, Karl, you're5

pointing to Figure 54 or the flow chart or is it6

something else?7

MR. FLEMING:  Yes, it's the flow chart8

that has all these feedback loops in it.  That sort of9

illustrates the iterative nature of the process.10

MEMBER BLEY:  Okay.  If you can give us a11

real reference so people can look at it, I think it12

will be helpful later.  Go ahead.13

MR. FLEMING:  Yes, I'll look it up.14

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes, Dennis.  But, yes, to15

your point, what is determining the frequency of these16

event sequences is both the availability and the17

failure of different components.  And so they're18

getting looked at.19

As Karl said, given those estimates of20

what would be available and their reliability and what21

might not be available based on their failure rates,22

that's what's feeding into these event sequences and23

being assessed.24

And the significance of the categories is25
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really, in my mind, primarily what you're going to1

compare them to, again, with the more frequent events2

being assessed against the margins to dose criteria3

oriented to Part 20, normal operations kind of4

numbers, and with lower frequency scenarios being5

assessed against a measure such as the QHOs.6

So the manner of assessments, as Dennis7

implied, includes basically a real assessment based on8

assumed availabilities and assumed failures.  And then9

the distinction between the categories is what you're10

assessing them against.11

So if we go to Slide 14, that just is the12

lower frequency category, which is the beyond design13

events.  And that's the sequences that are lower than14

ten to the minus four down to a cutoff of around five15

times to the minus seven.16

And again, we like to emphasize that17

you're looking at event sequences below that because18

of the need to look at uncertainties.  And also to19

assess and make sure there is not cliff-edge effects20

or something that warrants looking at it and possibly21

including a measure to address it.22

So if we go to Slide 15 --23

MEMBER BLEY:  While you're going there,24

Bill, I'm sorry to keep interrupting, but hopefully to25
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avoid some confusion.  I think our jargon of systems1

analysis, availability analysis is, if something is2

available, if it's unavailable that means it's out for3

maintenance or something like that.4

If it's available, it doesn't mean it5

works.  It means it could work or it could fail. 6

That's all.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, I want to make8

a question.  Would you agree that this is a9

significant change with respect to what we're doing10

today in Part 50 and 52?11

A significant relaxation of the rules?12

MR. RECKLEY:  When we get to some of the13

future slides we can talk about it.  I would say --14

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You don't agree on15

that?16

MR. RECKLEY:  No, I don't know that I17

would say it's a relaxation.  No.18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Because it's a19

change, a significant change?20

MR. RECKLEY:  It's a change.  And we have21

some slides further down where we can talk and22

actually even compare it to some of the Part 50 and 5223

methodologies.24

It does change the focus, which has been25
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kind of the history, to me, of introducing the1

probabilistic risk assessment.  And some areas it may2

be looked at as a relaxation.3

And one example of that, and we'll touch4

on it again in a slide or two, but some people bring5

up that the addressing of, or not requiring safety6

related equipment for anticipated operational7

occurrences could be viewed as a relaxation.8

I would say that the slide before this,9

I'm sorry to keep going back and forth, but the10

increased focus on beyond design basis events is an11

addition, an enhancement to what's done under 50 and12

52.13

And so overall I would not look at this14

methodology as being a relaxation.  It is a change. 15

There is some different elements to it.16

It might redistribute where the17

requirements end up being.  But I think that has been18

the historical nature of introducing probabilistic19

risk assessments.20

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Can you go back one21

slide, Bill, to --22

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- DBA, FBDEEs.  DBAs,24

I'm misspoke.25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Right.1

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Isn't this really the2

area where there is the significant departure when,3

because normally this slide is DBAs where you then go4

to single failure criteria and reliance only on safety5

related equipment?6

MR. RECKLEY:  And we're going to get to7

that on Slide 16.  This is where we try to --8

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Okay.9

MR. RECKLEY:  This is where the10

methodology introduces its deterministic element and11

looks at a, something similar to the deterministic12

design basis accidents in the current methodology.13

So if go down to Slide 15.  Get past that. 14

So and I'll ask Marty or Karl to jump in with any15

insights.  I'm not a PRA practitioner, as Dennis16

points out.  My sometimes sloppy use of the17

terminology and so forth.18

But the use of the PRA within this19

methodology is to provide a mechanism to look at20

various sequences.  And it provides, because of the21

history of the development and the use of various22

methodologies, to systematically look at the possible23

combinations of equipment contributing to or helping24

to mitigate an event.25
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One of the things that's come up in1

conversation quite often is PRAs can't be used early2

in the design.  And that goes back to what I was3

saying before, it's an iterative process.  It's4

understood in the beginning you're going to use your5

initial designs, your initial thoughts.6

And as it goes through the process it's7

refined to the point at the end you're confirming or8

making decisions from a more complete and detailed9

assessment.10

I mentioned before, from the probabilistic11

assessments, it's looking at all radiological sources,12

all operating states and internal and external13

hazards.  And we have a slide on external hazards14

later.15

And I'll defer to Marty for the last kind16

of bullets on the status and our plans to bring to the17

ACRS the non-light water reactor PRAs.18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  And when you say PRA,19

you mean Level 50, right?  That includes all the20

weather occurrence and meteorological conditions --21

MR. RECKLEY:  For those events that would22

have a release --23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Of course.24

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  If you don't have a1

release, you already have a Level 50 PRA.  But if2

there was another, it's a Level 50 detail, high3

detail, Level 50 PRA with uncertainties, and I would4

like to see a 95-95 statement of that.  Does such5

thing exist?6

MR. RECKLEY:  Well --7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Is that rhetorical?8

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Marty, if you can9

update --10

MEMBER REMPE:  Well, before you go there11

with Marty, I guess this first bullet about an12

exhausted set of events and how you select them, I13

know several times in the past we've said, is there14

going to be guidance for this.15

Completeness will be a concern as one16

thinks about defense-in-depth in emergency planning. 17

And then if you don't have the LMP I think it becomes18

more of a question.  Do you have any thoughts on how19

you're going to address such issues?20

MR. RECKLEY:  Well, for the LMP and21

perhaps some variations that aren't LMP but are22

similar in terms of the use of the PRA, the last23

couple of bullets would be the, would be an important24

part of that guidance in addition to NEI 18-04 for25
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those following that.1

So, Marty, if you want to update on the2

PRA standard and our plans to interact with the ACRS.3

MR. STUTZKE:  Yes.  As I had mentioned4

before, we're in the process of preparing a regulatory5

guide to endorse the non-LWR PRA standard.  It will be6

called Regulatory Guide 1.247.  And will be issued for7

trial use by the end of this year.8

We intend to provide the draft version to9

the ACRS in mid-August.  In preparation, I think, for10

a meeting tentatively September the 20th.  Something11

like that.12

And Regulatory Guide 1.247 parallels Reg13

Guide 1.200.  It's a similar structure, similar14

endorsement process, so forth.15

MR. RECKLEY:  And then for those that are16

not going to use an LMP type approach, Joy, you know,17

we talked about this a little bit on the citing paper,18

what remains available is still a more, is the19

traditional kind of source term process where you20

would use basically an assumption of a mix of21

radionuclides to put into, and maybe test against, the22

last barrier as is done in light water reactor space23

under NUREG-1465 or Reg Guide 1.183 for source term.24

Or some update or variation of that, that25
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might be proposed.  And I think, I'm not an expert at1

this, but I think something like that was developed2

from NuScale given its different design.3

But if you're not going to use a4

probabilistic risk assessment and then take those5

events that result in a release and do the6

calculation, it is possible to go back and use a more7

traditional approach to what we did for source term.8

And that would --9

MEMBER REMPE:  So my concern is the fact10

that we're going to have, allow functional11

containments.  And then we're talking about relaxing12

emergency planning, which is kind of the last defense-13

in-depth mechanism.14

And so, again, that's why I'm kind of15

harping on this today.  And I'll let you discuss it16

more later when we get into emergency planning.  But17

I hope the Staff does carefully consider that18

relationship.19

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, thank you.  So if we20

go on then to the next slide.  We had talked about21

this already that an important part of the --22

CHAIR PETTI:  Dennis, Karl has his hand23

up.24

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, I'm sorry.25
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CHAIR PETTI:  Karl, did you want to say1

something?2

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  Yes, could you return3

to the previous slide please?4

Yes, I wanted to, with regard to the first5

bullet, and I want to also tie into this earlier6

discussion about, is this a relaxation or not.7

So when the MHTGR was, wanted to get a8

license ability statement, which is what led to this9

NUREG-1338, they're looking at a model for a license10

application that's based on a type of reactor which is11

dependent on an inventory of coolant in the reactor12

vessel and systems that require AC power, and looking13

at the design basis accidents that were including in14

that safety analysis.15

They're coming along with a reactor that16

doesn't require an inventory of coolant, does not17

require any AC power.  And they're wondering about how18

long it will take them to negotiate a set of design19

basis accidents with the NRC Staff.20

That type of concern is one of the things21

that probably inhibited the development of advance22

non-light water reactors to this date.23

So what we, this process that started with24

MHTGR and went through all the legacy, including all25
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the other work that was mentioned in Bill's earlier1

slides, the idea was to come up with a systematic2

process that was reproducible, that was fair, that3

different types of reactors with different types of4

moderators, coolants and safety cases, could5

systematically go through a process to arrive at an6

appropriate set of limiting design basis accidents7

that are functionally equivalent to the design basis8

accidents for light water reactors.9

So all the stuff leading up until this10

point in time, this first bullet, the tools we have in11

PRA have built into them a process that can be12

followed, and it's been demonstrated in our pilot13

studies, to systematically come up with a set of14

design basis accidents, which haven't been covered in15

Bill's slides yet.16

But from the point of view of the LMP17

team, this is not a relaxation, this is an improvement18

in the ability of the developers and the NRC staff to19

come to a conclusion that they have an appropriate20

safety case for each reactor.21

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, thank you.22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, let me bring23

back the word completeness.  The key is he will follow24

all of these methods.25
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Is, you have done a systematic evaluation1

of everything that you know.  And you have the unknown2

unknowns that you have left.  And that's why worries3

me and that's why in accident reactors we put defense-4

in-depth and barriers upon barriers, just in case we5

even think of something.6

And these things happen.  I won't bring it7

up again, but they happens.  You miss events.  I'll8

hold my peace.9

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So let's go on.  Yes,10

okay.  So we had talked about this.  An important part11

of the assessment is the consideration of cumulative12

risk measures.13

So they include the last two bullets14

there.  The quantitative health objectives.  And15

again, this is an important consideration.16

It's done now kind, as an add-on in17

Chapter 19.  But this is an integral part.18

And we get into the, hopefully next series19

of slides, and start to talk about adding or20

identifying the special treatment requirements for21

equipment, this comes into play.  And their importance22

or contributions to limiting the cumulative risk is23

considered within assigning of special treatment to24

SSCs.25
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So let's go on to Slide 17.  And the next1

couple of slides lead up to the discussion of the2

design basis accident.  And this is the most3

comparable or most related to the questions that have4

been brought up in the last few minutes.5

So the first part of this process is, of6

assigning design basis accidents, is to look at what7

is, at a functional level, what is needed to keep on8

from exceeding the frequency consequence target.9

And so these are either, from the design10

basis event category, what is keeping a particular11

design from crossing that line.  Which, again, has, as12

one of its anchors, the traditional reference values13

from Parts 50 and 52.14

And the other one is the second arrow on15

the figure which is, if there are any high consequence16

events at the lower frequencies, what might cause17

those events to cross over the frequency consequence18

target.19

So what are we talking about here is20

basically, for a very traditional, hundreds of21

megawatt plant, the required safety functions are22

going to be very familiar to everyone because how can23

you cause a radionuclide to escape from where it24

starts all the way out from the plant.  And those25
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mechanisms are the ones that are familiar to us.1

If you cause the reactor to overheat,2

that's the primary vehicle.  And so what are going to3

be the required safety functions that have been4

identified, it's those that are directly related to5

maintaining the balance between how much heat you're6

generating and how much heat you're removing.7

And that goes to reactivity control and8

heat removal systems.  And to the degree you breach9

barriers, possibly additional barriers, like a10

structure or some other vehicle, a matrix in the fuel11

or some other barrier to keep the radionuclides from12

being released to the environment.13

So that goes then to Slide 18.  And I14

think I used this slide at the last meeting, which was15

an example of when you go through this exercise, and16

this was for the MHTGR, and try to identify what are17

the required safety functions to keep the, again, from18

preventing a release of radionuclides.19

And you go down the exercise, you end up20

with those very traditional review core heat, control21

the amount of heat being generated through reactivity22

control systems, most likely.  And in the case of the23

HTGR, control the introduction of air or steam into24

the helium circuit.25
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So that then goes to Slide 19.  And then1

here we can have a discussion, a little bit more, on2

the assessment of the design basis accidents and the3

comparison perhaps to existing practices.4

But out of that assessment of the required5

safety functions you're going to identify, or the6

designer is going to identify what SSC they think is7

best suited to address that required safety function. 8

And then an analysis is done under the design basis9

accident that is only going to credit the equipment10

that they have designated as safety related.11

So in an important part of that, the12

purpose for doing that, is given you've identified the13

success path that you're going to designate as safety14

related you then have to use that to identify the15

characteristics of that system, the capability of that16

system, to carry the whole weight.17

So now that safety related system has to,18

if it's a cooling system, remove the total amount of19

heat being produced without any credit being given to20

any other non-safety system.  So and I'll let Karl21

kind of expand on that and maybe provide some22

additional insight.23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Well, Karl, while you24

are thinking about it, what if any -- event is AOO is25
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frequency related at ten to minus two, you still1

require to 25 millirems?  I mean, you're acceptance2

criteria is still 25?3

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Well --5

MR. FLEMING:  But in the DBA context we6

want to be able to demonstrate that with suitably7

conservative assumptions.  It's not a best estimate8

analysis like we start with in the PRA side of things.9

But I think the main point I wanted to10

make here is that this process was designed to end up11

with a set of design basis accidents that would be12

functionally equivalent to the way in which design13

basis accidents are treated for light water reactors. 14

By design, this was the end point of the LBE process15

that we followed at LMP.16

What we've introduced here is a structured17

process to get to this point for different kinds of18

reactors using a very consistent process.  That would19

be, of course, executed differently.20

So each of the DBEs, each of the DBEs that21

was coming out of the probabilistic evaluation, is22

converted into a DBA with the same initiating event as23

defined in the originating DBE.  And then the event24

sequence progresses by removing any credit in the DBE25
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for any operation of a non-safety related SSC.1

So the --2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  By relaxing the3

criteria by 2500 percent?4

MR. FLEMING:  Excuse me?5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  By relaxing6

acceptance criteria by 2500 percent.7

MR. FLEMING:  I don't understand --8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  One versus 25009

millirem.10

MR. FLEMING:  I don't understand the11

relaxation part myself.12

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.  If you have an13

AOO, you're supposed to have only almost one rem,14

right?15

You're now, the 10 CFR 53.34 is 25.  So16

you are only using safety related equipment but your17

criteria is 25 times larger.18

MR. FLEMING:  Our DBAs are derived from19

the DBEs, not the AOOs.  We manage the AOOs by the20

frequency consequence target.21

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Right.  And some of22

those have one.  I mean, you're looking at the figure23

right there.24

CHAIR PETTI:  So, Karl, I think he is,25
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someone is confused.  When you're in AOO space you1

compare on your F-C line --2

MR. FLEMING:  Right.3

CHAIR PETTI:  -- to that dose.  You don't4

compare to 2500 rem, Jose --5

MR. FLEMING:  That's right.6

CHAIR PETTI:  -- you compare it to, I7

can't read it.8

MR. FLEMING:  Yes, the one on the curve,9

which is anchored to Part 20 and the one rem PAG limit10

and so forth.  So we manage the AOOs based on the11

frequency consequence target in the AOO region.12

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I see some DBEs that13

have X axis one, Y axis ten to the minus two, one. 14

And now you are making it that one, you are making it15

go to 2500.  Do you see what I'm, I mean, I'm pointing16

with my mouse so you can see it.17

MR. FLEMING:  Well --18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  But on the X axis19

one, Y axis ten to the minus two, that is a DBE.  And20

now this DBE you now make the acceptance criteria to21

the one, you make it 2500.22

MR. FLEMING:  Well --23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes or no?24

MR. FLEMING:  No.  We're leaving the25
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frequency consequence curve, entering into a1

deterministic realm here.  And we're going to2

postulate failures of non-safety related SSCs without,3

we're not doing any probabilities or frequencies4

anymore, we're departing from those higher frequency5

DBEs, which include, in most cases, credit for non-6

safety related SSCs performing.7

And we're not selecting the DBA by8

frequency, we're selecting the DBA by following a set9

of rules that were covered in Bill's earlier slide,10

figuring out what our required safety functions are,11

selecting safety related SSCs to perform those and12

then constructing, deterministically, a set of DBAs13

that are functionally equivalent, in our view, to the14

light water reactor DBAs.15

MR. RECKLEY:  And I may have confused16

matters by even including the frequency consequence17

figure on the slide.  So as Karl mentioned, it's only18

related in that you're picking the sequences, or19

you're using the sequences in the DBE region as a20

starting point.  But then once you leave that, it's21

not really frequency-dependent any longer because of22

the number of assumptions that you're making in both23

the conservative methodologies and the assumptions24

that none of the non-safety related systems are25
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available.1

MR. FLEMING:  Right.  And so in the2

practical examples that we've shown, there is a3

supporting LMP report, which is available on the NRC4

website, that supported the development of NEI 18-045

on the licensing basis event part of this methodology.6

And we had examples in there for both7

prism and the MHTGR.  And what we show in there is8

that in many cases the constructed DBAs correspond to9

the event sequences in the probabilistic side that are10

so low in frequency they've actually been screened11

out.12

So these DBAs, if you go back and recreate13

the sequences in the PRA that mimic these assumptions14

by forcing failure of all the non-safety related SSCs,15

in some cases you end up with DBEs.  Events in the DBE16

region.17

But in many cases you had their BDBEs, and18

in some cases, they are so low in frequency they have19

been screened out of the BDBE region.20

So the spectrum of DBEs that you end up21

include some events that are extremely low frequency. 22

Not all of them, but many of them.23

CHAIR PETTI:  I see Mike Corradini has his24

hand up.  Mike.25
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MR. CORRADINI:  Now, I should have put it1

down, Karl's last set of comments hit exactly what I2

was trying to say which is, if you assess the3

frequency it falls dramatically.  But using the4

frequency dose curve, once you get to the DBAs, is5

kind of confusing or sounds like it confused the6

issue.7

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.  And, again, I'll8

apologize for even having it on the figure because9

when you're assessing the DBAs you're going back to10

the established reference values in Parts 50 and 52. 11

And basically in that regard they're using the same12

measure as the traditional Chapter 15 design basis13

accident in light water reactors.14

Which kind of leads me to Slide 20. 15

Again, a slide from a previous meeting where we talk16

about, and this is where I was mentioning earlier, we17

often focus on the differences.18

But even within the existing structure for19

light water reactors that's reflected in ANS-51.1, and20

actually the version of that standard that was used is21

the '70s version not 1983 version.  But you can see22

the methodology that went behind that construct has a23

lot of similarity to, of what we're talking about with24

LMP.25
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There was a systematic element to it of1

looking at potential contributors to challenges to the2

plant.  Like what happens if I increase or decrease3

reactivity, what happens if I increase or decrease4

cooling, what happens if I increase or decrease5

inventories.  Those kind of assessments.6

Kind of a process hazard analysis or an7

earlier version of process hazard analysis.  And the8

categorization based on the postulated initiated event9

frequencies in the '70s standard.10

By the time we got to the '80s standard11

they were thinking a little more along the lines of12

LMP.  But as I mentioned last time, given the,13

basically the development stopped in the United States14

about this time.  The later standard was never really15

used.16

But there is a similarity in that respect17

to the two approaches.  And some of the differences,18

as Jose is mentioning, in terms of, in a more19

deterministic assessment of anticipated operational20

occurrences, that might be a difference.21

I contend there is a real reason that was22

done for light water reactors and that's because a23

power mismatch can result in a phenomena like24

departure from nuclear boiling very quickly.  And so25
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frequent events needed to be assessed and it needed to1

be addressed.2

Those kind of sequences still are3

addressed under LMP.  But as we talked about, they're4

talked about in, or they're addressed using more best5

estimate approaches under this methodology.6

On the other hand, the treatment of what,7

in this respect would be condition four and below8

condition four events, is done, in my view, a little9

more thoroughly under LMP than it was under the10

deterministic approach.11

But as Jose mentioned, it's a little bit12

of apples and oranges because the way that these13

methodologies addressed uncertainties was to try to14

be, try to introduce even additional conservatisms to15

bound everything.  And so to add conservatisms that16

way.17

So one of the things I'd like to mention18

is, we're not in the current process trying to say19

that this approach is not acceptable or that LMP is20

the only approach that can be used.  We're saying as21

a Staff that there are differences between these22

methodologies and done correctly, either one of these23

can support the design and the licensing of a plant.24

But they both have to be done correctly. 25
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There is a history over the evolution of light water1

reactors where the deterministic approach needed to be2

supplemented.  And there will be lessons learned from3

the application of licensing modernization or NEI 18-4

04 approaches that we'll have to adjust to.5

So again, we're not trying to say there is6

only one way to do this, we're trying to say, either7

one of these approaches we think can be used.  And if8

they're done correctly, either one can result in a9

safety case being made for a future plant.10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Before you move on --11

-12

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.13

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  -- let me state my14

case a little more calmly.  I don't have an issue with15

the way you match those numbers, okay.  Do the math16

the way you like it best.  My concern is a large17

number of components following this procedure end up18

not being in technical specifications, still not19

safety rated (phonetic).20

For example, right now we have technical21

specs that says my diesel generators need -- you need22

to have two diesel generators (audio interference)23

available.  You can only do maintenance on one.24

By not being in tech specs, that means I25
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can do the maintenance on all three at the same time,1

because it saves me money.  And what am I relying on2

regulator, on the good will and understanding that the3

operator won't do anything stupid?  And that's what4

tech specs are for.  You need ---5

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah, and we'll get --6

(Simultaneous speaking.)7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  And if they're not in8

tech specs as a regulator, I have to assume those9

things don't exist.10

MR. RECKLEY:  Actually, let me challenge11

you on a couple, well, not challenge.  I'll challenge12

you on the last point.  The non-safety-related with13

special treatment category is not an unregulated14

category.15

I will admit, a long time ago, what you16

said was what we did.  As we introduced things, some17

of which came out of PRAs or operating experience, we18

added requirements for non-safety-related equipment. 19

And I would say we don't have to assume they don't20

exist.21

There are regulatory requirements for22

those plants that have a blackout diesel.  There are23

regulatory requirements for those plants that put, in24

after Fukushima, mitigating strategies.  There are25
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regulations that address that.  All of that is1

non-safety-related equipment for which we have a2

regulatory footprint.3

This methodology, as I mentioned earlier,4

I think, expands the use of that concept and5

formalizes it more than we've historically done to6

address more equipment that will fall into the7

category of non-safety-related but warranting special8

treatment.  That is, I do think, one change out of9

this methodology that people should keep in mind.  It10

is a mindset difference.11

You know, in the Fukushima lessons12

learned, one of observations was largely in that area13

is what people were referring to as the patchwork. 14

Because we did add station blackout, we might have15

added ATWS, we might have added some very specific16

requirements and used, in that, non-safety-related17

equipment.  That brings in all of the important to18

safety but non-safety-related equipment in the history19

of that issue.20

One of the things we're trying to do under21

this methodology is that becomes much more formalized,22

much more incorporated into the regulatory structure. 23

And so people will have to get accustomed to a24

regulatory involvement in non-safety-related equipment25
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more so than has been done in the past.  Again, we did1

it in isolated cases.  This becomes a key part of this2

methodology.3

MEMBER BLEY:  Bill?4

MR. RECKLEY:  If I can just finish on the5

tech spec part, we'll address that a little bit this6

afternoon on TICAP/ARCAP.  But also within Part 53,7

and Sub-part F, and what we presented at the last8

meeting, we tried to emphasize what would go into tech9

specs and also what we were putting in place for10

ensuring and addressing the non-safety-related with11

special treatment.  And I'm sorry.  Dennis, or --12

MEMBER BLEY:  Yes.  I just wanted to, if13

we go back to the '60s, we often went into plants14

then.  And we found if they had a spare pump it was15

torn apart.  It had been cannibalized for parts.  It16

was completely unavailable.  And that changed.17

And with this program, I think you get18

into, you know, Sub-part F, we have reliability19

requirements on equipment.  And if you do as20

suggested, don't ever test it, don't do anything, you21

can't meet those requirements.  And we moved away from22

that old practice.  Like I said, it was very prevalent23

in the '60s, started going away in the '70s.  And by24

the end of the '70s, it was pretty much gone.25
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MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So if we go on to1

Slide 21, because I do want to --2

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I have a different3

question on this.  And I asked that question before. 4

Why didn't you consider that, instead of introducing5

the, dispatching safety important, non-safe, why6

didn't you consider defining safety versus non-safety. 7

So safety definition will include important for8

safety, non-safety and exclude some of that.  So it9

would be risk-informed update to safety specification,10

so that you don't have a three-categories, just11

risk-informed update, safety specification, and we12

only have safety and non-safe.13

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.  The primary, a reason14

for that in history is actually pushing in the other15

direction to more formalize at least three categories16

versus having two.17

One of the reasons is historically that18

safety-related category, because it brings the19

pedigree and requirements of the highest quality20

assurance, also brings the highest cost of the21

components.  And so, I mean, that is one reason that22

generally most systems, even international systems,23

are moving to at least three categories versus two. 24

Going to somewhat ---25
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MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Well, I completely1

understand that.  My question is that doesn't mean2

that you will be just adding to safety category if you3

risk inform.  That means we will also subtract.  So4

basically, I mean, I don't see -- maybe historically5

there is need to have this original safety6

specification which, you know, I mean, we can update7

basis for that to include risk informed information. 8

And therefore, you know, you will also, so9

safety specification will not just have added but also10

subtracted component.  It will be just risk informed11

safety specification that will affect the, you know,12

the ---13

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah, okay.  Sorry, I think14

I understand the question a little better.  We did15

consider, at various stages in development in NUREG16

1860, and actually one of the very first conversations17

we had when we started interactions on the development18

of licensing modernization, was whether to keep that19

structure.20

And a decision was made, and one can21

argue, but a decision was made that we would keep the22

safety-related category, we would keep the traditional23

Appendix B type of requirements on that equipment,24

because the infrastructure was largely in place to25
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support that.  And so we could rely on that existing1

infrastructure versus going to a more graded approach. 2

And there might be benefits to that, but3

a downside to that would be when you're dealing with4

a supplier, all of that would have to be in the5

purchase specification specifically.  And you may not6

have a reference to something like NQA 1 that they are7

accustomed to dealing with.8

Karl, if I missed the question, did you9

have a thought on this?10

MR. FLEMING:  Yeah.  So when this approach11

was first crafted in the MHTGR example back in the12

late 1980s, they just had the two classes,13

safety-related and non-safety-related.  That was14

basically it.  And they followed the same process that15

we define safety-related in LMP.16

In the NGNP evolution of this process,17

that's when this third category, or NSRST, was first18

introduced.  And it was introduced on the recognition19

that you could have equipment that's doing the20

functions, for example, up in the AOO region that's21

performing important functions to keep your AOOs22

inside the frequency consequence target.  And that23

kind of concept was missed and was not viewed to be24

nearly as important the safety-related side, but it25
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was a consideration.1

And then in the evolution in  LMP where we2

introduced a natural process step to assess the3

adequacy of defense in depth, there's a recognition4

that all the systems that perform  safety functions in5

the plant, no matter what safety classification6

they're in, they contribute to the overall defense in7

depth.8

So the way this is applied in the LMP9

process is that we bring in risk significance criteria10

which cover all three regions of the frequency11

consequence spectrum.  And we also bring in a concept12

of minimum adequacy of a defense in depth.  And those13

are the considerations that get us into NSRST.14

And if fact, if you look at the15

applications in the pilot studies that have taken a16

crack at classifying things as NSRST, it's the defense17

in depth that's been predominating the rationale for18

populating NSRST.19

MEMBER BIER:  Hi.  This is ---20

(Simultaneous speaking.)21

MEMBER BIER:  Oh, Vesna, if you wanted to22

---23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  No, no, no.  Please24

go ahead.25
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MEMBER BIER:  Okay.  I just wanted to kind1

of reinforce Vesna's question.  I mean, I understand2

from the response that there may be a lot of pragmatic3

and logistical reasons for leaving things the way they4

are.  But, you know, it was in the '80s that I had to5

first wrap my head around the idea that the ultimate6

heat sink might be not considered safety grade, even7

though it was, never mind, safety-related but8

safety-critical.9

And, you know, I'm kind of imagining,10

like, how many decades or centuries into the future11

are people still going to be dealing with that12

contradiction?  And, you know, there is a burden to13

changing it but, you know, maybe we want to bite that14

bullet at some point.  And is now that point?15

So I don't feel super strongly about it,16

but it is just something that has struck me listening17

to this conversation.18

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, thank you.  And again,19

yeah, we've had the discussion.  I understand we could20

have taken different directions, but for various21

reasons, including pragmatic ones, this is ---22

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  But that doesn't23

disagree.  Your pragmatic one is extremely important24

for new technologies.  You want to build the suppliers25
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which will build the, you know, the Appendix B-1

components for important systems.  You know, you are2

talking past, but you look, this is the regulation for3

the future.4

So, I mean, I think that this is very sort5

of, like, a Frankenstein type marrying all the new6

instead of just trying to construct something new, you7

know, addressing both things, so, I mean, you know. 8

And so but I will say pragmatically this is not a9

pragmatically desirable approach.10

MEMBER BLEY:  This is Dennis.  I'll just11

mention, and it doesn't do any good, over the last 2012

years we've written a number of letters where we've13

raised this issue and raised it in numerous meetings. 14

And I certainly agree with Vesna and Vicki on this,15

but it's like moving a tanker with an outboard motor.16

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  That's probably not17

a bad analogy.  So if we can go on again, I want to18

try to keep us on schedule.19

I just included this slide because, again,20

having various discussions, sometimes people interpret21

things differently.  And I just go back to the 201822

timeframe, and it's already been mentioned once or23

twice, the functional containment performance criteria24

paper.  And it just represented the same thoughts25
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using a different visual.  So I won't spend too much1

time on it, since we're running a little late.2

But it just goes through the event3

categories, because even in 2018 we were working on4

LMP and foresaw that we would be using it or that it5

would be an important element of both licensing6

modernization and its related topic that we have a few7

slides at the very end to talk about mechanistic8

source term.9

But one element here that I do want to10

just mention again is that there's a lot of discussion11

on the use of the frequency consequence target and12

comparison using offsite dose which really we thought13

we had little choice but to use anyway.  Because in a14

technology-inclusive framework, it ultimately is the15

measure.16

And many of the different technologies17

don't have much in common to pick other performance18

standards.  However, any designer, and it's kind of19

mentioned here in the middle box under plant level20

performance criteria, would be able in the analysis to21

pick a surrogate measure to a frequency consequence22

actual dose calculation for offsite.23

And to the degree they're able to pick a24

measure on a barrier, and show the barrier maintains25
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its integrity and ability to retain the radionuclides,1

then they would actually be also demonstrating that2

they meet the frequency consequence target measures,3

the offsite measures.  And so we would expect, in some4

cases, that such surrogates would be identified by5

different technologies or different designers.  So6

that's all I kind of wanted to mention on this slide. 7

If you go to 22, a mention again on8

external events, basically the licensing modernization9

methodology includes a consideration of external10

events and for safety-related-equipment to be11

protected against hazards up to a design basis12

external hazard level which is very synonymous with13

the way it's done now.14

There are some external hazards like15

seismic that have been able to consider probabilistic16

approaches.  Other external hazards, based on the17

ability to estimate frequencies and magnitudes, are a18

little more challenging.  Efforts are underway.  But19

if needed, a design basis external hazard level could20

be determined using existing guidance if push come to21

shove. 22

So with that, I'll leave that, and we can23

move on to Slide 23.  We've already talked about a lot24

of this, because again, the methodology is iterative. 25
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And one of the challenges in talking about this1

approach, and we face the same thing in Part 53, is2

when you try to have an integrated approach, it's very3

hard to talk about one element without talking about4

the whole thing at the same time.5

So although we tried to talk about event6

classification, obviously that feeds into safety7

classification.  So we've already talked about this to8

some degree.  The classification categories are9

safety-related and that, good or bad, brings with it10

what we were just talking about, the quality assurance11

requirements under Appendix B, and the need to protect12

them against the design basis external hazard level. 13

So this would look familiar under the existing14

framework.15

Non-safety-related special treatment we've16

talked about a fair amount.  I think this is one of17

the distinctions and additions, that this activity18

will get looked at more so under this framework.  And19

then you are left, as you in any such methodology,20

non-safety-related with not special treatment, that21

equipment that is not contributing to the initiation,22

or the prevention, or mitigation of an event and would23

be just commercial grade.24

So special treatment, I probably should25
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have mentioned early on, when we use that term that's1

some measure that you're taking beyond commercial2

grade activities.  And it can be either in3

specifications established for the hardware or it4

could be a programmatic requirement such as5

inspections and  surveillances that might be done.6

So Dr. Rempe, I see you have your hand up.7

MEMBER REMPE:  Yes, I did.  Just briefly8

on the last bullet on 22, I'm not sure that, with9

these new technologies, we may not find any new DBAs.10

I can think of, with all the uncertainty,11

that you might have a technology where a small loca12

could result in a criticality challenge and be more of13

a challenge than you originally started when you were14

thinking, oh, a control rod injection, for example. 15

So I'm not sure that that statement may prove true as16

we go through some of the unique designs.  And it's17

just something for thought.18

And then secondly, I was thinking about19

what Karl and you have said about the20

non-safety-related SSCs on Slide 23.  And in these21

tabletops, has there been a lot of controversy in22

deciding which SSCs need to have some sort of23

regulatory oversight and which ones don't?  Is it a24

clear cut case since you guys worked through this, or25
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is there a lot of controversy, and discussion, and1

uncertainty?2

MR. FLEMING:  Okay.  This is Karl.  Ed3

Wallace might want to amplify on this, but a number of4

the tabletops have gone quite far down the path in5

safety classification, X-Energy, PRISM, the VTR6

Project, the eVinci Project, Kairos, and so forth. 7

And the experience has been so far is that, because8

our risk-significance criteria, which is one of the9

entry points for NSRST, are based on absolute risk10

metrics.  We're finding very few examples of11

non-safety of SSCs that are determined to be risk12

significant.13

So most of the NSRST classifications that14

have been done so far have been based on applying the15

NEI 18-04 guidelines to establish an adequate level of16

defense in depth.  There's, I think, Table 5-2, for17

example, in NEI 18-04, has some guidelines or some18

criteria for looking at these types of things that19

have both quantitative and qualitative criteria.20

And one principle of defense of depth, of21

not relying on a single element of design, for22

example, that often is used to classify SSCs as NSRST. 23

So there is some experience being developed for that,24

along these lines.  But, you know, it's indicative of25
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a process where the reactors are in early stages of1

design.2

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you.  That helps.3

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, thank you, Karl.  So4

I think we can go on to the next slide.  And, well,5

one last point, Joy, on your external hazards6

question, that's a not expected.  So as you feed into7

the PRA, if an insight comes out of looking at an8

external event, the methodology doesn't preclude9

having to reassess something.10

It's just basically saying by looking at11

the internal events and, again, that's as much as is12

done now, and then protecting any of the safety-13

related equipment from the design basis external14

hazard level, it wouldn't be expected that you would15

introduce a new design basis accident.16

Because you're already protecting the17

safety-related equipment needed for the internal event18

from the external hazard.  But again, it doesn't19

preclude that if you do get an insight from the20

external, looking at the external events, that you21

wouldn't have to reassess.22

So let me see, so this just summarizes23

what we were saying, kind of, in a illustration, the24

safety classification categories, safety-related and25
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then risk-significant or safety-significant, if1

needed, for defense in depth.2

So if we can then go on ---3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Before you go on though4

--5

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.6

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- this is Walt7

Kirchner, does this carry yet a fourth classification?8

Does this lead to confusion, or do people who know the9

PRA space know what safety -- the subtle difference10

between risk-significant and safety-significant?  Or11

does this lead to confusion?  Or I shouldn't say12

confusion, but the potential for uncertainty in the13

actual regulatory process?14

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.  I hope not.  The15

NEI-18-04 goes into a fair amount of discussion.  And16

in terms of the categorization of equipment, the17

non-safety-related with special treatment would18

address both risk-significant and safety-significant.19

Again, with safety-significant being20

things that were added not because of the estimates21

coming directly out of the PRA but because of22

decisions coming out of the integrated decision-making23

process and a need to add defense in depth.  I think24

we'll get into that a little bit more in a couple of25
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slides.  And maybe Ed Wallace can share some1

experience in that regard.2

So I don't think it does.  The NEI 18-043

is pretty clear on these categories and what goes into4

the decision-making.5

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  But will these6

categories be defined in 10 CFR 53?7

MR. RECKLEY:  To the degree we use them,8

they will be.9

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, then the caution10

I would only throw out is then there's the potential11

for confusion versus the non-safety-related, safety,12

I'm getting the title wrong, safety-significant,13

special treatment.  Would both risks, significant and14

safety-significant, be encompassed by the non-safety-15

related with special treatment?16

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.17

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, as long as that's18

made clear then --19

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.20

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- then it's not like21

there is yet another category.22

MR. RECKLEY:  Right, right.  That's what23

I was trying to say.  But you just said it more24

succinctly, so thank you.25
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MEMBER KIRCHNER:  And then while we're on1

this, I would, may I ask Karl a question?2

MR. RECKLEY:  Please.3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Karl, on the tabletop4

exercises, in your assessment when you looked at the5

different, without going into detail by name of6

vendors, did you find that they came up with a7

credible set of safety-related SSCs?  In other words,8

what I mean by that is somewhat functionally9

equivalent to what would be defined as a10

safety-related system in LWR?11

MR. FLEMING:  Yes.  You know, in my12

looking at the LMP tabletops, I thought that they all13

made sense to me.  Now, of course, one has to14

understand the characteristics of the reactor well. 15

I mean, my own background I know a lot about HTGRs,16

and a little bit about pressurized water reactors, and17

very limited knowledge about molten salt reactors  and18

those types of things.  But based on my knowledge19

base, it all seemed to make sense.20

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Because I think one21

concern, you know, going forward is that the agency is22

able to make a determination of adequate safety and at23

a level that meets or exceeds the existing fleet.24

And in my mind, part of that, the ability25
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of the agency to do that will be not only the quality1

of the design and its construction, of course, but2

also to the extent that the safety-related systems3

there provide the robustness or defense in depth as an4

inherent part of the design, not as an add-on, if you5

see where I'm going with the argument, and therefore,6

an equivalency to what we expect for the LWR fleet.7

MR. FLEMING:  Right.  I appreciate your8

point.9

MR. WALLACE:  Bill, if I could add two10

cents worth here, this is Ed Wallace.  I think it's11

really important that the final point in this12

discussion about the LMP process, when we worked our13

way through all of the things that you're hearing14

about today and have read before, it was really15

important with regards to the defense in depth16

assessment, which I know we haven't quite gotten to17

yet, but it was really important to the process to18

recognize that you can build in elements of the19

defense in depth capability at almost any point in20

time.21

And as your state of knowledge gets22

better, your refinement of that defense in depth23

capability gets sharper.  And the decisions that you24

make early to recognize that might result in changes25
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in physical configuration where observations you make1

very late in the design you've kind of precluded that.2

And so the idea here was to get all these3

risk insights in play with respect to the ultimate4

decisions you're trying to make which include the5

defense in depth adequacy evaluation.6

So you end up with a category called7

safety-significant which are the, and I will put this8

in my own terms here, there are always judgments that9

have to be made, there's gray areas and risk10

assessment because of uncertainties or other things,11

different sources of uncertainties.  And it's up to12

the designers to basically work their way through that13

process.14

And in the tabletop exercises that we've 15

been able to participate in, even for some of the16

designs that are relatively early in their maturation17

cycle, the inclusion of the DID attributes that are18

possible to be evaluated early on, maybe not19

finalized, are being used.20

And it is influencing physical design. 21

And I've also seen that on earlier designs that22

pre-dated 18-04 where the same process was taking23

place.  And the DID construct was not as well24

developed, but it still -- building in DID was clearly25
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recognized as advantageous compared to bolting it on1

later.2

MR. RECKLEY:  Thank you, Ed.3

Dave, if I could make a proposal, I'd like4

to try to get through the defense in depth discussion5

and then maybe, because I know our emergency6

preparedness presentation after lunch won't take the7

hour, of ending here on defense in depth.  And then we8

only have a few slides to talk about mechanistic9

source term, to do that after the break.10

CHAIR PETTI:  That sounds good.11

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  So if we can go on12

then to Slide 25.  And a lot of this we've already13

talked about.  The special treatment requirements14

basically for safety-related equipment would be to15

ensure that they're able to fulfill the required16

functional design criteria.  So what does the system17

need to deliver to make sure the required safety18

function is fulfilled?19

And then under both safety-related and20

non-safety-related with special treatment SSCs, a real21

look at the reliability and capabilities of the22

equipment coming out of those assessments and putting 23

in place measures at the beginning and then confirming24

through operations that those reliabilities and25
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capabilities are maintained, a look at -- because an1

SSC's importance might be on its prevention2

contribution, you know, that gets brought into this3

process in my view maybe a little better than what the4

traditional focus on mitigation has been.  But that5

would be brought in in terms of setting up the special6

treatment for reliability, for example.7

And then as we've talked about, this8

integrated decision-making process, really doing the9

sanity check using expert judgment, cross disciplinary10

type reviews, to look and say is an additional11

performance, additional programmatic control, or12

additional requirement, or up to and including maybe13

we should have some redundancy, you know, an actual14

physical change to the design should be made.15

So all of those things come into play and16

were an important part of the decision-making that we17

undertook in looking at this methodology.18

So if we can go to Slide 27 --19

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Bill, before you go on20

---21

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.22

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  This is Walt again. 23

Would the expectation then be, I'm looking at the24

first sub-bullet, second bullet, first sub-bullet.  On25
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the reliability an capability performance targets,1

would the expectation be that they would be codified2

in tech specs?3

MR. RECKLEY:  Not necessarily tech specs4

but in the regulations, and we can revisit under Part5

53.  And I know we went through all of that last time6

pretty quickly.  But under configuration control,  and7

just basically those requirements that would be put in8

place under Part 53, we proposed tech specs for the9

safety-related equipment but then had a special10

program for the reliability of non-safety-related with11

special treatment.  It would get the --12

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Okay.  And that's13

configuration management in Section F?14

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.15

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Right.  Okay, thank you. 16

MEMBER HALNON:  Bill, this is Greg Halnon. 17

Are you talking something like the licensing18

requirements manual, or technical plant manuals, or19

something like that that's under 50.59?20

MR. RECKLEY:  It would have that.  In21

terms of a regulatory system, yes, it would have22

something similar to that, more control by the23

Licensee on how to maintain it, but from our24

perspective as the regulator, an ability to go there.25
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MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  And be subject to1

whatever oversight scheme they come up with.2

MR. RECKLEY:  Exactly, right.  Okay, so on3

Slide 26, getting into the defense in depth4

assessment, this slide probably, in my view, it again5

brings in this integrated aspect of this methodology6

which makes it nice and makes it complicated at the7

same time.8

But under this figure you can see that,9

when you're assessing defense in depth, you're looking10

at the assessments that you do and using those11

assessments to look at the hardware that's the plant12

capability defense in depth.13

Where would it make sense to have an14

additional barrier, where would it make sense to have15

redundancy, where would it make sense to have16

diversity, all of those things that you can build into17

the plant to provide defense in depth, and then also18

looking at the programmatic measures of inspections,19

and training, and quality  assurance, and those things20

that support that defense in depth on the plant side.21

And I think, if I were looking at it as a22

designer, this is also one of the, you know, kind of23

important figures to be looking at.  Because it gives24

me the ability to say, in any particular case, what's25
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an appropriate balance between what I put into the1

plant and what I'm going to inform a potential2

customer gets picked up in the programmatic controls.3

Do I make, don't read this too much, but4

do I make a pipe twice as thick or do I make the pipe5

and then have a programmatic control on its inspection6

to provide a similar level of assurance that it will7

maintain its integrity?8

Again, don't jump on my on the spur9

example too much.  But it gives that ability, even in 10

the planning stages, to say what is an appropriate11

balance between what I put into the plant capability12

and what I'm going to support through programmatic13

controls.  So that's ---14

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I'd venture, Bill, this15

is Walt again, that if you look at kind of the history16

of things from the Commission and yourselves, the17

staff, the balance, if you look at the advanced18

reactor policy statements, and their evolution, and19

all the additions over time, they would suggest that20

you would lean to that lower left box and minimize the21

lower right box in a general sense, not entirely of22

course, but --23

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.24

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- just an observation25
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that the lean would be to the left, the defense in1

depth would have more reliance on inherent features,2

passive features, longer time constants, less3

immediate need for, you know, operator intervention,4

et cetera, et cetera.  You still need, obviously, a5

lot of the things listed on the lower right, but kind6

of the policy over the years is definitely leaning to7

the built in defense in depth.8

MR. RECKLEY:  More emphasis on the design9

and less reliance on human actions and programmatic10

controls.  I agree with you.  I think -- but for11

example, as you put into place some of the passive12

systems which have certain advantages, the13

programmatic controls would be needed to make sure14

that everything is in place to maintain the capability15

of that passive system, for example.  So --16

(Simultaneous speaking.)17

MR. RECKLEY:  -- and that shouldn't be a18

surprise.  I also, personal opinion, think that as you19

introduce new plant designs, new technologies, looking20

at this figure offers everyone a little flexibility in21

that it's often brought up that there will be less22

operating experience associated with some of these23

technologies.24

I think we can look at a figure such as25
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this and say, yes, the designer has, per Walt's1

observation, incorporated as much as they can lead2

into the design to minimize reliance on human actions3

or programmatic controls.4

But additional programmatic controls might5

be useful until the operating experience is gained to6

fully support the design.  So again, I'm agreeing with7

you, Walt, but also really looking at, as we8

transition and introduce new technologies, the9

usefulness of the programmatic defense in depth box. 10

And I'll let Ed -- Joy, I see you've got your hand up,11

and then I'll ask Ed Wallace from the development team12

if he wants to weigh in on this.13

MEMBER REMPE:  Yeah, again, I'm glad to14

hear what you're saying.  But let's get to some15

examples.  I'm hearing some advanced design developers16

saying the science doesn't support I need any17

emergency planning, nada.18

And again, we've lived through a lot of19

things in the US and, I must say, we need to have all20

the drills as regularly as you do with the large LWR. 21

But on the other hand, in the middle of an unexpected22

event due to an unknown unknown, trying to figure out23

what to do at the last minute doesn't make me feel24

very comfortable.25
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And so I am curious on these pilot plans1

to tabletop exercises if some folks are coming in2

saying I don't need anything.  I can't think of3

anything that requires any sort of emergency planning4

and how that's being perceived.  Because this is a5

concern of mine, and I'm just curious on where the6

staff is on this.7

MR. RECKLEY:  And if I can, can we pick8

that up during the emergency planning discussion?  I'm9

not sure that the LMP tabletops, except for maybe10

looking at preliminary results, would have addressed11

this in much detail.  But I'll let Ed or Karl say what12

might have gotten out of the tabletops.13

MEMBER REMPE:  And I'd point out, if it's14

in the back of your mind, I've got emergency planning15

as a last ditch resort.  You feel a little more16

comfortable in this defense in depth with a functional17

containment and, you know, and certainty on how18

barriers might interact.  But if you don't have that19

back of your mind assurance, I might want to be a20

little more hard core on how I apply defense in depth.21

MEMBER HALNON:  Joy, this is Greg Halnon. 22

You know, in September we've got a full subcommittee23

meeting focused on 50.160 which is what Part 53 is24

going to point to.  And then that's a key question25
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that we're going to talk about.  And we, you know,1

touch on it here, but I think we're going to get in2

more depth on it next month as well.3

MEMBER REMPE:  And that's fine.  I'm just4

starting to plant the seed when I'm hearing this kind5

of discussion, that it's a question that we need to6

carefully think about.7

MEMBER HALNON:  It's more than a seedling,8

in my mind.9

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.  And, yes, it actually10

does have to fit in, it has to be a very conscious11

decision on when you're assessing.  And actually, if12

we go to the next slide, it's the advantage.  And, Ed,13

I'll let you still chime in, but you can do it on this14

slide.15

You know, Level 5 is that kind of an16

assessment as to whether you need, at Level 5 and17

IAEA, Layer 5 in this slide, whether you need that18

kind of potential protective actions offsite.  And so19

it is built into the assessment.20

And I'll agree with you, Dr. Rempe, you've21

got to be very careful and very sure of yourself if22

you're going to say any particular layer is not23

needed.  But we'll get into that.24

Ed, did you have anything on the previous25
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slide or this one?1

MR. WALLACE:  I just wanted to say, Bill,2

that this slide brings it out.  But the LMP process in3

the discussion of sources of uncertainty, when you do4

the integrated evaluation at the top of the triangle,5

recognizes you're going --- there's always residual6

uncertainty.  You can't get perfect knowledge.7

And so emergency planning is viewed as a8

necessary component of adequate defense in depth from9

the LMP point of view.  Some of the developers have10

chosen to use an Emergency Planning Zone that's11

smaller than the width of my desk for their evaluation12

which is great.  And then they will have to decide,13

particularly for very small remote reactors, what does14

that mean for that particular application.15

So as a technology-neutral approach, it's16

clearly included.  It's hard for me to imagine, being17

a child of the TMI-2 accident experience, that you18

could eliminate it.  So that's just a personal19

opinion, but it's certainly included. 20

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Thanks, Ed.  So I see21

we're after 1:00, but we've got just a couple of more22

slides.  I'll just quickly go through --23

CHAIR PETTI:  Karl had his hand up.24

MR. RECKLEY:  Oh, I'm sorry.25
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MR. FLEMING:  Yeah.  Well, I wanted to1

make sure we didn't leave an earlier question hanging2

there.  But as far as LMPs, the scope of LMP was3

concerned, we didn't include, within LMP, the process4

steps of selecting your emergency planning zone.5

The concept was that the event sequences,6

the LBEs that we identify and select in the LMP7

process, would provide a basis for future emergency8

planning, you know, zone-type decisions.  So the LMP9

pilots did not try to come up with a justification10

for, say, like a one meter EPZ or anything like that. 11

I just wanted to clarify that.12

 MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah, thanks, Karl.  And13

we'll touch on this a little more this afternoon.  And14

then you will have additional interactions on the15

development of 51.60. 16

So if we could go to 28, again, I'll just 17

finish up.  One of the aspects of considering defense 18

in depth, and then also just the general thought of19

using this licensing modernization approach, one20

aspect is the ability to look and say I'm going to21

assess the margins to the frequency consequence22

target.23

And it provides a somewhat natural ability24

to say the closer I am, or the further to the right,25
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or the further to the top that I am in this figure, I1

guess primarily to the right, the more attention I2

have to pay.  Because the analysis of the event is3

telling me I don't have much margin, that there is a4

significance to the event.5

So under LMP, there is a logic for6

identifying risk significant licensing basis events. 7

It's shown here in a cross-hatched region, two orders8

of magnitude in frequency below the target figure. 9

And so I'll just leave it there.10

Karl do you still have your hand up from11

before, or did you want to weigh in on this figure?12

MR. FLEMING:  No, I'm good.13

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay, if we can go on then14

to Slide 29.  I've talked a number of times, the15

integrated decision-making process that brings in, you16

know, the expert judgment, the cross-disciplinary kind17

of looks, and a real assessment.18

It's integral to the defense in depth to19

say have uncertainties been adequately addressed.  Are20

there things we don't understand, we need to put some21

measures in place to address those uncertainties or to22

prevent the over reliance on any particular component23

that's built in.  But the decision-making panel is a24

sanity check, and so forth.25
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So if we go, the last --1

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Let me just make a2

point, this is Walt, Bill.  I agree with everything3

that's on this.  I mean, this is what a designer would4

do if he or she was taking advantage of a PRA, to do5

a much more systematic evaluation of the robustness of6

his or her design.7

But by the time 53 actually gets an8

application, this is all done.  So would you be9

looking for the Applicant to have conducted such an10

IDP exercise?  I mean, how in regulatory space do you11

codify this?  And does it become a requirement, or is12

it a desirable that the designer made, you know,13

iterative use of the PRA in informing the design as --14

because sooner or later they have to say this is it. 15

This is the design.16

And then you don't want an evolving design17

while you're trying to review the DCA or whatever form18

the application takes.  So how do you foresee this19

being written into 53?20

MR. RECKLEY:  That's a great question. 21

Right now we don't have a specific requirement.  Now,22

what would be done in an actual application, even on23

the design end or on the licensing end, is when a24

licensee or when an applicant would say they're using25
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the LMP methodology in accordance, you know, with the1

Reg Guide, this would be included within that2

methodology.  And so that would be, you know, a3

regulatory hook, because it's within the reference4

methodology and within the regulatory guide.5

It's a good question, and I'll give some6

thought to how to do this within Part 53.  There7

certainly is, within the design processes and, to some8

degree, quality assurance, a hook, but maybe it needs9

to be more specific.  We'll give it some thought. 10

It's a good observation.  Thank you.11

So I think the last slide before lunch,12

this just gives a graph out of one of the tabletops13

for the Xe-100.  It relied somewhat on the MHDGR14

evaluations.  It's kind of subtle here, but again, if15

you look at that report, the red dots within the DBE16

regions are those that end up being used for the17

determination of a design basis accident.18

But I know it's a hard figure to read just19

here on the screen.  But again, if you go to the20

Xe-100 tabletop exercise, there'd be a little more21

explanation of this along with the tabletops from all22

the other designs.23

And then the last slide I had before24

beginning a discussion on source term was a slide we25
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used at the last meeting.  And it just includes some1

of the discussion.  And I think we've already talked2

about this for most of the bullets multiple times3

today, so I could just end and not have any discussion4

on this slide.5

So with that, I'd say we're ready to6

break.  Dave, if there's any last minute questions, we7

can pick up and spend a few minutes after the break on8

mechanistic source terms an then start the EP9

discussion.10

CHAIR PETTI:  I think that makes sense,11

given that we're late.  Let's recess for one hour and12

be back at, let's see, that would be 2:15 Eastern13

time.  So we'll see everybody in an hour.  Thank you.14

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went15

off the record at 1:15 p.m. and resumed at 2:15 p.m.)16

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  I have 15 minutes17

past the hour, so we can start again.  Bill?18

MR. RECKLEY:  Thank you, Dave.  Before19

jumping into mechanistic source term, I'll offer one20

additional observation and that is the discussions we21

had this morning reminded me that last week a number22

of the staff were participating in discussions with23

IAEA.  And part of those discussions were on their24

standards and guidance and the implications of an LMP25
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type approach and the introduction of non-light water1

reactors.2

Much of their guidance is really oriented3

to light water reactors and much the same discussions4

about how it might be introduced and how does it5

compare with the existing standards and so forth.  So6

very similar discussions and it's an interesting time. 7

So I did want to spend a couple minutes talking about8

mechanistic source term because it's an important9

topic.10

But before I jump into that, if Michelle11

Hart's on the line.  It's unfair to ask, but I'm in12

the middle of a thunderstorm.  So if I should happen13

to drop off, if somebody from the staff could just14

pick up the slides.  I know it's unfair.  You're not15

familiar with them, but in case I do get knocked off.16

The mechanistic source term topic is17

important to the previous discussions we had on LMP18

and non-light water reactors in general because it's19

been assumed that such approaches would be taken.  And20

I'll get into a little bit about the distinctions and21

differences.  But this slide is just trying to give a22

little bit of background in terms of the source term23

that was built into the siting requirements and24

guidance by the AEC back in the early '60s, the TID-25
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14844.1

That stayed in use for a long, long time. 2

It was in the '80s with the introduction of the MHTGR3

that you started to get some proposals to the NRC to4

look at scenario-specific source terms.  The TID-148445

was basically a conservative estimate of a mix of6

radionuclides that one would assume came from an7

accident in a light water reactor and dump those8

radionuclides into the containment.  Then you model9

the containment leakage to calculate an offsite dose.10

The MHTGR proposal started to say, well,11

maybe we'll look at specific event sequences to12

determine the release as opposed to having one13

conservative source term which is basically set up as14

a test of how leak tight a containment would need to15

be.  As I mentioned this morning, that was brought up16

in the early '90s as a result of those first17

interactions and led to mechanistic source term being18

an issue brought before the Commission.19

And the Commission back then recognized20

and agreed that the staff could entertain mechanistic21

source terms.  And this is just a definition of22

mechanistic source term out of that SECY paper.  It23

largely holds true today.24

And again, the emphasis is that it is a25
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modeling of the transporter radionuclides across1

various barriers on an event-specific basis that2

activities continued.  The TID document for light3

water reactors was updated in the mid-'90s.  That's4

NUREG-1465.5

The issue of mechanistic source term for6

non-lights was continued in the discussions in SECY-7

03-0047 which, again, was another kind of policy8

issues that were brought out of documents like NUREG-9

1860 and the expectations that we may have non-light10

water reactors.  And NGNP did follow shortly after11

that with the Energy Policy Act of 2005.  More12

recently, we updated the Commission in SECY-16-0012.13

And in the LMP oriented paper, SECY-19-14

117, we just reiterated that mechanistic source term15

was really an assumption within the LMP and the16

associated Regulatory Guide 1.233.  So the next slide17

gives, from the '93 paper, the bolded text at the18

bottom.  And we quoted this in Reg Guide 1233 so many19

decades later with the observation that these still20

hold true and that is, what do you need to have in21

order to do a mechanistic source term?22

And the answer to that is in these23

bulleted terms.  You need to understand the behavior24

of the fuel, the other materials, the accidents.  And25
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you need to have research and test data to support the1

second bullet which is the modeling of the transport2

of those radionuclides across barriers in order to use3

this methodology and to obtain its possible benefits.4

So that is not an easy challenge.  And so5

one of the things on this methodology, LMP in general6

and non-light water reactors or other advanced reactor7

designs, is I think we sometimes in looking at these8

methodologies and processes might tend to not talk9

enough about the science and the research that has to10

go behind some of these methodologies.  It's easy11

enough to say you need to have -- or you are allowed12

to use a mechanistic source term, and that might13

provide benefits in comparison to using a conservative14

approach as was provided in the TID or the 146515

approach.16

But the fact that it's allowed to be used17

doesn't make it easy to be used.  And so it's just --18

I just wanted to emphasize that because when we get an19

application for a particular design, these technical20

things will come into focus.  It's just important for21

us to keep them in mind as we talk even today, so --22

CHAIR PETTI:  And Bill, just a point, we23

have on our schedule a number of briefings on what I24

call different pieces of the source term puzzle.  And25
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probably we've talked to John Segala about having a1

specific subcommittee just focused on mechanistic2

source term --3

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.4

CHAIR PETTI:  -- so we can go in deep.  So5

for the other members, we don't need to get into a lot6

of detail here.  We're going to have plenty of time to7

pull back that --8

MR. RECKLEY:  Right.9

CHAIR PETTI:  -- piece of the onion.10

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah.  Thanks, Dave.  I was11

going to mention that at the end, but this is a good12

time and maybe a way to head off some questions which13

I'd have to call on Michelle to help me answer anyway14

which is there are a number of activities underway. 15

We're going to talk about emergency planning here in16

a minute.17

We have an update to some other guidance18

being prepared.  Obviously, we have the development of19

Part 53.  So all of that plays into the issue or topic20

of source term and mechanistic source term.21

And as Dave alluded to, we're in the22

planning processes of setting up an interaction with23

the ACRS so we can talk the general topic of source24

term and then put it in context in these other25
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meetings that will be going on with the ACRS on1

specific topics, be it EP, the update of Reg Guide of2

1.183 or Part 53.  So thank you, Dave.  So we can go3

on to the next slide, and --4

CHAIR PETTI:  Karl has his hand raised.5

MR. RECKLEY:  Oh, sorry.  Yes?6

MR. FLEMING:  Yeah, so I just wanted to7

offer a brief perspective in contrast with the view8

that using mechanistic source terms is some kind of a9

relaxation.  I just wanted to point out the following10

contrast with the TID-14844.  So by making the source11

term nonmechanistic in the way it was handled in12

14844, the magnitude -- the actual numbers used in13

that mechanistic source term are really -- are pretty14

severe release fractions of iodine, cesium, and noble15

gases into the containment.16

And while that can be looked at as a17

conservative way to bound a source term from a design18

basis accident, it became disconnected from the19

phenomena that would be associated with severe20

accidents that could challenge barriers.  The reason21

I'm making this point, during the TMI accident based22

on the scientific studies that were done after the23

accident, the release fractions in the containment24

exceeded the TID-14844.  And of course, it was a --25
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half the core melted, so maybe it's not surprising to1

see that.2

But the point I'm trying to make is that3

along with the mechanistic source term idea is that4

all the phenomena that go along with controlling the5

transport of radionuclides have to be considered in6

the context of the survivability of the barriers.  So7

it's not just a relaxation.  It's just trying to bring8

the holistic idea of what these phenomena can do to9

the safety case.10

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  Thank you, Karl. 11

That's a great lead in to the next slide actually. 12

I've used this many times.  I'm not going to really13

talk about it.14

So basically what Karl just said is this15

principle, the mechanistic source term, I've used in16

this first principle slide.  But this basically is the17

representation of a mechanistic source term, and that18

is the behavior of radionuclides or specific19

radionuclide groups and their behavior and the20

behavior of the barriers under particular event21

conditions.  And so again, this is -- it's got the22

references down at the bottom.23

And I intend to use this slide every time24

I can because basically it's in small print there. 25
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But the equation there is basically a crude1

representation of a mechanistic source term equation. 2

And so if we go to the next slide, I can just discuss3

a few activities.4

Obviously, the Department of Energy has a5

number of activities going on looking at particular6

reactor designs and out of the national laboratories7

that are in charge of the campaigns for specific8

technologies.  And so you see the mechanistic source9

term white paper and other work, much of it related to10

gas-cooled reactors that comes out of Idaho.  You11

Argonne reports on source terms development --12

mechanistic source term development for sodium-cooled13

fast reactors, and you have work at Oak Ridge for14

molten salt.15

From the NRC's perspective, two reports16

that we've generated in the last year or two to17

address this topic is one out of Sandia which is the18

one there at the top, the simplified approach for19

doing scoping assessments for non-light water reactors20

and then a more recent report that we contracted with21

Idaho National Lab to do this risk-informed approach22

to develop a technology-inclusive primer or23

methodology to develop a mechanistic source term. 24

We've not gotten into it at the staff level quite yet,25
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although -- I should take that back.  We are looking1

at this now, and you'll probably get updates in terms2

of the development of the analytical tools like MELCOR3

for the various designs that are looking at this for4

specific technologies.5

But in terms of issuing regulatory6

guidance on a technology-specific nature, we've not7

ventured into that quite yet.  So there's our few8

activities.  And as Dr. Petti mentioned, we plan to9

come back before the ACRS, and we can talk about this10

in more detail.11

If you go to Slide 36, this is just a12

historical representation of a mechanistic source term13

for HTGRs, breaking down all of the various factors. 14

And just I was trying to use it as kind of a15

reinforcement that there's a lot to consider, a lot to16

evaluate, and a lot to try to understand in what feeds17

into the release of particular radionuclides across18

various barriers and then how it's either held up or19

released based on events, and then ultimately modeling20

the source term being what are the radionuclides that21

are actually subject to atmospheric dispersion and22

modeling with the code like MACS.  So with that, I'll23

just get the last slide and we can move into it if24

there's any last minute questions before we move into25
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the EP discussion.1

CHAIR PETTI:  I see Karl with his hand2

raised, but that may be from the last time.  Karl? 3

Okay.  Keep going, Bill.4

MR. RECKLEY:  Okay.  I think you can just5

advance to, like, Slide 40, yeah, yeah.  And I'll turn6

it over to other staff.  Is it Eric that's taking this7

up?8

MR. SCHRADER:  Yeah, I believe so, unless9

did --10

MR. RECKLEY:  No.11

MR. SCHRADER:  -- anybody --12

MR. RECKLEY:  It's all yours, sir.13

MR. SCHRADER:  All right.  Next slide,14

please.  So the Subpart F, at least this section of15

Subpart F, emergency preparedness.  Next slide.  We're16

going to develop and implement an EP program for the17

operations that's commensurate with the risk, with the18

licensing base events as analyzed in accordance with19

Section 53.450, the preliminary rule language, if20

we're going to leverage the existing framework of 1021

CFR 50.47 in Appendix E, and then the ongoing work in22

the proposed rule, 10 CFR 51.60, emergency23

preparedness for small modular reactors and other new24

technologies.25
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We're doing this to allow the maximum1

flexibility to choose a prescriptive, more2

deterministic process that's contained in 50.47 in3

Appendix E or the more performance-based EP regulatory4

framework contained in the proposed rule 50.160.  Next5

slide.  So the 50.160 as I said, it provides a more6

deterministic framework similar to the IAEA and other7

international regulatory frameworks.  Some of the8

concerns that we've had from our public meetings is9

some of the people are concerned that having to meet10

too many different stylings, stylings being the more11

prescriptive as opposed to a performance-based. 12

They'd like to have that opportunity, so that's what13

that's there for.14

And then the 10 CFR 50.160 performance-15

based framework, basically right-sizing EP to get it16

to where there's basically no unwarranted regulatory17

burden.  And then the major provisions of the 50.16018

rule, a scalable EPZ planning zone, meaning that I'm19

looking at the licensing basis events, the source20

terms that would be generated by those, and then at a21

-- basically performance methodology similar to that22

that was used in NUREG-0396 to determine exactly how23

far out that planning zone boundary needs to be. 24

Working in with the performance-based requirements,25
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we're looking at moving from strictly a prescriptive,1

these are the capabilities that you need to have to a2

process that would describe what the abilities you3

have to have and then having those demonstrated in4

drills and exercises.5

So we're actually looking at the results6

much more than we are the -- just the plans and the7

procedures.  And another provision is a hazard8

analysis.  A hazard analysis looks at any contiguous9

or nearby facility that could have some type of an10

adverse effect on implementation of the plan.  And11

then leveraging what has been created over the last 4012

years or so, almost 50 years now, I guess, the ability13

of ingestion response, the -- looking at what's been14

created, such as the FRMAC and the ability of other15

federal and local, state capabilities for the16

ingestion pathway to interdict the potential for17

contaminated food or water to reach the food chain.18

So we're looking at it as opposed to19

creating a deterministic ingestion pathway planning20

zone similar to what we have now for large light water21

reactors at 50 miles, we're looking at the --22

requiring a licensee to define and describe in their23

plan what capabilities are currently available.  So24

they would be looking at local plans.  They would be25
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looking at federal plans like I mentioned, the1

Nuclear/Rad Annex, the FRMAC capabilities, and other2

such resources that would be available, private labs,3

state labs, things like that that could do the --4

looking at the different samples and that.5

(Simultaneous speaking.)6

MEMBER BROWN:  Can I ask you a question7

while you're -- this is Charlie Brown.8

MR. SCHRADER:  Certainly.  Certainly, Mr.9

Brown.  Go ahead.10

MEMBER BROWN:  I'm looking at the EP11

stuff.  This is the part of reading that seemed to me12

-- and maybe because I don't understand it as well,13

maybe that's the case -- that regardless of what type14

of reactor you have, whether it's small, micro, large15

light water, what have you, that ingestion, radiation16

exposure is just based on source terms and that type17

of stuff.  And why would it be any different or be any18

less concerning or have different bases for19

determining it just because you've got an advanced20

reactor a light water -- a large light water reactor? 21

That is just -- I've never been able to make sense of22

this in the times we've talked about it.23

MR. SCHRADER:  Well, it's not so much that24

it's less of a concern.  It's looking at it with the25
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aspect that it's a longer term aspect that needs to be1

taken care of.  It's not something that needs to be2

done in the first day.  It's not something that needs3

to be done short term.  It's a longer term action4

that's taken.5

So you have time.  There's time to bring6

in the resources and that.  And many -- the ingestion7

pathway zone idea and resources that support the8

current 50-mile IPZ, those were created back in the9

'70s.  And at that time, it didn't have the same type10

of infrastructure that we have now.11

We didn't have the Nuclear/Rad/Annex.  We12

didn't have the FRMAC.  We didn't have a number of the13

federal and state and local experience plans and that14

that we have now.15

So instead of being concerned and wanting16

to see all these things happen, we see these things17

happen on almost a daily basis where something like an18

E. coli outbreak or some sort of foodborne pathogen19

outbreak and we're able to step in.  The CDC can step20

in and make those recommendations and determinations21

of quarantining whatever the food product is.  On the22

side of radiological potential, severe accident, or23

accident that would produce significant offsite24

contamination, we have the ability to see that right25
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now if it happened.1

MEMBER BROWN:  But there's always a short2

time and a longer time.  I mean, if you get releases3

and you look some of the people arguing for some of4

these other reactors that you don't need a5

containment-containment.  But you can get away with a6

confinement which was possibly more leaky which would7

seem to me rationally think you need a more responsive8

short term because you're more -- I mean, radiation is9

radiation.  Particulate spread is particulate spread.10

It's uranium.  We don't have some new11

stuff in there that's going to be getting out.  It's12

the same old stuff.  It's just bad, whether it's13

getting out from one location as opposed to a more14

secure location.  I'm not going to hold you up.  I15

just --16

CHAIR PETTI:  So Charlie, let me help you17

a little bit with some numbers.  Some of these18

advanced reactors are claiming that, for instance, the19

iodine-131 release is under 10 curies in their worst20

case accident.21

MEMBER BROWN:  So what time --22

(Simultaneous speaking.)23

CHAIR PETTI:  Iodine-131, one of the most24

dose consequential fission products, is under 1025
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curies.  A large light water reactor is at least1

10,000 times greater than that.  I don't remember what2

the number is.3

So the argument is not, I'm a fission4

reactor.  I fission.  I produce radionuclides.  It has5

to do with the magnitude of the releases that they're6

projecting in their worst case accidents.  That's what7

the discussion is about.8

The question that I had is for the9

presenter here.  Are all reactors required to have EP10

-- offsite emergency plans?  For instance, the test11

reactors, the NIST reactor in Maryland, the MIT12

reactor, the TRIGA reactors that are at universities,13

do they all have offsite EP plans?14

MR. SCHRADER:  They all have some type of15

offsite all hazards planning.  Whether they have an16

offsite radiological NRC required formal plan, that17

would be on a case-by-case basis.  I would say most of18

them do not because of their very small source term.19

CHAIR PETTI:  Right.20

MR. SCHRADER:  But I'm not an RTR and that21

kind of expert.  I think most of them -- they have an22

EPZ that's probably in the neighborhood of a large23

one, maybe 800 meters.24

CHAIR PETTI:  I think the question is that25
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some of these concepts, particularly the micros, have1

a hazard somewhere between NIST and the TRIGA2

reactors.  That's my personal assessment.  And so the3

question is getting the right comparison so you can4

get the right rule set put together basically.  I see5

lots of hands, Joy and the Mike.6

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  So I would note that7

some of those materials test reactors like the MIT8

reactor does have a containment.  So one needs to look9

at the whole picture.  But in the slide as well as in10

the draft text, you cite 50.47(b) which talks about11

responsibilities with respect to the facility and the12

state and local organizations.13

There needs to be -- like, in that 50.47,14

they talk about a chain of command notification to the15

public and methods for assessing and monitoring16

releases.  That's what I've been kind of harping on17

all day about completeness, our ability to be creating18

and thinking about all the possible cases from all the19

releases, not just the microreactor but the spent20

microreactors that may not have a place to go back to. 21

And is there a minimum set of requirements that the --22

because the staff's language is in progress.  I23

believe they have work in progress in what we were24

given to review.25
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Is the staff thinking about a minimum set1

of requirements?  So just because weren't sufficiently2

creative to think of all the possible scenarios and3

considerations that we won't be starting from scratch4

because at least they'll think about ahead of time5

what should -- who should be notified, what monitors6

ought to be around in case you didn't think of7

everything and you didn't detect it.  Is the staff8

thinking about a lower threshold of some sort of9

requirements for the super safe reactor that may not10

be able to -- you may not have -- the science may not11

justify the source term is where I'm at.12

MR. SCHRADER:  I'm not exactly certain how13

to address your question.  So --14

(Simultaneous speaking.)15

MEMBER REMPE:  Is my question clear, what16

I'm trying to say?17

MR. SCHRADER:  I'm not positive.  But let18

me take a stab at it, and then you can tell me that I19

got your question or I didn't get your question. 20

Offsite EP is never going away.  There will never be21

a situation where there will not be offsite EP.22

Now whether or not that is a NRC required23

formal EP program or not, that will based on the24

justification that the licensee and what the applicant25
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comes in with.  As far as a minimum set of1

capabilities, absolutely there's a minimum set of2

capabilities.  And EP is based on and it's the last3

line of defense.  It's always the one you did not see4

coming, as you just stated.  So --5

(Simultaneous speaking.)6

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  So where do I find7

something that will let the design developers know8

what you're just saying?  It's not going away. 9

There's going to be something.  I think we're on the10

same path that there's a minimum set of things. 11

Frankly, five years ago, I would've said, why do we12

need a pandemic response?  But now I learned.  Okay?13

MR. SCHRADER:  Right, right.14

MEMBER REMPE:  And so I just think that we15

need to let the design developers realize that what's16

in 50.47(b), some aspects of it will be required in no17

uncertain terms.18

MR. SCHRADER:  Right.  And we have19

performance objectives in the proposed rule.  And20

those performance objectives, A through H, apply to21

everybody.  They apply whether or not you have an22

offsite plan or not.23

And those are all those things that you're24

talking about, event classification, communications,25
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command and control, staffing and operations,1

radiological assessment, protective actions, release2

and assessment monitoring, reentry critique of actions3

for emergency response facilities, and corrective4

actions from drills and exercises.  And then there's5

a few planning activities that go to those things that6

aren't as easily measured, basically quantitatively,7

those things that you look at as far as response plan8

in conjunction with your safeguards plan.9

So there's an aspect there for something10

like a HAB, a hostile action-based, action response11

with your security plan, establishing voice and data12

communications with the NRC for emergencies.  So13

there's a number of -- there's a -- definitely a line14

that says that you're going to have all these things15

and this is the minimum.  And then once your plan goes16

beyond that, then you start to talk about having17

evacuation time estimates and that for those sites.18

MEMBER REMPE:  Where will I find that in19

Part 53?  Will it be part of Subpart F or will be some20

--21

MR. SCHRADER:  There's going --22

MEMBER REMPE:  -- other place?23

MR. SCHRADER:  Right now, we're looking at24

a pointer from Part 53.  It's 53.820, I believe is the25
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--1

MEMBER REMPE:  Right, I'm looking --2

MR. SCHRADER:  53.820.3

MEMBER REMPE:  -- at the draft text for4

820 right now, and it's pretty drafty.5

MR. SCHRADER:  Right, because it's6

pointing to the proposed rule for 50.160.7

MEMBER HALNON:  Joy, this is Greg. 8

There's a DG-1350 that kind of walks you through the9

50.160 requirements.10

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  So it'll be clear to11

the people reading this because I think we're going to12

get some folks who think they may need a lot less and13

less.14

MEMBER HALNON:  I don't think it's going15

to be as clear as it comes out to be because the drive16

will be to make the EPZ as small as possible within17

the site boundary.  And then there'll be an argument18

whether you need any offsite response if your EPZ is19

within the site boundary.  So I think there's going to20

be further discussion on your questions.21

MEMBER REMPE:  Okay.  That's what I wanted22

to hear.  But I just kind of wanted to make sure that23

everybody hears today as we discuss it.  Thank you. 24

I know I've mentioned this too many times, but I just25
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wanted to make sure the point was clear.1

CHAIR PETTI:  Mike?2

MR. CORRADINI:  Just a clarification.  It3

was my understanding that any sort of evacuation4

movement would have to be based on some estimate of --5

based on EPA pegs, right?6

MR. SCHRADER:  I don't know that it has to7

be.  They are the guides.  They are the points at8

which we've -- that the EPA has said that decision9

makers should consider taking protective actions --10

(Simultaneous speaking.)11

MR. CORRADINI:  Well, I apologize then. 12

I thought it was essentially a connection to the EPA13

pegs that I might -- because I'm thinking of what's14

done at a university research reactor.  An RTR will15

inform a side of their boundary as needed.  But16

because of their FSARs and their estimates of what17

would be the dose beyond their controlled area being18

below one rem, they wouldn't have to expect to do any19

sort of evacuation.  So that was my assumption the two20

were connected, the way you answered my question that21

they weren't connected.22

MR. SCHRADER:  Well, there's not a23

regulatory connection.  That's federal guidance. 24

That's what most everybody follows.25
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MR. CORRADINI:  Okay.  All right.  Okay.1

(Simultaneous speaking.)2

MR. SCHRADER:  But there's no regulatory3

-- go ahead.4

MR. CORRADINI:  No, no, no.  You've said5

it better than I expressed my question.  Thank you.6

MEMBER HALNON:  This is Greg Halnon.  Just7

one last thing back to Dave's question.  There's a8

Regulatory Guide 2.6 and a NUREG-0849 that describes9

the EP requirements for RTRs.  And there is a table in10

the back of 849 that talks about thermal megawatt11

versus EPZ zones -- I mean, EPZ size.  So you can kind12

of get a feel for where the RTRs are based on that.13

MS. REED:  This is Beth Reed.  Also ANSI14

Standard 15.16, basically the Reg Guide endorses the15

ANSI standard.  So if you want a little bit more16

detail on RTR emergency planning and what constitutes17

the EPZ, you can refer to that ANSI standard.18

MEMBER HALNON:  Thanks, Beth.19

MR. CORRADINI:  If I might just say one20

last thing, I think Dave's original point about using21

some practical existing reactors that are small such22

as the NIST reactors where I was thinking about this23

because in some sense, the recent events at NIST are24

a good example of what they did, even their they're25
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estimates of what occurred in terms of release were1

not going beyond their boundaries.  That's what2

started me down this path.  Thank you.3

CHAIR PETTI:  Keep going.4

MR. SCHRADER:  I don't see any more hands. 5

Okay.  So there's the schedule, as you've heard. 6

Moving forward with the 50.160 rule -- proposed rule7

went to ACRS Subcommittee and full committee back in8

2018 in the fall, August-October time frames.9

And then later this year, the -- most of10

the subcommittees and the full committee will have a11

presentation on the 50.160 rule again prior to it12

going to the Commission in December of this year.  And13

that's what I have.  More questions?  More comments?14

CHAIR PETTI:  So basically, we'll hear15

more about this when we hear about the rule coming up16

here in --17

MR. SCHRADER:  Absolutely.18

CHAIR PETTI:  -- a couple months.19

MR. SCHRADER:  The final proposed rule.20

MR. WIDMAYER:  So Dave, this is Derek21

Widmayer.  The subcommittee on the rule is September22

21st and then a November full committee is when you23

see that in the full committee.24

CHAIR PETTI:  Right, thanks.  Okay.  I25
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guess we can move on.1

MR. RECKLEY:  Yeah, this is Bill.  So2

yeah, if we just want to jump into the TICAP/ARCAP3

discussion.  Juan Uribe?4

MR. URIBE:  Yes, good afternoon.  Bill,5

could you please confirm if you hear me?6

MR. RECKLEY:  I do, Juan.  Go ahead.7

MR. URIBE:  All right.  Well, good8

afternoon to all the members of the Subcommittee and9

everyone in attendance.  As Bill alluded to, my name10

is Juan Uribe.  I'm a project manager in DANU/UARP11

which is the same group as Bill Reckley working for12

John Segala.13

Today I'll speak on behalf of a larger14

team within the NRC which is looking at ARCAP and15

TICAP.  And the hope is in this presentation, we'll16

shift gears from more technical discussions that we've17

had during the day to a more process oriented18

discussion.  So if you recall on March 17th, we19

briefed you and gave you an overview of ARCAP and20

TICAP, what they are, how they fit together, and the21

tentative schedule that to this day continues to be22

fluid.23

So the purpose of today is to give you a24

background refresher, a status update of the project,25
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provide you with a better understanding of the1

guidance documents and how they work together.  We'll2

definitely go through some examples so that it gives3

you better insights.4

And then later on in the presentation, Joe5

Sebrosky will provide an update on the proposed6

schedule and upcoming milestones.  Similar to Bill's7

presentation, I'll also call on some industry8

representatives that we have on the line who are9

leading the industry led TICAP efforts in case there's10

any detailed questions on how industry is developing11

their portion of the TICAP guidance document.  So I'll12

probably call Steve Nesbit or Amir Afzali and in the13

cases where -- if it gets to that.  So with that, next14

slide, please.  And we can probably do one more. 15

Thank you.16

So as you're aware, most everything these17

days starts with NEIMA.  And NEIMA mandated the NRC to18

develop a technology inclusive regulatory framework19

for advanced reactors.  And we believe that a key part20

of this framework is to provide the guidance for the21

development of content of an application.22

And so just at a high level, why is this23

important?  So it's important for the NRC because it24

ensures consistency of staff's reviews and it presents25
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a well-defined base for the score and requirements of1

reviews.  It's important for the stakeholders because2

it makes information about regulatory matters widely3

available and improves the communication and4

understanding of the staff review process by5

interested members of the public.6

And it's also important as we modernize7

the new framework because we are able to apply a8

lessons learned of things that have worked well in the9

past and what needs to be improved and/or enhanced so10

that in the end, we have a technology inclusive risk-11

informed and performance-based regulatory approach and12

associated guidance.  Next slide, please.  So to make13

sure we're all on the same page, it's always prudent14

to start with some background.15

So as you're aware, ARCAP is a proposed16

guidance document that would provide a roadmap for17

developing a technology inclusive risk-informed and18

performance-based application in a holistic approach. 19

ARCAP is broad and it encompasses the industry led20

TICAP and other NRC led efforts such as the EP and the21

security rulemaking.  Another key thing of ARCAP is to22

identify areas where additional guidance is not23

available and therefore needed.24

For example, via the ARCAP, we identified25
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the need to develop guidance in areas just as tech1

specs.  And now those efforts are ongoing.  Other2

areas are also being identified and being worked on in3

parallel.4

So ARCAP's intention is to streamline the5

content of an application.  ARCAP is not intended to6

replicate NUREG-0800, the standard review plan.  And7

let me just say that one more time.  ARCAP is not8

intended to replicate NUREG-0800 standard review plan.9

And an example of this is that as part of10

your traditional light water reactor application, you11

would have your traditional 19 chapter FSAR approach. 12

We are proposing a 12 chapter approach.  And we'll get13

to that in a little bit more details later on.  But I14

just wanted to emphasize the point that ARCAP is not15

intending to replicate NUREG-0800.16

ARCAP has been extensively discussed with17

industry in 2020-2021 and will be continued to be18

discussed over the course of 2021.  So I just wanted19

to emphasize that there's been good stakeholder20

communication.  It has not been done in a silo.21

And finally, it's important to note that22

ARCAP is being informed and keeping an eye on the23

ongoing developed of 10 CFR Part 53 so that it24

supports the proposal once completed.  However, ARCAP25
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is mainly focused and is relevant with the near-term1

applicants that may come in under Part 50 or Part 52,2

such as the advanced reactor demonstration project3

plans.  So with that, next slide, please.4

So the purpose of this slide is just to5

give you an idea of the process that the ARCAP Roadmap6

ISG uses to present to the NRC staff a world defined7

base for the scope and the requirements of the8

reviews.  And again, the goal of this is just to9

ensure consistency among the different applications. 10

So the first thing it does -- the ARCAP Roadmap ISG,11

the first thing it does is it identifies all the12

advanced reactor application topics, so the safety13

analysis report, the tech specs, PRA, fire protective,14

rad protection program, et cetera.  If you hit the15

next, yeah, thank you.16

Then the ARCAP Roadmap ISG provides a17

background and overview of the expected information18

for each topic.  The next item is ARCAP Roadmap ISG19

provides any endorsements, clarifications, supplements20

information, or provides points of emphasis.  And then21

finally, the ARCAP Roadmap ISG provides pointers to22

key guidance in support of the application topic.  And23

this overview of the process that the Roadmap ISG uses24

will become more apparent as we go through the25
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examples in the upcoming slides.1

So now that we've covered ARCAP -- next2

slide, please -- we'll talk a little bit about TICAP. 3

And again, I'll note that we have an industry4

representative.  So if I misrepresent or5

mischaracterize anything with regards to TICAP, I'd6

ask that Steve or Amir, please chime in.  Again, we7

want to provide accurate information.8

So TICAP is an industry led effort that is9

focused on providing guidance to specific portions of10

the safety analysis report which is one of the11

integral parts of an application.  TICAP is focused on12

those areas specific to the safety case described in13

the LMP process.  And we had a session this morning14

that just covered the LMP process.15

So in summary, the LMP process is just one16

of the approaches that selects the licensing basis17

events, develops SSC categorization, and ensures that18

defense-in-depth is considered.  LMP process, as19

you're aware, is described in NEI 18-04 and endorsed20

by the NRC as appropriate in Reg Guide 1.233.  Again,21

to emphasize the industry led TICAP guidance is only22

applicable to portions of the first eight chapters of23

FSAR that are related to LMP methodology.24

And it aims to minimize the burden of25
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generating and supplying non-safety significant1

information or information that is not necessary to2

make the safety case.  TICAP is applicable to 10 CFR3

Parts 50, 52, as I mentioned.  But it's also being4

developed with an eye on 53 so that it would support5

the proposed rulemaking once it's completed.  So next6

slide, please.7

As the industry develops the TICAP8

document and provides it to the NRC for review, one of9

the things that we plan to do is obviously review it10

and endorse it via a Regulatory Guide.  So the purpose11

of this slide is just to give you an idea of the12

process that the NRC is using on the draft Reg Guide13

to, again, potentially endorse the industry led TICAP14

document as one approach to define a safety case for15

those applicants that decide to follow the LMP16

methodology.  And to stress again that the main17

purpose of this is, again, to provide or present the18

well-defined base for the scope and the requirements19

of reviews and ensuring consistency among20

applications.21

So the first item is for the TICAP portion22

is that the NRC agrees with the proposed Reg Guide23

will endorse the TICAP document which in its final24

form, it will be an NEI document.  So this is the25
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first step.  So next, next.  Thank you.  For those1

areas within the LMP methodology, the draft Reg Guide2

would -- or the Reg Guide, I'm sorry, would provide3

additional clarifications, exceptions, points of4

emphasis from information described in the TICAP5

document in its final form.6

And for example, in one of the drafts, we7

refer to the fact the licensee should verify the white8

paper titled Analysis of Applicability of NRC9

Regulations for Non-Light Water Reactors to ensure and10

highlight that the applicant or the licensee is still11

responsible for demonstrating compliance with all12

applicable regulations and may request exemptions as13

appropriate.  For the next transition, please.  Thank14

you.  So for those areas outside the LMP methodology15

which are outside the scope of the TICAP document, the16

Reg Guide would provide guidance on any additional17

information that is needed that is outside of the LMP18

safety case but still relevant to the first eight19

chapters of the application.20

Examples include construction permit21

information.  And this is another key item of the22

Regulatory Guide.  And then last transition, so23

finally, the proposed Reg Guide includes appendices to24

key guidance in support of the FSAR development for25
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the first eight chapters.1

As I mentioned, currently, we have an2

appendix that expands upon the construction permit3

guidance discussion.  And it's likely that other4

appendices may be added if they're relevant to the5

first eight chapters of the SAR as we continue the6

review and finalizing the documents.  So again, I just7

wanted to, just at a high level, provide you8

background of ARCAP, a background on TICAP, and give9

you the main purpose of the ARCAP Roadmap ISG, what it10

plans to do, and what the TICAP draft Reg Guide plans11

to do.  So --12

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Juan, this is Walt13

Kirchner.  Since you made the pointed comment that in14

a previous slide that this is not to replicate the15

standard review plan found in NUREG-0800, I would16

presume since 53 -- the whole approach for 53 is --17

again, the objective is risk-informed, performance-18

based, high level, hence, a lot of reliance on19

guidance.  I would assert that most of the guidance in20

0800 is applicable to most advanced reactors.21

I would presume you would do a mapping22

exercise and then rely on the guidance that's23

currently in effect.  Let's pick on something, siting,24

external hazards, the traditional Chapter 2 and 3. 25
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Those are both -- the details in 3 maybe would be a1

function of the technology in the application.2

But in general, the principles don't vary3

very much.  I would say the same for electrical4

systems, digital I&C, support systems, et cetera, et5

cetera.  So is there some effort underway to tie the6

guidance that's applicable from 0800 -- I'm looking at7

the last bullet on this side -- to crosswalk these8

eight chapters or more 0800?9

MR. URIBE:  So that's a great question. 10

I'll take a first crack at it and then ask Joe or any11

other folks to see if they want to add something.  But12

I'd say that as we identify and start developing the13

key guidance to support Part 53 which was presented to14

the ACRS subcommittee in a previous presentation, it15

would be disingenuous to assume that we don't start by16

looking at what available guidance is out there and17

figure out what's applicable and what's not and the18

carry over as a starting point and as we look to19

develop the new guidance.20

I think what I was trying to convey is21

that the light water reactor approach is fundamentally22

different because you have the 19 chapter approach. 23

You have guidance associated with each of the24

chapters.  They're most deterministic approaches, and25
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for example, you mentioned, I think, flooding,1

external hazards.2

And so that's -- we're not just trying to3

say for each of the chapters, go look at an SRP4

section.  But the other extreme would be to say that5

we're not looking or considering what guidance is out6

there already and how much can be leveraged for that. 7

So without going into too many specifics, I think8

that's -- does that help?9

MR. SEBROSKY:  Yeah.  So Juan, this is Joe10

Sebrosky.  I'm a senior project manager.  I work with11

Juan.  And to answer the question, I agree with what12

Juan said.  We're certainly not going to reinvent the13

wheel if we think that there's guidance out there that14

is helpful.15

And siting is an area we issued ARCAP16

Chapter 2 that uses and leverages siting information17

similar to what you would find in the standard review18

plan when it comes to manmade and external hazards. 19

I would say, though, when you start asking -- when you20

started listing some of the other examples that you21

got to be a little careful.  We were asked a similar22

question when we briefed on TICAP and ARCAP the first23

time in the March 17 subcommittee meeting when it24

comes to I&C.25
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And what we said is the focus on ARCAP and1

TICAP initially is on the LMP-based approach.  That is2

our -- as far as priorities go, our priority is3

develop advanced reactor content of application4

project that is based on using the LMP-based approach. 5

So Juan is going to be talking about this in a minute,6

but he's going to show you the 12 chapter7

organization.8

And the LMP, as he indicated, defines the9

licensing basis event, SSC categorization, and also10

I'm sure it's defense-in-depth.  So with some of these11

designs, the LMP process may identify that offsite12

power is not as important as it would be for a large13

light water reactor.  We rely on the LMP process being14

used appropriately to come up with that SSC15

categorization.16

So if, for example, offsite power is not17

identified as being safety-related or nonsafety-18

related with special treatment, that would drive the19

level of review when it comes to offsite power.  So20

when you look at SRP Chapter 8, that's not what we21

would be following.  What we would be following is22

what came out of the LMP process, similarly with the23

I&C system.24

As you know, there's I&C systems for25
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several different parts of the plant.  And we would --1

the guidance essentially follows the LMP process.  And2

if there's safety-related I&C, it goes into Chapter 6. 3

If there's nonsafety-related with special treatment,4

it goes into Chapter 7.  There's a separate design5

review guide that's flexible that allows reviewers to6

apply the review criteria based on the safety7

significance that comes out of the LMP process.  So I8

--9

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  No, I certainly10

understand that.11

MR. SEBROSKY:  -- I don't know if I12

answered your question, but --13

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, I'm just saying14

that there's tremendous case law embodied in the SRP. 15

A lot of it the school of hard knocks and a lot of it16

perhaps is accumulated a lot of barnacles on the hull17

over the years and such.  But it at least provides, in18

many cases, a path that the staff has found acceptable19

in demonstrating the particular performance20

requirements are met.  And no, I fully understand that21

some designs may come in front of you and make the22

case that we can -- we'll function without offsite23

power as an example.24

And then obviously all those provisions25
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that are in -- and I may not get the chapter right, 81

of the standard review plan then obviously wouldn't2

apply.  But where things would apply, it certainly is3

a tremendous resource and one that's been proven by4

trial and error over many years.  And my point was a5

lot of it is performance-based and a lot of it is non-6

prescriptive.  A lot is prescriptive, of course, as7

well, but probably in general, a broad applicability8

to almost any advanced reactor concept.9

MR. SEBROSKY:  So I --10

MEMBER KIRCHNER: For regulatory --11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

MR. SEBROSKY:  -- understand your point.13

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- you want to -- I just14

-- I think where possible, where it fits.  Not15

everything is going to fit.  But when it does fit, you16

have the advantage, like I said, of -- there's, like,17

case law behind the application of this and experience18

on the part of the NRC staff in applying it.  And so19

to the extent you can maximize the leverage of what is20

out there in terms of precedent, in terms of21

acceptably regulatory approaches, I think will take a22

lot of the uncertainty -- I'm not using the right23

words.24

It will provide a little bit more -- not25
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guardrails, but a little bit more -- what's the best1

way to describe it?  You just don't want every -- each2

-- and it may turn out -- it may in the end become3

this.  But you probably don't want each and every4

reactor application to be a one-off.  Maybe they will5

be initially, but --6

MR. SEBROSKY:  No, so that's not the7

intention.  The intention is that ARCAP and TICAP is8

risk-informed, technology inclusive, and performance-9

based.  And if you following the LMP structure and you10

end up with safety-related I&C, certainly the DRG11

that's based on lessons learned on how we did reviews12

most recently, we intend to leverage that.13

So I guess I was just reacting to we're14

not doing a mapping from the 19 chapter SRP.  Some of15

those sections just aren't relative -- relevant to the16

LMP-based approach.  But we do -- we are certainly17

looking at the lessons learned.  That's one of the key18

concepts that you see on one of the first slides that19

Juan presented that we take the lessons learned from20

the light water reactor reviews that we've done in the21

past.  So we intend to do that.22

(Simultaneous speaking.)23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I think I made my point. 24

Thank you.  I don't want to dwell on it.  I'm just --25
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10 CFR 53 is going to be much more reliant on guidance1

than 10 CFR 50 and 25.  And to the extent that the2

guidance has been proven as applicable, that's useful3

because you've got a big task in front of you.  And so4

where you can make best use of the things that are5

tried and true and proven and applicable, that6

certainly puts, in my mind, more certainty in the7

outcome of these reviews.8

MR. URIBE:  This is Juan.  So excellent9

point.  Did that answer the question?10

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  This is fine.  Go on,11

please.12

MR. URIBE:  Okay, okay.  So that's the13

outline of how the TICAP draft Reg Guide is going to14

work.  If we go to the next slide.  So this slide has15

been used in the past and hopefully looks familiar to16

you.  It's a visual representation of the relationship17

between the scope of ARCAP and TICAP and the different18

deliverables sort of within each category.19

And so the figure in the slide shows the20

structure of the SAR on the left with the 12 chapters21

that we discussed.  On the right-hand and the22

furthermost right-hand box, it highlights all the23

other areas of an application that had been24

preliminarily identified for which ARCAP will provide25
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guidance.  And then finally in the middle box, it1

represents or reflects the staff's initial thinking2

when -- as we incorporate performance-based approaches3

into the guidance.4

So going into a little bit more detail,5

the left-hand boxes, the green and blue represent, as6

I mentioned, the 12 chapter approach.  It's different7

than the traditional 19 chapter approach.  I will say8

that based on several meetings and several public9

meetings and stakeholder engagement, there is general10

agreement on this proposed SAR structure as one11

acceptable way to move forward.12

We believe this is consistent with the13

Commission's policy statement encouraging the earliest14

possible interaction with applicants, vendors, and15

other government agencies so that we could add16

stability and predictability to the licensing and17

regulation of advanced reactors.  Staying on the left-18

hand side, the green box represents the first eight19

chapters of the SAR and defines the scope of TICAP. 20

So in other words, TICAP scope is limited to only the21

portions of the first eight chapters associated with22

documenting the safety case, part of the LMP process23

described in Reg Guide 1.233 and NEI-1804.24

As I mentioned, the TICAP document is25
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expected to be finalized a NEI document and sent to1

the NRC for endorsement.  And then we would, upon2

successful review, endorse the TICAP guidance via the3

TICAP Reg Guide document that we talked about and4

supplement it as appropriate.  The blue box underneath5

has the remaining four chapters of the SAR which is6

outside the scope of the industry led TICAP document7

and the TICAP Reg Guide.8

But it is within the scope of ARCAP.  And9

so for these chapters, the NRC has already released10

white papers with guidance which are all available on11

the public website, for Chapter 9, routine plant12

radioactive effluents, Chapter 10, control of13

occupational doses, Chapter 11, organization, and14

Chapter 12, initial starter programs.  So also within15

the scope of ARCAP is to provide guidance on the16

additional portions of an application that are not the17

SAR.  So therefore, moving along to the right-hand18

side of the figure which is the peach color, you have19

all the other areas that complete an application.20

So examples include the tech specs, the21

fire protection program, QA plan, physical security22

plan, rad protection program.  And I'll say that this23

list of the additional portions of the application are24

still under discussion.  So this is mostly for25
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illustration purposes and is not meant to be all1

inclusive or final form.2

And again, just going on to the middle of3

pink box, it hopes to convey as we sort of downsize4

the chapters and the information needed and we move5

towards more of a performance-based approach, it's a6

recognition from the NRC that not everything is7

appropriate for inclusion in the SAR.  So in other8

words, what this box means is that the NRC is looking9

to right size the level of detail as well.  And we10

would rely more on existing processes such as audit11

and inspections, rely on existing guidance like 110012

for audits, for example, to review and verify the13

applicant records which support or supplement the14

safety conclusions described and docketed in the SAR15

that, as I mentioned, would be docketed.16

So that's, again, just a quick visual to17

sort of put the pieces in perspective with the SAR,18

the first eight chapters, the remaining chapters, the19

rest of the portions of the application, and what20

TICAP is and what ARCAP picks up.  So moving along to21

the next slide, please.  So again, before diving into22

the examples, the purpose of this slide is just to23

share some additional insights to keep in mind to24

better understand the staff's actions as we release25
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draft documents and solicit stakeholder feedback on1

preliminary or draft information.2

So it's important to note that the NRC3

ARCAP Roadmap ISG and the TICAP draft Reg Guide is4

being developed in parallel to industry's TICAP5

document.  As such, developing the guidance is a very6

fluid process and requires periodic baselining and7

adjustment, not only for the format and titles but8

also some technical contents within.  Next bullet,9

please.  Releasing draft white papers with preliminary10

thinking for public comment, continuously or11

periodically engaging stakeholders at public meetings,12

and routine communications with industry groups such13

as NEI and USNIC is aligned in our view with the14

concept of openness.15

We believe being open and transparent will16

add value by incorporating to the extent practical17

stakeholder perspectives and understanding different18

views.  So next two bullets, please.  So in this19

current stage with some of the guidance still under20

development, the purpose again of the Roadmap ISG is21

to socialize the guidance structure to ensure it's22

coherent and then make sense.  And once the format and23

the structure is well accepted and understood, then24

the adaptability of the Roadmap ISG will allow for25
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scaling the document to add additional relevant1

guidance as we complete it.2

So bottom line, not all the detailed3

content within the Roadmap ISG has been finalized and4

we'll continue to refine that as new guidance is being5

developed and completed.  And then to summarize,6

again, the next bullet would be that the TICAP draft7

Reg Guide would endorse as appropriate the TICAP8

document.  And the last or the sixth bullet would be9

that we would supplement as appropriate information10

not addressed in the industry TICAP document.  Next11

slide, please.12

Okay.  So this is the examples that we13

mentioned that I wanted to cover.  So Example 1 will14

focus on the SAR which, again, encompasses the15

industry's TICAP document, the NRC's TICAP Reg Guide16

for the first eight chapters.  So on the right, you'll17

see an illustration or a figure that depicts the18

different parts of an application which, again, are19

still under discussion and somewhat fluid.20

The SAR structure, again, it's important21

to emphasize that it's been developed as a result of22

extensive stakeholder engagement over the course of a23

year or more.  The topics covered in the SAR have been24

the subject of numerous public meetings and at least25
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four separate workshops.  So bottom line, there's1

alignment on the SAR structure.2

It's composed of 12 chapters as opposed to3

the traditional 19 chapter approach.  And what this4

structure does is it provides the most -- the safety5

significant or the safety case information at the6

forefront.  And it also, as a secondary purpose, tries7

to identify and make leaner the FSAR by removing8

unnecessary details or information that the staff9

would have access to via other means.  So next slide,10

please.11

MEMBER REMPE:  Just a second.  Are you12

really planning to have the PRA as part of the13

contents of the application?  Or is it just going to14

be an analysis that's available for audit and15

inspection as it is now?16

MR. URIBE:  I think we would have --17

MR. SEBROSKY:  So Juan, this is Joe.  Dr.18

Rempe, it's what you just said is the accurate19

characterization.  So the PRA being available for20

audit and inspection, but certainly there's parts of21

the application for the AP-1000, for example, that22

ended up -- key insights from the PRA that ended up in23

the SAR.  So when you look at the LMP-based approach24

being a PRA-based approach, there's portions that we25
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would expect to be part of the application and some of1

the key insights to potentially end up in the SAR.2

MEMBER REMPE:  Thank you.3

MR. SEBROSKY:  Sorry for interrupting,4

Juan.5

MR. URIBE:  No, that's okay.  I was going6

to provide a similar -- so I'm glad you chimed in.  So7

the next slide, please.  So these are the 12 chapters8

that the SAR structure is looking to have.  I don't9

know to what extent it would be beneficial to dive in10

into a little bit of the details for each of the11

chapters.12

That's certainly something that I'm13

willing to do if it's of interest.  But if it's not14

something that is needed, at least for this initial15

discussion, then we can just move on to the next slide16

which is really going to show the interaction between17

the Roadmap ISG, the TICAP document, and the TICAP Reg18

Guide.  So Example 1 would be looking at the SAR19

again.20

If we were to look at Chapter 1 which is21

the general plant information, the site description,22

and the overview of the safety case, then your first23

step would be grabbing the Roadmap ISG.  And it would24

first clarify to the reviewer that the information for25
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Chapter 1 is described in industry TICAP document NEI-1

21-xx in its final form.  The Roadmap would then2

direct the reviewer to the NRC TICAP Reg Guide which3

would endorse with any relevant clarifications, points4

of emphasis, et cetera, the guidance described in the5

TICAP document.6

From there, the TICAP document and the NEI7

document would provide the key guidance with the8

details on the scope and the information needed to9

develop Chapter 1 consist with the LMP methodology. 10

And then finally the Reg Guide would supplement the11

information provided by the TICAP document by12

supplementing it, for example, with a construction13

permit information and referencing any additional14

information that may be either inside or outside the15

scope of LMP.  And we also mention, for example, the16

regulatory applicability document.17

MEMBER HALNON:  Hey Juan, this is Greg18

Halnon.  I got just a quick question.  Just in the19

past, the license renewal or cybersecurity or20

whatever, when we've come up with a new program, new21

documents that kind of guide the industry through22

developing an application or a document like a plan or23

some type, there's always been a mechanism to adjust24

quickly so that when we've come up with a precedent25
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setting decision that was not necessarily part of the1

original document.2

It's available and explained something3

like the FAQ process or other things.  Have you guys4

thought through how you might be doing that in this5

situation?  Because certainly there'll be some6

questions that came up that were unanticipated and7

need to be addressed on a generic basis.8

MR. URIBE:  Right.  So I guess I'll take9

a crack at it and then see if other members want to10

chime in.  So this is expected to be an ISG, right? 11

It's a ARCAP Roadmap ISG.  So by definition, the ISG12

is a temporary document and it needs to reside in its13

final form, either in a Reg Guide or some other form.14

So we could do several revisions to the15

interim staff guidance as not only we find out16

additional information but also as we complete or17

develop new guidance.  But also in its final form,18

whether it's a Reg Guide or something else, we would19

also look at what needs to be updated at the time and20

be brought up to speed as we've learned more.  And we21

would make the updates at that time.22

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  I just go back to23

the license renewal experience where the first24

application was maybe 150, 200 pages and then upwards25
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of 10,000 pages.  I just want to make sure that we're1

nimble enough to be able to, one, head off kind of a2

ratcheting effect of precedent setting, since the3

other guy did it, this looks good enough to me, so4

then get too big.  But on the other hand, make sure5

that we hit the key stuff that has to happen that we6

didn't anticipate.  So it sounds like you've thought7

through it.  You might want to work with NEI and also8

get -- whether it be a rapid response type thing9

because these things are going to try to move as10

quickly as possible.  So that's just my thought11

process.12

MR. URIBE:  No, that's an excellent point. 13

So in addition to the -- sort of the internal process14

I just described, we've also put out a white paper for15

pre-op engagement.  And we strongly encourage16

applicants to come in and talk to us before.17

And this would obviously be the fastest18

and quickest way for us to have a dialogue and19

communicate on any significant developments or lessons20

learned from the staff.  So I think that would be the21

other piece that I would mention.  Does that answer22

the question?23

MEMBER HALNON:  Yeah, thanks.  I'm sure24

that NEI is listening and they're probably thinking25
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through the same process.  Some have worked well. 1

Some have not worked well.  FAQ processes sometimes2

work well, but then they get unwieldy after a while.3

We have the resolution protocol that4

worked in NMSS space, not so good in NRR space.  So5

anyway, there's a lot of examples of where it's worked6

good and not so good.  And I think that's another7

place that NEI could probably help the industry in8

making sure that there's some quick process that9

adjudicates these issues really quickly so that10

there's not a lot of time in between the question and11

the answer.12

MEMBER BROWN:  This is Charlie Brown. 13

Greg, are you done?14

MEMBER HALNON:  Yes, go ahead, Charlie.15

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  I'm trying to absorb16

this in a way to put it in a higher level thought17

process.  If I gathered what I've heard today because18

it's kind of a compendium, we don't have any -- we're19

going to have a new rule of 10 CFR which is really not20

rules.  It's more suggestions that people need to look21

at to design a plant.22

We've got ISGs.  We've got Reg Guide. 23

It's all guidance.  And it just appeared to me from24

looking at the other things we've looked at.  Just an25
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example, there's rules right now about how much1

offsite exposure people can get within boundary2

conditions.3

Is that going to be in the rule?  Or is it4

going to be a suggestion again?  It'll be evaluated5

and determined what we want it to be at the time. 6

That's one of my concerns is this is so fluid and so7

guidance oriented that we're going to lose sight.8

I'm echoing Walt a little bit.  It's like9

the general design criteria have fundamentally been10

thrown out the window.  So that's -- I know your11

intentions, what's trying to be done.12

But it seems to me reactor plants still13

ought to have some type of rules and certain boundary14

conditions.  And just having seen those pop up in the15

discussions, just an observation.  That's my thought16

process right now.17

MR. URIBE:  Okay.  So I'll take that as an18

observation and not a question to address.  Is that19

fair?20

MEMBER BROWN:  Well, you could've said21

yes, but you didn't.22

CHAIR PETTI:  Well, Charlie, this morning,23

they talked about the dose requirements that are part24

of the frequency consequence curve.  Those are in the25
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rule.1

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yeah, those would be the2

dose.  And they're comparable to what exists for 503

and 52.  So those -- Charlie, I think, as I understand4

it, those are in the draft rule that we've seen.5

MEMBER BROWN:  Yeah, they're variable,6

though.  I mean, it's -- today, there's some firm7

numbers that you don't want to expose people to.  And8

now you go off to the -- your curves and your9

frequency consequence stuff.  And I'm just10

uncomfortable.  That's all.  I'm used to rules, so you11

can tell my uncomfortableness.12

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  But I think in fairness,13

I mean, they're certainly consistent on the dose14

limits.  That part, I think, equates to existing rules15

and regulations.  So that part is consistent.  How you16

get there or how you stay under then maybe is a better17

way to say it, maybe different.  But those are part of18

the proposed rule.19

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.20

MR. URIBE:  Okay.  So --21

MEMBER BROWN:  Go on, Juan.22

MR. URIBE:  Okay.  So moving along to the23

next slide, please.  So if we were to look at Chapter24

2 of the SAR, we're still in Example 1 which is25
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looking at the SAR.  Sort of the flow of this chapter1

would be very similar to Chapter 1, again, because the2

first eight chapters are within the scope of the3

industry's TICAP document and therefore also within4

the scope of the NRC's TICAP Reg Guide.5

So the Roadmap ISG would first clarify to6

the reviewers that the information for Chapter 2 is7

described in the industry TICAP document in its final8

form.  The Roadmap would then direct the reviewer to9

the NRC TICAP Reg Guide which endorses and provides10

the relevant clarifications, points of emphasis, et11

cetera, for the guidance that's described in NEI-21-12

xx.  So from there, the TICAP document in NEI would13

provide the key guidance with details on the scope and14

the information needed to develop Chapter 2,15

consistent with the LMP methodology.16

And then from there, the NRC Reg Guide17

would supplement the information in the TICAP document18

by referencing additional information or staff19

positions that are relevant.  And they may be inside20

or outside the scope of the LMP.  Two examples are the21

site information ISG that I mentioned earlier.22

I also mentioned the regulatory23

applicability document for Chapter 1.  And we have the24

site information ISG is publicly available on the25
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website.  But that would be the flow, if you will, for1

Chapter 2 and how the documents interact with each2

other as far as pointers.3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  So let's try this out,4

Juan.  I'm an applicant, and I'm using the LMP5

process.  So I'm basing to first order my approach6

with the PRA forward I think was the phraseology used.7

But then I have to follow that up with a8

source term, probably a mechanistic source term.  And9

then I have my design basis accident.  So is it fair10

to assume at this point that you, the staff, in11

conducting a review, would have the applicant supply12

a TR for each of these three categories or maybe more,13

a TR for the PRA methodology that you would review and14

approve, a source term methodology that you would15

review and approve, and a design basis accident set of16

codes, whether it's a RELAP or FRAP or whatever codes17

are necessary that would depend on the design?  Am I18

assuming that these codes have to be NRC approved?19

MR. URIBE:  So I'll take a first crack at20

it and then look to others to chime in as necessary. 21

So first of all, by TR, I'm assuming you mean -- you22

referred to topical reports?23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yes.24

MR. URIBE:  Okay.  So certainly, that25
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would be an applicant decision on whether they want to1

submit a topical report on a specific topic to engage2

the NRC staff prior to an application.  It certainly3

has its own pros and cons for seeing that right now to4

some extent.  But it's certainly not a requirement or5

an obligation that this topics come in under a topical6

report prior to us looking at them on an application.7

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, whether it's a8

topical report, it's part of the Chapter 2 in great9

detail and in appendices.  I'm less concerned about10

the process and the format than the fact that we are11

going forward here basing this whole review construct12

under the credibility and thoroughness of the PRA and13

all the supporting analyses.  So I'm presuming that in14

the interest of trust but verify since so much of what15

comes next in making the safety case hangs on the16

quality of these particular methodology tools that are17

used and how they are used that this would be a focal18

area of great scrutiny by the staff.19

MR. SEBROSKY:  So Juan, this is Joe20

Sebrosky.  So certainly, when you take a look at the21

importance in the LMP that the PRA process is22

associated with the LMP.  And Marty Stutzke, can you23

chime in if I mischaracterized this or Ian Jung?  So24

one of the key documents that we're going to be25
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referencing in our guidance is the non-LWR PRA review1

standard that the staff is taking a look at.2

And that, the guidance that's embedded in3

that, including the reliance on peer reviews and how4

the staff intends to endorse that non-LWR PRA review5

standard and follow up when an application comes in,6

the expectation is if you use that non-LWR PRA review7

standard in following the endorsement guidance that we8

would do a trust by verify.  It would be information9

that would be available for us for audit, and there10

would also be information available to us on the11

docket in the SAR going forward.  So Marty, can you --12

if I didn't say that right, can you add anything to13

that?14

MR. STUTZKE:  Yes, certainly.  The Chapter15

2 will include justification of why the PRA is16

acceptable in terms of self-assessments or peer review17

findings like that, compliance with the standard, and18

so forth.  And of course, all that information is19

available for staff audit which we have always availed20

ourselves of.21

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  And then would this PRA22

and all the supporting methodologies be put under a23

formal QA program and controlled?24

MR. SEBROSKY:  So that was something --25
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that was a question -- I think that was a point that1

was made in a previous meeting about the PRA being put2

under a QA program.  And we took that as an3

observation.  It's my understanding and certainly4

there's -- because I'm not a PRA practitioner, it's my5

understanding that we haven't required that in the6

past.7

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  But there's a difference8

now.  You're using the PRA for the -- essentially, to9

make the safety case.  In the past with LWRs, it10

amplified and supported your determination of adequate11

safety and so on.12

Now it's primary and forward and first up. 13

So you are then making licensing decisions on the14

basis -- decisions on SSC classification, et cetera,15

things that you, the staff, will review.  So now we're16

in a different place with the application of the PRA17

than we were previously.18

MR. SEBROSKY:  Yeah, I understand the19

point.  And I guess I would just -- there's -- we're20

going to have to take that as an action.  I don't have21

an answer for you right now other than I don't think22

that's an expectation in the non-LWR PRA review23

standards.24

I'd also say, though, that there are25
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certainly important licensing decisions that we've1

made previously based on PRA, and FPA-805 comes to2

mind, some of the Fukushima responses.  We reviewed3

the seismic PRAs to make a determination if we had to4

take regulatory action.  So we have heavily relied on5

or relied heavily on risk insights from PRAs to make6

--7

(Simultaneous speaking.)8

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Right, but that's been9

supplementary.  This is philosophically we're in a10

different place.11

(Simultaneous speaking.)12

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  We're in a different13

place now because now you're going to make decisions. 14

Let me pick on one example.  You're going to make --15

based on your PRA results and your classification of16

events, you're going to make decisions on17

classification of SSCs, for example, whether they're18

safety-related or not.19

Then you have to have design control that20

goes with that because if the PRA results were to21

change over time for whatever reason, errors of22

omission or completeness or et cetera, then as a part23

of design control, you need to go back and readdress24

the safety case and the classification of components. 25
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Hopefully, it wouldn't get to that extreme a1

situation, but it could.  You certainly require design2

control under the current approach for those systems3

that are classified as safety-related.4

So I just think we're in a different place5

now when you elevate the PRA to such a central role in6

the licensing process.  And that's just one member's7

opinion.  So let me quiet.8

MR. NESBIT:  Joe and Juan, could I make a9

point?  This is Steve Nesbit.10

MR. SEBROSKY:  Yes, go ahead, Steve.11

MR. NESBIT:  Yeah, this is Steve Nesbit. 12

I'm a consultant to Southern Company for the TICAP13

project.  There's been a lot of discussion on this14

point.  And I'm probably not the person to give a15

sermon on it, so I won't.16

But I will just say that the non-LWR PRA17

standard has substantial requirements on the licensee. 18

And it's not just like scribble on the back of a piece19

of paper.  So I think that's the intent of our20

guidance is to rely on that which, of course, is peer21

reviewed and overseen by the NRC.22

I also want to make a point relative to23

Chapter 2 in response to Dr. Kirchner's point.  I just24

want to reiterate that the expectation for the25
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analyses that are provided to support things like1

design basis accidents are no different from the2

expectations that are present in today's light water3

reactor world in terms of the fidelity of computer4

codes, the basis for the models, and things like that. 5

So there's delta here.  In fact, our guidance is6

focused on compliance with Part 50 and Part 52.7

MR. URIBE:  Thank you, Steve.  I did see8

Joy Rempe.  Your hand is up?9

MEMBER REMPE:  Yes, yes.  This is on a10

different topic.  It's partly in, perhaps, response to11

one of your comments about receiving some issues.  I12

looked over the draft guidance for the TICAP as well13

as the ARCAP that was provided to us in advance of14

this meeting.  And industry's guidance has a statement15

about applicants are encouraged to make maximum use of16

the topical report process.17

And I realize we don't advise industry. 18

But the staff might want to think about that statement19

and do some anticipatory -- or provide some statements20

to anticipate what that could lead to because it21

almost seems like we're seeing applicants who are22

trying to collect approvals of their topical reports. 23

And sometimes we're seeing less detail, like, or work24

before it comes in maybe, in my opinion, where the25
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applicant hasn't even bothered to verify, let alone1

obtain the data to validate some of their codes in2

their topical reports.  And so you might want to think3

about if that's what you want to have industry4

promoting be done in this applications.5

MR. URIBE:  Okay.  Point taken.  Okay.  So6

I don't see any other hands.  If this is the case,7

then can we move on to the next slide, please?  So8

let's look now at the flow of Chapter 10, and this9

will be different than those associated with Chapter10

1 and 2 or Chapters 1 through 8 because now we're11

outside the scope of the industry's TICAP document and12

also outside the scope of the NRC's TICAP Reg Guide13

document.14

So in this particular case, the Roadmap,15

even though we're talking about Chapter 10, the16

Roadmap would provide guidance for Chapters 9 and 12. 17

And it would not -- again, it would not direct the18

staff to the TICAP document.  The Roadmap would then19

direct the reviewer to the NRC ISG's issue to support20

this chapter.21

And again, we talked about the release of22

Chapter 10 for this particular example.  But we also23

have ISGs for Chapter 9, Chapter 11, and Chapter 12. 24

We also have one for the site information, and we also25
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have one for tech specs.1

So the IGGs would then include the2

additional guidance documents and references relevant3

to the staff to complete its review.  And examples of4

those references included in the ISGs are listed5

there.  And so the Roadmap ISG, because we're6

referencing, a topic-specific ISG would not need to7

supplement the information because you would find8

everything in the topic-specific ISG in this example9

for Chapter 10, the controlled occupational dose.10

So if we move on to the next slide,11

please.  So that kind of covers the wide spectrum. 12

For example, 1 which is looking at three chapters of13

the SAR, 2, inside or within the scope of TICAP and14

then one example outside the scope of TICAP.  This15

second example would look at another --16

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  This is Walt.  Sorry to17

interrupt you again.18

MR. URIBE:  No, by all means.  Go ahead.19

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  And this is meant to be20

constructive.  I may say spoiler alert.  I'm not21

trying to play that role.22

Something that I think is for several of23

us, but I'll just speak for myself, the fact that --24

and it's a two -- it goes two ways.  It's the whole25
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issue of general design criteria and the absence of1

them as an actual requirement.  So we do have a Reg2

Guide that has advanced reactor design criteria.3

Where does this play in this submittal so4

that the applicant goes on record and says, these are5

my principle design criteria.  To back up all the --6

even if you're doing PRA, you still need to do an7

awful lot of design work and analysis to support the8

PRA results in a deterministic fashion.  And that gets9

you to my mind to general design criteria or what the10

applicant might call principle design criteria.11

And then so that's on the application12

side.  On the review side, basically, when you, staff,13

do a review, one of the things you enumerate in your14

detailed reviews is the applicable GDCs.  And then you15

evaluate accordingly so that you start at a very high16

level and then go through the particular system or17

whatever topic is under consideration to essentially18

make a finding.  Where are these going to -- where and19

how are they going to play both for the applicant and20

for the reviewer?21

MR. SEBROSKY:  So this is Joe Sebrosky. 22

If you look at some of the discussions that we've had23

with industry on an LMP-based approach, that is24

something that was identified in one of the workshops25
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on principle design criteria.  So developing principle1

design criteria is a requirement.2

There's been some discussions.  And I3

honestly don't know how it's going to play out in the4

guidance for an LMP-based approach.  From industry's5

perspective, they believe if you use the LMP-based6

approach appropriately, it identifies the principle7

design criterial that would be provided in the8

application.  You referenced the advanced reactor9

design criteria that are embedded in Reg Guide 1.23210

for non-LMP-based approaches, so --11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Wait a minute.  Wait a12

minute.  Wait a minute.  It never viewed -- or at13

least I never took it -- my take away from that wasn't14

that you could do an LMP and forget having principle15

design criteria.16

MR. SEBROSKY:  No, no.  I didn't say that.17

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  If I need to spread the18

situation, perhaps.  But you need --19

MR. SEBROSKY:  So --20

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- principle design21

criteria for all your systems.  You have to identify22

the safety function and the criteria that you're going23

to measure success against.  That's a performance-24

based approach.25
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Again, the risk is kind of a summation of1

the collective input that informs the PRA.  But at a2

detail level, you kind of need the deterministic3

analysis to measure success or reliability or whatever4

criteria you're going to use.  So it seems to me is5

this in Chapter 2?  Where are the PD -- principle6

design criteria provided?  And then secondly, what's7

your review plan?8

MR. SEBROSKY:  So I guess I want to make9

sure I answer the question that's being asked and I'm10

not missing something here.  So the principle design11

criteria that you're referring to, if you were using12

a -- if it was a for a large light water reactor,13

we're talking about 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A.  Is14

that what you're referring to as --15

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yes, correct.16

MR. SEBROSKY:  -- the principle design17

criteria?  Okay.  And the point that I was trying to18

make -- and I'll look to industry.  I think Karl19

Fleming --20

MR. URIBE:  Steve has his hand up.21

MR. SEBROSKY:  Yeah, okay.  So the22

principle design criteria from industry's perspective23

flow out of the LMP process.  And as a result of the24

LMP process, the principle design criteria are25
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identified.  That is the position and some of the1

discussions that we've had in the workshops, and Steve2

can -- Steve Nesbit can clarify if I'm3

mischaracterizing industry's position.4

One of the things that was identified in5

workshops, and you see it in the workshop summary, is6

the staff raised a concern about if you go back to the7

principle design criteria being LMP-based approach8

from industry's perspective, that -- and LMP, by9

definition, uses a -- looks at off-normal conditions. 10

What do you do about the ARDCs for non-light water11

reactors that -- or the GDCs for light water reactors12

that are there for normal conditions?  So we have not13

come to a consensus position on that.  That's14

something we're looking at.15

But from industry's perspective, PDCs flow16

out of the LMP process.  The staff isn't necessarily17

in line with that right now.  Steve, did you want to18

add something to that?19

MR. NESBIT:  Sure.  Thanks, Joe.  What LMP20

does is provides a systematic process for identifying21

required safety functions, required functional design22

criteria, safety-related design criteria.  And what we23

are doing in our approach is equating the required24

functional design criteria with the principle design25
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criteria that are required by 10 CFR Part 50 which we1

think is a very good way to do this in the systematic2

as opposed to ad hoc process.3

Now we recognize that there are also4

advanced reactor design criteria that sort of develop5

general design criteria for advanced reactors.  And6

our expectation is that applicants will certainly look7

at those and be informed by those if they establish8

their principle design criteria.  And I would expect9

that the NRC would look at those and be informed by10

those as they review what an applicant has done.  But11

those are not requirements to the extent that 10 CFR12

50 Appendix A established general design criteria. 13

But in the same breath, Appendix A recognizes that14

they're not applicable to non-light water reactors.15

CHAIR PETTI:  So now you've confused me. 16

This is Dave.  That sounded secular.  If 10 CFR17

Appendix A of Part 100 doesn't apply to advanced18

reactors, then an applicant, I would think, would go19

to the Reg Guide where all the advanced reactor design20

criteria are and would use those in their application. 21

But you're saying they may, they may not.  If you22

follow what I'm feeding you, they end up using the23

ones that are in that Reg Guide, wouldn't you?24

MR. NESBIT:  No, that's -- they're a piece25
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of information, but they're not required by LMP. 1

You're not required by LMP to use the advanced reactor2

design criteria as your principle design criteria. 3

What makes more sense through the process is to use4

the required functional design criteria that are5

identified by the applicant as they go through the LMP6

process.7

CHAIR PETTI:  So it could be a subset of8

perhaps what's in the Reg Guide?9

MR. NESBIT:  It could be.  I think the10

point that we're trying to make here is that rather11

than basing our principle design criteria on people12

sitting around trying to think of what they ought to13

be, we're doing this in a more systematic manner that14

goes back to the fundamental safety case for the15

design.  I don't expect that you're going to see a big16

hole as a result of not starting with advanced reactor17

design criteria.  And in fact, as I pointed out18

earlier, designers, applicants are going to certainly19

be informed by the work that has been done there as20

they establish the basis for their design -- the21

licensing basis for their design.22

MR. URIBE:  And I see Dr. Rempe and Amir23

Afzali have their hands raised.24

MR. AFZALI:  Do you want me to go first,25
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Dr. Rempe?  Or do you want to go first?1

CHAIR PETTI:  Let's stay on this topic. 2

So Amir, if you're talking about --3

(Simultaneous speaking.)4

MR. AFZALI:  Sure, sure.  I just want to5

add a little bit to what Steve said and a little bit6

with respect whether LMP-based PDCs are going to be a7

subset of ARDCs.  The way we believe the outcome --8

the final outcome would be is actually a more complete9

set of PDCs than the ARDCs would offer.  So they're10

not going to be a subset.11

It's going to be an applicable set from12

ARDCs plus the ones that may come out of your safety13

case.  This is a bad example, but allow me to use it14

for a demonstration.  You may not have an ARDC15

currently that covers the topic of your coolant16

catching fire because the laboratory, ARDCs comes from17

GDCs.  GDCs are based on light water reactors and the18

coolant doesn't catch fire.19

But for advanced reactor, it may.  So you20

may have a design requirement for that.  So I think21

what we are saying is we are offering a holistic22

approach that completes that approach as opposed to a23

state of knowledge approach.  So it's just a24

fundamental different way of coming up with GDCs which25
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is more technology inclusive and better risk-informed. 1

That's all I wanted to add.2

CHAIR PETTI:  I just, I guess -- I3

understand the words.  I'm just not sure practically. 4

It seems to me that given all the effort on the5

advanced react design criteria and the subsequent6

technology-specific criteria for gas, sodium, salt7

that you would start there and you would assess based8

on your design whether each of those criteria make9

sense or not.  Sometimes they don't.  Sometimes they10

do.11

MR. AFZALI:  Yeah, as a design tool, we12

totally agree.  I think that's what Steve was saying. 13

As a design tool, you can use the body of information14

available to you to make the best decision.15

As what is required to demonstrate16

reasonable assurance to adequate protection, you have17

to evaluate yourself against performance objectives of18

the regulation which goes to the public.  So in that19

sense, the LMP process gives you a systematic way of20

doing so.  And how you start to design is not a21

topical conversation.22

The topical conversation, how do you end23

up with your design?  And how do you demonstrate that24

you meet reasonable assurance of adequate protection? 25
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And what design elements you're going to adhere to1

throughout the life cycle of the plant?  If you factor2

all that in, that's LMP's approach to provide a3

systematic method which is technology inclusive and4

holistic and then complete.  It's a --5

(Simultaneous speaking.)6

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- Amir, if I cut in.7

MS. CUBBAGE:  I'm sorry.  I wanted to8

interject.  This is Amy Cubbage, NRC staff.  I'm the9

acting branch chief today for the Reactor Policy10

Branch.11

I just wanted to say, I'll reiterate what12

Joe said, that this is a topic that the staff is still13

reviewing is not aligned on yet.  So what you're14

hearing is industry's proposal.  I would propose that15

we go back to the presentation and we'll come back to16

you at a later time with the staff's position on how17

the requirements to provide a comprehensive set of18

PDCs are going to be fulfilled.19

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Well, Amy, this is Walt. 20

I'm not going to let you off so lightly.21

MS. CUBBAGE:  Oh, okay.  Well, I'll be22

happy for the staff to answers questions.23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  So no, but seriously --24

MS. CUBBAGE:  I just want it to be clear25
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that you're hearing the industry's proposal and not1

necessarily what --2

(Simultaneous speaking.)3

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Oh, I recognize that. 4

I hear these words, holistic, and all these things. 5

Sooner or later, you're actually designing a machine,6

and you have to write specifications.7

These specifications are an implementation8

of the functional design criteria that you set. 9

Usually, you have higher level ones, whether we call10

them GDCs or PDCs or functional safety requirements to11

me is immaterial.  That's nomenclature.12

But you need these to actually build the13

machine.  And you need these to be implemented so that14

you have confidence that the PRA, this holistic15

system-wide analysis, is credible on things like16

reliability and success and so on and so forth.  So17

what I would ask simply is what chapter has the PDCs18

or their equivalent in it?19

And what is the -- and let's assume, for20

example, they don't use the ARDCs.  They only -- each21

set of them is 50-plus.  Say the design is unique and22

a lot of them aren't applicability.23

So they pick and choose those that are24

applicable and they've got 30 or so general high level25
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functional safety requirements or PDCs.  And how do1

you, the staff, then plan to go about reviewing those?2

Because the analogy that I made to the LWR3

reviews is that's usually when you get down now --4

we're into the nitty gritty.  We've reviewed the PRA. 5

We've accepted the classification of events that came6

out of the PRA review and so on and so forth.7

So now we're into hardware and8

implementation.  And so this is why I mentioned the9

standard review plan earlier because your typical10

approach there with an LWR's review of each of the11

systems and whether they meet their safety functions12

is to site a GDC as the top level basis for13

constructing your review.  So I see advantages both14

for the applicant and for the reviewer to have this --15

a prominent part of both the application and the16

structure of the review for certainty and17

completeness.18

MR. NESBIT:  If I can jump in and answer19

the first part of Dr. Kirchner's question, the PDC are20

documented in Chapter 5 which is safety functions,21

design criteria, and SSC safety classification.  And22

then further details on safety-related design criteria23

that flow down from the PDC are provided in Chapter 6.24

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Thank you.  I haven't25
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reviewed all the documents presented.  Thank you.1

CHAIR PETTI:  So just a point, we've been2

at this for two hours.  I'm willing to entertain more3

comments on this particular topic, but then I would4

like to take a 15-minute break, let people get up for5

a minute.  So does anybody have any more comments on6

this particular issue?  Steve, I see your hand raised. 7

Is that leftover?8

MR. NESBIT:  It's a leftover.9

CHAIR PETTI:  Thank you.  And Amy as well. 10

Joy, is yours a new topic?11

MEMBER REMPE:  I didn't know my hand was12

up.13

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.14

MEMBER REMPE:  I will lower it.  Sorry,15

Dave.16

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay, yeah.  Okay.  Then why17

don't we just take a -- go in recess for a little bit,18

come back at half past the hour.19

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went20

off the record at 4:17 p.m. and resumed at 4:30 p.m.)21

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  I have 30 minutes22

after.  So why don't we keep on going on.23

MR. URIBE:  Thank you, Dave.  Can I please24

just do a quick confirmation that you're able to hear25
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me?1

CHAIR PETTI:  Yeah, I can hear you.2

MR. URIBE:  Perfect.  Okay.  So I don't3

have too many more slides left.  I did want to mention4

that this next example is going outside the SAR5

structure and moving into one of the other areas.  And6

we just picked the emergency plan.7

So for those that may not be aware, the8

NRC staff is currently working on emergency9

preparedness requirements for small modular reactors10

and other new technologies rulemaking.  And I think11

we're on the previous slide.  Yes.  And just at a high12

level without getting into too much of the details,13

this rule would amend the NRC's regulations to add new14

emergency preparedness requirements for SMRs, non-15

LWRs, and non-power production or utilization16

facilities.17

The rule would adopt a scalable plume18

exposure pathway emergency planning zone approach that19

is performance-based, that is consequence oriented,20

and technology inclusive.  So this is ongoing work21

that we would plan to leverage.  And I'll show you how22

in the next slide.23

So basically -- if we can go on to the24

next slide, please.  Yes.  So basically, the Roadmap25
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ISG would leverage the rulemaking work by first1

directing the reviewer to the rulemaking activity and2

providing the references to the available key guidance3

and memos, for example, the Draft Guide 1357 and the4

SECY-18-0103.  And we would continuously -- as we5

update the Roadmap ISG, we would incorporate by6

reference any new developments that come out as far as7

guidance documents.  And then of course, we would just8

reference the rulemaking once completed.9

So again, I just wanted to conclude by10

saying we had a discussion about ARCAP.  We had a11

discussion about TICAP and the NRC's TICAP Reg Guide12

as far as background, the nexus with each other.  We13

then went through a couple of examples.14

We talked about three different chapters15

of the SAR, and then we jumped to another part of the16

application which is the emergency plan.  That's as17

far as we wanted to go in this status update of ARCAP18

and TICAP.  The next couple of slides, I'll turn it19

over to Joe Sebrosky to talk about what's next and20

timeline milestones.  So unless there's any questions,21

Joe, I'll turn it over to you.22

MR. SEBROSKY:  Thanks, Juan.  Can we go to23

the next slide?  So if you can go ahead and -- yeah,24

and go through the next two.  You should see a third25
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one.1

So as far as what we're doing, we're2

issuing all of the guidance documents on our end as3

draft white papers to solicit stakeholder input from4

members of the public and industry.  So we've been5

talking with industry and stakeholders.  We've had a6

series of public meetings that go back two years.7

And what you see on the second bullet is8

a website.  If you go to that website and you look at9

Table 2, you'll see the latest version of the draft10

white papers that the staff has issued which include11

the TICAP draft Reg Guide, the ARCAP draft Roadmap12

ISG, and then some selected chapters for site ARCAP13

for the site information.  There's also ARCAP Chapter14

9, 10, 11, 12, and also an ARCAP chapter on tech15

specs.16

And the purpose of doing that is to get17

early engagement as far as what the staff is thinking. 18

So if you go back to one of the comments about PDCs,19

that, to us, is a very important issue.  We've been20

engaging with industry on that.  And I would just21

caution the TICAP industry guidance document that you22

can find on Table 2, as Steve Nesbit indicated, if you23

wanted to look at PDCs, for example, you would see24

that in Chapter 5, 6, and 7, 5 being where you would25
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find where the PDCs would go, as required, functional1

design criteria, and then the safety-related SSCs in2

Chapter 6, and then the nonsafety-related with special3

treatment in Chapter 7.4

The caution that I would have is we're5

still discussing that issue.  So the draft TICAP Reg6

Guide that we issued doesn't reflect the staff's7

position on it.  The draft Reg Guide that we issued,8

the ARCAP draft Roadmap was to provide a big picture9

on how the staff believes it could fit all the pieces10

of the puzzle together.11

So the last bullet, we alluded to this12

earlier in the meeting that the ARCAP and TICAP13

guidance from a priority perspective, we're developing14

it based on the LMP philosophy down the road as other15

lower priority.  The highest priority right now is the16

LMP-based guidance.  We're looking at developing17

guidance for potentially other methodologies such as18

maximum hypothetical accident, a different approach19

than the LMP or deterministic approaches.  We do think20

that the structure --21

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Joe, this is Walt.22

MR. SEBROSKY:  Go ahead.23

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Would you foresee using24

the same structure?  I could see that could work with25
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a graded -- quote-unquote, a graded PRA or even a1

simplistic -- for a smaller reactor, just a bounding,2

like you were suggesting, a maximum hypothetical3

accident, and then just go from there?  And would you4

then see the same kind of structure, though, in terms5

of those first eight chapters, or --6

(Simultaneous speaking.)7

MR. SEBROSKY:  Yeah, that's the purpose of8

the last bullet on this slide.  We think that might9

work.  But it's -- we're very early on in the process10

for ARCAP and TICAP, number one.  And number two, our11

preliminary read is a structure that we're developing12

for ARCAP and TICAP would work for those alternative13

approaches.  But there's definitely going to be more14

to follow based on lessons learned from flushing out15

the ARCAP and TICAP guidance.16

CHAIR PETTI:  Dennis has his hand up as17

well.  Dennis?18

MEMBER BLEY:  Yeah.  Bill started this19

meeting with a discussion that you folks are20

considering based on comments from some of the21

stakeholders coming up with an alternative that's not22

risk-informed and doesn't use the LMP.  Should that be23

the case, what happens to ARCAP and TICAP as they now24

stand?25
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MR. SEBROSKY:  We would adjust the ARCAP. 1

And so TICAP, by definition, we would adjust ARCAP. 2

The punch line is we would adjust ARCAP.  TICAP, by3

definition, is an LMP-based approach.4

But if you go back to what Dr. Kirchner5

said, if you look at the structure of the first eight6

chapters, we think that might work for an alternative7

approach.  But we're on the front end on thinking on8

that, if that makes sense.  TICAP and LMP are in the9

same sentence.  Did I answer your question?10

MEMBER BLEY:  You gave me your answer. 11

Does it make sense?  That's something different.  Your12

answer makes sense, but the change doesn't make sense13

to me.14

MR. SEBROSKY:  Understand.  Okay.  Next15

slide, please.  So this is a schedule for ARCAP and16

TICAP.  It's tentative.  It just kind of gives the big17

picture on what the staff is thinking.18

Anything that's above the time line is19

associated with TICAP.  Anything that's below the20

timeline is associated with ARCAP.  And what you see21

going back to earlier in the year, you see TICAP22

tabletop exercises in a TICAP workshop.23

So we've -- this timeline could've gone24

back into the beginning of 2020, end of 2019.  There's25
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been a lot of activity in this area.  But I just1

wanted to demonstrate on this timeline some of the2

important things that have recently happened and that3

is the TICAP tabletop exercises where the TICAP4

guidance document was -- portions of the TICAP5

guidance document were used for four different6

designs, the four different designs being the7

versatile test reactor, that's a DOE authorized8

facility, the molten chloride reactor experiment,9

again, a DOE -- at this point, thought to be a DOE10

authorized facility, the X-Energy Xe-100 high-11

temperature gas-cooled reactor, and then lastly, a12

microreactor, the Westinghouse eVinci.13

So that was something that industry did. 14

The staff was able to listen to a portion of those15

TICAP tabletop exercises.  Some of that information16

you can find on our website.17

What ended up as a result of those TICAP18

tabletop exercises, industry developed a Revision B of19

the TICAP guidance document.  That's the April 15th20

version that you find on our website.  That was the21

version that was used to support TICAP workshops. 22

There were three of them, public workshops in the May23

time frame.  You can see the meeting summaries and the24

logistics on those slides, again, on our website.25
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So what is -- what the next steps are, you1

see anything that has a yellow flag is thought to be2

an ACRS interaction, included the July -- today's3

meeting.  But tentatively, you see another ACRS4

subcommittee briefing in October, another subcommittee5

meeting early next year, and a full committee meeting6

sometime in the March time frame next year.  Those are7

tentative dates, just gives the ACRS subcommittee8

members an idea of what we're thinking on our end.9

And what's driving the schedule on that is10

if you back up, you'll see August 3rd, Southern11

intends to provide a Revision C of the TICAP guidance12

document based on the outcome and the feedback from13

those workshops.  They're looking for the NRC staff to14

look at that document and identify any kind of fatal15

flaws that we might see in that document such that16

they could take that feedback on the fatal flaw type17

review and develop an NEI Rev. 0 of the document that18

they would provide end of August.  Pieces have to fall19

in place for that to happen.20

Also there's a fundamental assumption that21

we don't identify fatal flaws such that we can take22

the TICAP Reg Guide, the draft Reg Guide, and update23

it as appropriate in early September such that we can24

potentially support coming to the ACRS subcommittee25
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sometime in October.  At the same time, we would re-1

baseline the NRC TICAP Reg Guide draft.  Again, this2

would be in white paper form.3

We would be updating and adjusting the4

ARCAP ISG, Roadmap ISG, and then the other ARCAP5

chapters, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, and tech specs.  That's6

what we're targeting.  We'll see if we can make that7

happen.  Are there any questions associated with the8

schedule?  The only other point that I would make, I9

already said it was draft white paper format.10

At the same time we re-baseline that11

issue, we would start the process of getting12

concurrences -- the appropriate concurrences on the13

document and issuing those guidance documents through14

the Federal Register to a Federal Register notice to15

start soliciting comments and turning those into16

formal documents.  So that would be done in parallel17

with engaging the ACRS.  Are there any questions on18

the schedule?19

I see some hands up.  I'm not sure if20

that's a residual.21

MR. NESBIT:  Joe, this is Steve.  I just22

want to say one thing with respect to the schedule23

discussion and that is that the document that we'll24

send you in early August has undergone substantial25
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revision from the version that was provided in April1

of this year.  And that's not to be -- I think that's2

certainly as expected.  But I only mention that3

because if any of the ACRS members were so enthralled4

by the discussion today that they wanted to read the5

TICAP guidance document front to back, I'm just going6

to suggest that it may be a more efficient approach to7

wait until the next version comes out.8

MR. SEBROSKY:  That's for that, Steve. 9

Okay.  Next slide.  So this is just a table with the10

important dates that come from that schedule, early11

August, Revision C or Revision D to the TICAP guidance12

document coming from Southern.  Late August, NEI13

Revision 0 is a target.  Early September, updating the14

draft guidance document such that we would have a15

potential meeting with ACRS subcommittee again in16

October.  If you go to the next slide.17

So these are backup slides.  There's only18

really one slide that I wanted to touch on and that is19

the next backup slide.  All this slide shows is it20

places the ARCAP Roadmap ISG in context with Part 5321

rulemaking process.22

And what it attempts to show is if you23

look to the left of the slide, you see A through J. 24

Those are the different sections of the Part 53 rule. 25
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Subpart H is licenses, certifications, and approvals. 1

That's where the content of application guidance would2

-- has been identified as a key guidance document for3

that particular subpart.4

And you see the ARCAP Roadmap ISG.  If you5

look under the Subpart H to the right, you see ARCAP6

Roadmap ISG which is the pointer for all parts of the7

application.  And then you would see TICAP as Juan8

discussed earlier being a subset of the ARCAP Roadmap9

ISG.10

And as appropriate, there's ARCAP,11

specific chapters for areas of the SAR that are12

outside the scope of LMP.  And what you see to the13

right is some of the important guidance documents that14

we intend to reference in the ARCAP Roadmap ISG or in15

the ARCAP or TICAP guidance documents, fuel16

qualification, ASME Section III, Division 5 which is17

the high-temperature guidance, EP rulemaking, security18

rulemaking.  And then again, we intend to take19

advantage of existing regulatory guidance where20

appropriate.21

So this just kind of gives you the22

structure of how the ARCAP and TICAP guidance fit23

within Part 53.  And if you go back to what Juan was24

saying earlier, we're developing the guidance.  The25
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near term need is 50 and 52 applications to support1

the ARDP, Advanced Reactor Demonstration Projects, if2

they choose to use this guidance which would be under3

the Part 50 and Part 52 process.4

At least that's what we understand from5

our perspective because Part 53, the rule won't be in6

effect in time to support their plans.  So I didn't7

have anything else.  Juan, is there anything you8

wanted to add?9

MR. URIBE:  No, Joe.  I didn't have10

anything else.11

MR. SEBROSKY:  And the other slides that12

are part of the backup kind of just go into more13

detail on the Part 53.  The key guidance documents14

lays out the subparts and some of the key guidance15

documents that are being developed to support the16

issuance of the proposed rule to the Commission17

sometime next year.  So I think there are some wrap-up18

slides.  I'm not sure who to turn it over to.19

MEMBER HALNON:  Hey, Joe.  This is Greg20

Halnon.  Just a quick question if you'd entertain me21

for a minute.  As we go forward with this, I mean, the22

Part 53 rule language, it'll be in flux for beyond23

when you say you're going to be establishing the Reg24

Guide for concurrence.  What does it look like going25
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forward in the crystal ball relative to cycling back,1

making sure that the guidance -- TICAP and ARCAP2

guidance stays in sync with the Part 53 rule language?3

And then the second part of that is, how4

long until you think that somebody will be using this5

as -- using this guidance?  And I know that's6

subjective.  But I just wanted to kind of feel for how7

stale it would get if it gets approved next year8

sometime.  Is it four years, two years, ten years9

before someone might use it?10

MR. URIBE:  So there are regulatory11

engagement plans that have been submitted for the X-12

Energy Xe-100 that include that they want to -- and13

it's publicly available information that they intend14

to use the LMP-based approach to support an15

application that would be utilizing the Part 5016

construction permit, a two-step licensing process,17

construction permit, and an operating license.  That's18

-- the target is near term.  And the schedule, there's19

-- I'm hesitant to answer the question completely.  I20

can give the information to Derek offline because I'm21

not sure how much of it is proprietary and how much of22

it is public.23

MEMBER HALNON:  Okay.  No, that's fine. 24

Near term is good enough.  I just didn't want to see25
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it sit there for five, six, seven years.  What about1

keeping it in sync with the Part 53 line which is that2

a concern?  Or is it you guys got that --3

MR. URIBE:  It absolutely is a concern. 4

And that is a challenge that if you look at any of the5

guidance that we've issued, we -- especially with the6

ARCAP chapters that we've issued, we put kind of a7

disclaimer in there that we know what the requirements8

are for 50 and 52.  So we say, this guidance is based9

on somebody using an LMP-based approach for a 50-5210

application.11

And then we have a disclaimer on there12

that we're watching Part 53.  We think it would also13

support a Part 53 application.  And then we say, we14

will make adjustments as the Part 53 language gets15

finalized or developed -- I shouldn't say finalized --16

gets updated to support the proposed rule.  So we17

expect that those guidance documents are going to be18

revved several times.19

MEMBER HALNON:  So the industry task force20

are a group of people that have been working on this. 21

Are they staying together -- maybe that's a question22

for the industry -- to continue to work through this23

process of syncing it up with Part 53 language as24

well?25
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MR. URIBE:  So I'll let Steve Nesbit1

answer that question.2

MR. NESBIT:  Yeah, maybe it's -- Amir may3

want to jump in too.  But we are planning to continue4

with the process through early next year with the5

expectation that at that point we would have the final6

versions of the NEI guidance document and the NRC Reg7

Guide in place at that point.  So beyond that, I guess8

I don't want to comment.  I don't think there's any9

reason why we shouldn't be able to get it done by10

then.11

MEMBER HALNON:  Yeah, Steve.  In the past,12

we've had these things drawn out.  And the13

knowledgeable people with the basis either retire or14

move on or sometimes hard to get back into it.  And we15

lose the bubble on what the original intent was, and16

it starts to change.  And I just wanted to make sure17

that the people on the task force were going to be18

continuing to stay available for the next three or19

four or five years as Part 53 gets established and20

utilized.21

MR. NESBIT:  Yeah, I think the -- to the22

best of my knowledge, none of us are going anywhere. 23

But I really do think we need to -- as an industry and24

as a regulatory, I think it's incumbent on us to get25
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these matters closed out so we can move forward and1

not leave them hanging by.2

MEMBER HALNON:  Yeah, it's all about3

regulatory certainty.  That's what my concern is.  But4

thank you.5

MR. AFZALI:  This is Amir Afzali.  If I6

just had a couple of words.  So there is a project7

which is under the TICAP project.  There's another8

project team that's working on it.  That's typically9

when they need to work on a topic, the task force10

working without many consultants don't actually work.11

But because of this particular -- the12

importance of this particular topic, we have created13

a task -- a group to work on it.  That group is going14

to finish its project in 2022.  But I see that the15

members of the team and the industry as a whole and16

myself in particular would be engaged throughout the17

finalization of Part 53 if that helps.18

MEMBER HALNON:  Yeah.  Thank you, Amir. 19

I appreciate that.20

CHAIR PETTI:  Any other questions or21

comments from members?22

MR. RECKLEY:  This is Bill.  I think we23

can go to the last slide.  We really had nothing else24

after the TICAP discussions for today other than going25
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back to one of the first slides and getting the1

discussion back on to Part 53 that we're already2

planning for the meetings in September.  We'll be3

identifying agenda items for that.  And then I think4

we will be in discussions of how to organize and make5

sure we're addressing what you guys want to talk about6

and maybe just giving very quick summaries or not7

addressing at all some items that will need to be in8

Part 53 just because it regulations.9

But there'll be a fair amount of process10

things and administrative things that we can pay less11

attention to and try to make sure we're focusing on12

those things that have a direct contribution to the13

safety arguments.  But again, we'll be in touch about14

the September agenda.  And then we'll have to just15

closely coordinate the remainder of the meetings up to16

the point where we would be requesting a letter on the17

proposed rulemaking under the current schedule in the18

February or March time frame of 2022.19

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  I understand that we20

have a number of public comments.  So I'm thinking we21

ought to give them the time and get on with that. 22

Scott, should we just do it like we usually do it? 23

Most of the members are on the line somehow, even24

though our public line is closed.25
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MR. BURKHART:  Hey, Dave.  This is Larry. 1

Yes, so Scott, I think, is at another meeting.  Do you2

want to go to public comments?  And I think there are3

some members of the public who are online.  So I would4

suggest you opening it up to see if there are any.  We5

were able to transmit some of the information on the6

phone line to some of the folks who are continually7

involved in that.  So I would just --8

CHAIR PETTI:  Yeah, okay.9

MR. BURKHART:  -- recommend you see if10

there's anybody online.11

CHAIR PETTI:  I see Cyril has raised his12

hand.  So go ahead.13

MR. DRAFFIN:  Thank you.  This is Cyril14

Draffin from the U.S. Nuclear Industry Council.  And15

because the subcommittee's attention to the details in16

Part 53 and discussions today that feed into that, I17

just wanted to mention that last week, industry18

submitted two documents to the NRC.  The first was a19

unified industry five-page letter regarding Part 53,20

and it was signed by 6 utilities, 18 developers, NEI,21

and USNIC.  And it's now posted on regulations.gov to22

try to give some high level perspectives that really23

represent both utilities and developers in terms of24

the perspective from industry.25
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The second is that U.S. Nuclear Industry1

Council submitted a more detailed nine-page letter on2

July 15th regarding Part 53.  And I think that was3

provided to the Committee.  And it includes some4

information from a survey we did of 22 advanced5

reactor developers on Part 53 that might be relevant6

background with some logic for why we've taken the7

positions we have.  Thank you.8

CHAIR PETTI:  Thank you.  The next hand I9

saw raised is Sarah Fields.10

MS. FIELDS:  Hi, yes.  Can you hear me?11

CHAIR PETTI:  Yes.12

MS. FIELDS:  Okay, good.  This is Sarah13

Fields with Uranium Watch.  I think that the NRC in14

the Part 53 and in these other guidance processes15

should recognize -- sorry for the traffic -- there are16

different types of applications.  And more than one17

type of application might apply to the development of18

a specific reactor project.19

I'm thinking about the NuScale small20

modular reactor project where you have a design21

certification and that's currently undergoing a22

rulemaking process.  Then NuScale is going to submit23

a design -- a standard design approval application to24

change certain aspects of the design and for about a25
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50 percent power uprate.  And then you will have a COL1

applicant.2

And thus far, one entity, the Utah3

Associated Municipal Power Systems is interested in4

submitting a COL application.  So you're going to have5

three different applications.  And different types of6

information will be going into those applications.7

But from the Part 53 and from the TICAP8

and ARCAP discussion, a member of the public wouldn't9

necessarily see or understand that there are going to10

be maybe different types of applications and different11

types of information going into those applications. 12

And in general, I mean, particularly the beginning13

part of this meeting, it's very confusing to a non-14

technically trained member of the public.  Thank you.15

CHAIR PETTI:  Thank you.  Any other16

comments?17

 Not hearing any.  Members, any last18

minute comments?19

Okay.  I'd like to thank Bill and the rest20

of the team today.  I thought the refresher was very21

helpful.  I always learn something new every time I22

hear it presented.23

I did not realize that some of the DBAs24

have been screened out of PRAs because they were so25
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low in frequency.  That was a point I had missed in1

the past.  So it's continually useful.2

I also think that my colleagues, we should3

look over the tabletop, the documentation that's4

available.  Amy had provided a link in the chat.  I5

think there's nothing like the application to make the6

concepts that may seem abstract in the slides more7

real.  So I think we should all look over some of8

those.9

MEMBER HALNON:  Hey, Dave.  This is Greg.10

CHAIR PETTI:  Uh-huh?11

MEMBER HALNON:  If someone can help me12

point to a little more specific, the link has a13

tremendous amount of information on it.  I looked at14

it.  I couldn't see something labeled tabletop.  So15

maybe someone can help me with that.16

CHAIR PETTI:  Yeah, Derek, can you get a 17

link and send it out to all the members?18

MR. WIDMAYER:  Yes, I'll talk care of19

that.  I'll make some order of it, and --20

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay, thanks.21

MS. CUBBAGE:  The word, tabletop, isn't22

there.  I believe it's demonstration.  You'll see a23

table.24

MR. WIDMAYER:  Don't worry about it, Amy.25
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MS. CUBBAGE:  Okay.1

MR. WIDMAYER:  I'll take care of it.2

MS. CUBBAGE:  Thanks.3

MR. WIDMAYER:  Yeah.4

MEMBER REMPE:  Well, as a follow-up to5

that, Dave, as you've seen from some email exchanges,6

it might be good to have some sort of information,7

discussion with some staff members about the tabletops8

and the defense-in-depth exercises that were applied.9

CHAIR PETTI:  Yeah.  So when we get into10

our next PMP, there's going to be, I hope, a whole11

section on helping answer -- get your input on what we12

think we want to hear in the future on Part 53 and LMP13

implementation.  So it's on my list.14

MEMBER REMPE:  And that won't be till15

September, that one?  Would that schedule too much? 16

I mean, we won't have our PMP again until September.17

CHAIR PETTI:  That's true.  But I don't18

know exactly, unless we feel the need to have just a19

phone call to accelerate that.  Bill, when did -- you20

probably need a little bit earlier warning for the21

September subcommittee?22

MR. RECKLEY:  No, we -- Derek can weigh23

in.  We have those scheduled.  I was just saying we24

can talk about the specific focus areas.25
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CHAIR PETTI:  Right.  I mean, if we wait1

till the full committee which is two weeks before, is2

that too -- not enough time for you?3

MR. RECKLEY:  I'll be honest, Dave.  I4

think when we tell you what we're ready to talk about5

which I think by then might include the staffing6

discussions which we think will be a particularly7

interesting area and one we need to focus on, we'll8

probably be able to fill up the September meetings9

without too much --10

(Simultaneous speaking.)11

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay.  So you're thinking12

sort of the ones beyond that then?13

MR. RECKLEY:  Yes.14

CHAIR PETTI:  Okay, okay.  So then I think15

we're okay with just waiting until September to talk16

about all this.  So again, thank you all, particularly17

the staff, for all of this useful information.  And18

with that, I will adjourn the meeting.19

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went20

off the record at 5:09 p.m.)21

22

23

24

25
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Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 18-04
General Approach

• Licensing Basis Events (LBEs) Selection
– Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)
– Deterministic

• Structure, System, and Component (SSC) 
Classification 
– Function and Risk Considerations
– Safety Related (SR)
– Non-Safety Related with Special Treatment 

(NSRST)
• Defense-in-Depth (DID) Assessment

– SSCs
– Personnel
– Programmatic Controls
– Integrated Decision-making Process (IDP)
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Key Considerations

• Integrated methodology consisting of three primary 
elements
– LBE Selection and Analyses
– SSC safety classification and performance 

requirements
– Assessing DID adequacy

• Uses existing regulatory criteria, primarily the guidelines 
for offsite dose and NRC safety goals

• Assessments performed using risk-informed and 
deterministic approaches, including IDP

• Includes methodology for assessing DID provided by 
plant capabilities and programmatic controls
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• Introduction of an actual frequency-consequence (F-C) curve as part 
of the regulatory process (vs. general relationship of decreased 
consequences expected for more frequent events)  

Event Selection & Analysis
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Event Selection (F-C Curve)

• LBEs are defined by event sequence families from design 
specific PRA

• Purpose is to evaluate risk significance of individual LBEs and 
SSCs and to help define the required safety functions (RSFs)

• Derived from the next generation nuclear plant (NGNP) F-C 
Target and frequency bins for event categories

• F-C Target anchor points based on:
– 10 CFR 20 annual dose limits used to define iso-risk contour in 

AOO region
– Avoidance of offsite protective actions for lower frequency AOOs
– 10 CFR 50.34 dose limit for lowest frequency DBEs
– Consequences based on 30-day total effective dose equivalent 

(TEDE) dose at EAB
– EAB dose target for BDBEs related to NRC safety goal for limiting 

possibility of prompt fatality
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Event Selection (F-C Curve)

• LBEs compared to F-C target based on mean, and 
upper (95th percentile) and lower (5th percentile) 
bound estimates of LBE frequency and dose

• When the uncertainty bands defined by the 5th 
percentile and 95th percentile of the frequency 
estimates straddles a frequency boundary, the LBE 
is evaluated in both LBE categories.

• Events considered per plant-year to address multi-
unit and multi-source event sequences

• Separate cumulative risk targets used to ensure that 
10 CFR 20 and QHOs met for the total risk over all 
the LBEs
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Event Selection & Analysis

AOOs

Anticipated event sequences expected to 
occur one or more times during the life of 
a nuclear power plant, which may include 
one or more reactor modules. Event 
sequences with mean frequencies of 
1×10-2/plant-year and greater are 
classified as AOOs. AOOs take into 
account the expected response of all 
SSCs within the plant, regardless of 
safety classification.
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DBEs

Infrequent event sequences that are not 
expected to occur in the life of a nuclear 
power plant, which may include one or 
more reactor modules, but are less likely 
than AOOs. Event sequences with mean 
frequencies of 1×10-4/plant-year to    
1×10-2/plant-year are classified as 
DBEs. DBEs take into account the 
expected response of all SSCs within 
the plant regardless of safety 
classification. 

Event Selection & Analysis
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BDBEs

Rare event sequences that are not 
expected to occur in the life of a nuclear 
power plant, which may include one or 
more reactor modules, but are less likely 
than a DBE. Event sequences with 
mean frequencies of 5×10-7/plant-year 
to 1×10-4/plant-year are classified as 
BDBEs. BDBEs take into account the 
expected response of all SSCs within 
the plant regardless of safety 
classification. 

Event Selection & Analysis
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PRA

• PRA capabilities to systematically identify an exhaustive set of design 
specific events are key to reproducible selection of candidate LBEs

• Although not required, early introduction of PRA into design process is 
encouraged to incorporate risk insights into design decisions

• Scope and level of detail consistent with scope and level of detail of design 
and site information and fit for purpose in risk-informed and performance-
based decisions
o All radiological sources
o All plant operating states
o All internal and external hazards

• Limitations and uncertainties identified in PRA addressed in the LMP 
approach to evaluating DID adequacy

• Uncertainties identified by PRA processes
• American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) / American 

Nuclear Society (ANS) non-light-water reactor (LWR) PRA standard 
specifically designed to support LMP PRA applications to ensure PRA 
technical acceptability

• NRC endorsement of PRA standard will facilitate LMP implementation
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Cumulative Risk Metrics

• The total frequency of exceeding an offsite boundary 
dose of 100 mrem shall not exceed 1/plant-year to 
ensure that the annual exposure limits in 10 CFR 20 
are not exceeded.

• The average individual risk of early fatality within the 
area 1 mile of the EAB shall not exceed 5x10-7/plant-
year to ensure that the NRC Safety Goal QHO for 
early fatality risk is met

• The average individual risk of latent cancer fatalities 
within the area 10 miles of the EAB shall not exceed 
2x10-6/plant-year to ensure that the NRC safety goal 
QHO for latent cancer fatality risk is met.
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RSF:  A PRA Safety Function that is required to be fulfilled to maintain the 
consequence of one or more DBEs or the frequency of one or more high-
consequence BDBEs inside the F-C Target   

RSFs

Provides connection to 
Safety-Related 
Classification
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• Modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor 
(MHTGR) RSFs

RSF Example
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DBAs

Postulated event sequences that are used to set 
design criteria and performance objectives for the 
design of SR SSCs. DBAs are derived from DBEs 
based on the capabilities and reliabilities of Safety-
Related SSCs needed to mitigate and prevent event 
sequences, respectively. DBAs are derived from the 
DBEs by prescriptively assuming that only SR 
SSCs are available to mitigate postulated event 
sequence consequences to within the 10 CFR 
50.34 dose limits. 

Design Basis Accidents (DBAs)
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LBEs – LWR Summary

ANSI/ANS-51.1-1983; nuclear safety criteria for the design of stationary pressurized water reactor plants
(withdrawn 1989)
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Functional Containment
(SECY-18-0096)
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• Incorporation of External Events in to LBEs
• PRAs introduced at early stage of design are limited in scope and 

level of detail commensurate with design development
• A technically adequate at-power internal events PRA may be used 

for the initial selection of LBEs, selection of SR SSCs and definition 
of DBAs.

• Design Basis External Hazard Levels (DBEHLs) are selected to 
design the protections against area events, e.g., internal fires and 
floods, and external hazards, e.g., seismic events, external 
flooding, high winds and missiles

• When SR SSCs are required to be protected against the DBEHLs 
with appropriate design margins, the DBAs derived from the 
internal events PRA are expected to be stable

• As external hazards and area events are incorporated into the PRA 
there will be new AOOs, DBEs, and BDBEs and risk insights  to 
incorporate; but no new DBAs are expected

External Events



Safety Classification Categories

• SR
– SSCs credited in the fulfillment of RSFs and are capable to 

perform their RSFs in response to any DBEHL

• NSRST
– Non-safety-related SSCs that perform risk-significant functions 

or perform functions that are necessary for DID adequacy

• Non-Safety Related with No Special Treatment
– All SSCs within a plant that are neither Safety-Related SSCs 

nor Non-Safety-Related SSCs with Special Treatment SSCs

23

Safety Classification and 
Performance Criteria
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Safety-Significant SSCs

• An SSC that performs a function whose performance is 
necessary to achieve adequate DID or is classified as 
Risk-Significant (see Risk-Significant SSC).

Summary
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Special Treatment Requirements

• SR SSCs 
– Required Functional Design Criteria derived from RSFs; may 

be used with Advanced Reactor Design Criteria (ARDC) in 
formulating principal design criteria

– SSC level Safety Related Design Criteria developed from 
RSFs

• SR and NSRST SSCs (all Safety Significant SSCs)
– SSC reliability and capability performance targets
– Focus on prevention and mitigation functions identified in 

LBEs
– IDP to derive additional specific special treatment 

requirements
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Assessing DID
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Layers of Defense Adapted 
from International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
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Risk-Significant LBEs
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Integrated Decision Making

• The reactor designer is responsible for ensuring that DID 
is achieved through the incorporation of DID features and 
programs in the design phases and in turn, conducting 
the evaluation that arrives at the decision of whether 
adequate DID has been achieved

• The reactor designer uses an IDP to ensure there is an 
input from multiple functional areas

• Later, the reactor designer or plant operator may confirm 
DID adequacy through the use of an Integrated 
Decision Making Process Panel for the reference 
baseline confirmation
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Tabletop Exercise (MHTGR; Xe-100)

Report: ADAMS Accession No. ML18228A779



Part 50 and Part 53
Comparing Licensing Frameworks

• Safety criteria 
o Same safety criteria in Parts 50 and 53
o QHOs used in guidance under Part 50

• Design and Analyses
o DBAs

 Part 50:  Assessed using prescriptive, highly conservative analyses 
 Including single failure criterion

 Part 53:  Assessed methodically considering event frequencies and assuming only 
safety-related SSCs are available

o BDBEs 
 Part 50:  Identified & assessed by largely ad-hoc, prescriptive approach with 

uncertainties addressed through conservatisms
 Part 53:  Derived methodically using event frequencies with explicit consideration for 

uncertainties
 Including combinations of various equipment failures

• Special Treatment for Non-Safety-Related but Risk-Significant SSCs
o Part 50:  Ad-hoc (e.g., § 50.69 programs, Reliability Assurance Programs)
o Part 53:  Systematic approach to control frequencies and consequences of the LBEs in 

relation to safety criteria

31
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Mechanistic Source Term
Background

• TID-14844, "Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactors“ (1962)
• MHTGR proposes a mechanistic (scenario-specific) source term (1980s)
• SECY-93-092, “Issues Pertaining to the Advanced Reactor (PRISM, MHTGR, AND PIUS) and 

CANDU 3 Designs and their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements” and related Staff 
Requirements Memorandum (SRM)

– A mechanistic source term is the result of an analysis of fission product release based on the amount of 
cladding damage, fuel damage, and core damage resulting from the specific accident sequences being 
evaluated. It is developed using best-estimate phenomenological models of the transport of the fission 
products from the fuel through the reactor coolant system, through all holdup volumes and barriers, taking 
into account mitigation features, and finally, into the environs.

• NUREG-1465, Accident Source Terms for Light-Water Nuclear Power Plants (1995)
• SECY-03-0047, “Policy Issues Related to Licensing Non-Light-Water Reactor Designs,” and 

related SRM
• SECY-16-0012, ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS AND SITING FOR SMALL  MODULAR 

REACTORS AND NON-LIGHT WATER REACTORS
• SECY-19-0117, “Technology-Inclusive, Risk-Informed, and Performance-Based Methodology to 

Inform the Licensing Basis and Content of Applications for Licenses, Certifications, and 
Approvals for Non-Light-Water Reactors,” and related SRM (See also Regulatory Guide NEI 18-
04 and 1.233)
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Mechanistic Source Term

• Regulatory Guide 1.233, “Guidance for a Technology-Inclusive … Methodology to Inform the 
Licensing Basis…”

• An evaluation of events, plant features and programs, and related uncertainties must address 
the state of knowledge related to the behavior of reactor systems, fuel, and the way in which 
radionuclides may move within and be released from a facility. 

• The NRC will validate analytical tools and computer codes by comparing results to information 
available from operating experience and experiments. 

• In SRM-SECY-93-092, the Commission approved the NRC staff’s recommendation that source 
terms for non-LWRs be based upon a mechanistic analysis and that the acceptability of the 
applicant’s analysis will rely on the staff’s assurance that the following conditions are met:

– The performance of the reactor and fuel under normal and off-normal conditions is 
sufficiently well understood to permit a mechanistic analysis. Sufficient data should exist on 
the reactor and fuel performance through the research, development, and testing programs 
to provide adequate confidence in the mechanistic approach.

– The transport of fission products can be adequately modeled for all barriers and pathways 
to the environs, including the specific consideration of containment design. The calculations 
should be as realistic as possible so that the values and limitations of any mechanism or 
barrier are not obscured.

– The events considered in the analyses to develop the set of source terms for each design 
are selected to bound severe accidents and design-dependent uncertainties.



First Principles 
(Mechanistic Source Term)

See: SECY-18-0096, “Functional Containment Performance Criteria for Non-Light-Water-Reactors,” 
and INL/EXT-20-58717, “Technology-Inclusive Determination of Mechanistic Source Terms for 
Offsite Dose-Related Assessments for Advanced Nuclear Reactor Facilities”
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Related Activities
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NGNP/HTGR Mechanistic 
Source Term



Consequence 
Based Security

(SECY-18-0076)

EP for SMRs 
and ONTs

Functional 
Containment

(SECY-18-0096) 

Insurance and 
Liability

related Population-related 
considerations

(SECY-20-0045)

Environmental
Reviews

NEI 18-04
RG 1.233

Integrated Activities
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LMP Approach

Discussion
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MEETING BREAK

Meeting to resume in 1 hour
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Part 53 General Layout

• Subpart A, General Provisions
• Subpart B, Technology-Inclusive Safety Objectives 
• Subpart C, Design and Analysis
• Subpart D, Siting Requirements
• Subpart E, Construction and Manufacturing 

Requirements
• Subpart F, Requirements for Operation

• Emergency Preparedness
• Subpart G, Decommissioning Requirements
• Subpart H, Applications for Licenses, Certifications and 

Approvals
• Subpart I, Maintaining and Revising Licensing Basis 

Information
• Subpart J, Reporting and Administrative Requirements

40
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Subpart F – Emergency 
Preparedness



Subpart F – § 53.820
Emergency Preparedness

42

• Develop and implement an EP Program for 
operations that is commensurate with the risks 
posed by the LBEs as analyzed in accordance with 
§ 53.450.

• Preliminary rule language will leverage existing EP 
regulatory framework in 10 CFR 50.47 and 
Appendix E and 10 CFR 50.160 “Emergency 
Preparedness for Small Modular Reactors and 
Other New Technologies” rulemaking 

• Allows applicants the flexibility to choose a 
prescriptive or performance-based EP regulatory 
framework



Subpart F – § 53.820
Emergency Preparedness

43

• 10 CFR 50.47 and Appendix E: Provides a familiar 
deterministic framework similar to IAEA and other 
international regulatory frameworks

• 10 CFR 50.160: Performance based EP regulatory 
framework proportional to the risk without unwarranted 
regulatory burden:
• Provisions:

 Scalable emergency planning zone (EPZ) size
 Performance-based requirements
 Hazard analysis
 Emergency plan description of offsite ingestion response planning

• Schedule:
 Previous ACRS meeting - Aug & Oct 2018
 Future ACRS meetings prior to proposed Final Rule to Commission 

- Dec 2021



Subpart F – Emergency 
Preparedness

Discussion
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TICAP/ARCAP Guidance 
Document Development 



Advanced Reactors
Overview of ARCAP Roadmap 
Interim Staff Guidance (ISG) 

and 
TICAP DG White Papers



• Ensures consistency of staff 
reviews,

• Presents a well-defined base for 
scope and requirements of 
reviews.

• Makes information about 
regulatory matters widely available,

• Improves communication and 
understanding of the staff review 
process by interested members of 
the public and the nuclear power 
industry. 

• Apply lessons learned from LWR application 
reviews,

• Technology Inclusive,

• Risk-Informed Performance-Based.

To ensure review readiness to regulate a new generation of advanced reactors, a key element of a flexible 
regulatory framework is to provide guidance for the development of content of an advanced reactor 

application.

NRC Staff Stakeholders Lessons Learned

ARCAP



Purpose
Provides a roadmap for developing a tech-inclusive, risk-
informed application. Leverages existing guidance or 
guidance that is under development. 

Need for Additional Guidance
Roadmap also identifies areas where additional guidance is 
needed (i.e.: Technical Specifications [TS]).

Streamlined Review Process
ARCAP guidance document not intended to replicate 
NUREG-0800, “Standard Review Plan for LWRs.”

Previous Discussions
ARCAP overview discussed at August 2020, October 2020, 
and February 2021 public meetings.

ARCAP
Background

Regulatory Applicability (As applicable)

10 CFR Parts 50, 52, and informs 53.

Broad
Encompasses industry-led TICAP.



Identifies all Adv. 
Rx application 

topics.

Provides background 
and overview of 

expected information 
for each topic.

Provides endorsements, 
clarifications, 

supplements info, or 
points of emphasis.

Provides pointers to 
key guidance in 

support of  application 
topic.

ARCAP Roadmap ISG – Outline



Purpose
• TICAP is industry-led guidance focused on describing the 

scope and level of detail for portions of an application 
consistent with the LMP.

• LMP is described in NEI18-04, as endorsed by RG) 1.233.
• Industry-led TICAP guidance only applicable to portions 

of first 8 safety analysis report (SAR) chapters.
• Aims to minimize burden of generating and supplying 

non-safety significant information.

Methodology
Scope is governed by the LMP-based safety case. LMP 
process is one approach to select LBEs, develop SSC 
categorization and ensures DID is considered.

TICAP
Background

Regulatory Applicability (As applicable)

10 CFR Parts 50, 52, and informs 53.



Endorses LMP-
based NEI 21-

xx TICAP 
document.

Provides additional 
clarifications, exceptions, 
points of emphasis from 
information described in 

NEI 21-xx. 

Provides further 
information needed 

outside of LMP-based 
affirmative safety case 

(ASC) for first 8 chapters.

Includes appendices to 
key guidance in 

support of final safety 
analysis report (FSAR) 

development for first 8 
chapters.

TICAP draft DG– Outline



ARCAP and TICAP – Nexus

*Additional contents of application outside of SAR are still under discussion. The above list is draft and for illustration 
purposes only.



3

2

1

Initial Thoughts
The guidance structure, 
not detailed content, is 

the focus of stakeholder 
interactions, 

Openness
Main purpose of 

releasing draft 
documents is to solicit 
stakeholder feedback 

on proposal, 

Efficiency
NRC ARCAP/TICAP 

guidance being 
developed in parallel to 

industry, 

6

5

4

Supplements
NRC TICAP white paper 
supplements, as 
appropriate, information 
not addressed in 
industry’s TICAP 
document (i.e.: Fuel Qual 
and ASME Sec III, Div 5).

Endorsement
NRC TICAP white paper 
endorses, as 
appropriate, industry’s 
TICAP document, 

Adaptable
ARCAP guidance includes 
placeholders for guidance 
under development (e.g.,  
Applicability of Regs),

NRC ARCAP/TICAP Guidance 
Other Insights



ARCAP Roadmap ISG – Example 1

*Contents of application are still under discussion. List represents a draft outline

Contents of an Advanced Reactor Applicati• FSAR structure developed as a 
result of extensive stakeholder 
engagement.

• Consists of 12 main chapters.

• Provides the most safety-
significant information at the 
forefront (affirmative safety 
case).

• Focus on the most relevant 
safety information while 
removing unnecessary details.

• Additional 
information/background is 
available for audit/inspection by 
NRC.



Note: SAR Chapters 1-8 addressed by TICAP. SAR Chapters 9-12 addressed by ARCAP.



Our Ch. 1- General Plant 
Information, site description, 
and overview of safety case 

(TICAP)
Information should provide an understanding of the overall 
facility (type of application, the number of plant units, a 
brief description of the proposed plant location, and the 
type of advanced reactor being proposed). The site 
description should provide an overview of the actual 
physical, environmental and demographic features of a 
site, and how they relate to the ASC. 

• Chapter 1 of NEI 
21-xx (TICAP) as 
one acceptable 
method.

SupplementsKey GuidanceEndorsesClarifies

• Construction 
Permit Information 
in NEI 21-xx by 
including Appendix 
A for info outside 
LMP for first 8 
chapters.*

• Roadmap clarifies 
that guidance 
applicable to 
chapter 1 is 
described in NEI 
21-xx – TICAP 
document.

• RG 1.2xx “Guidance For 
A Technology-inclusive 
Content Of Application 
Methodology To Inform 
The Licensing Basis And 
Content Of Applications 
For Licenses, 
Certifications, And 
Approvals For Advanced 
Reactors.”

Note: Construction Permit information for all other portions of the application are described in Appendix E of the ARCAP roadmap ISG)



Our Ch. 2- Methodologies and 
Analyses (TICAP)

Certain analyses are common to several licensing-basis 
event analyses. Information should describe the process 
and methods used to develop baseline information related 
to the PRA (overview of the PRA), source-term analysis, 
and design-basis accidents (DBAs) analytical methods.

• Chapter 2 of NEI 
21-xx (TICAP) as 
one acceptable 
method.

SupplementsKey GuidanceEndorsesClarifies

• “Site Information” 
draft ISG 
previously 
released.

• Staff positions on 
additional 
considerations to 
document 
information.

• RG 1.2xx “Guidance For 
A Technology-inclusive 
Content Of Application 
Methodology To Inform 
The Licensing Basis And 
Content Of Applications 
For Licenses, 
Certifications, And 
Approvals For Advanced 
Reactors.”

• Roadmap clarifies 
that guidance 
applicable to 
chapter 2 is 
described in NEI 
21-xx – TICAP 
document.



Our Ch. 10 – Control of 
Occupational Dose

Information should include facility and equipment design, 
radiation sources, and operational programs that are 
necessary to ensure that the occupational radiation 
protection standards set forth in 10 CFR Part 20 are met.  
The information should also include any commitments 
made by the applicant to develop the management policy 
and organizational structure necessary to ensure 
occupational radiation exposures are as low as (is) 
reasonably achievable (ALARA).

• RG 8.8
• RG 8.10
• ANSI/ANS 18.1-1999
• NEI 07-08A
• Draft list released in 

prior public meeting. 
Expected to evolve. 
(MLxyz123).

SupplementsKey GuidanceEndorsesClarifies

• Guidance is 
included for 
chapters 9-12. 

• DANU-ISG-2021-XX, 
“Control of 
Occupational Dose.”

• Released on prior 
ARCAP/TICAP public 
meeting. 



ARCAP Roadmap ISG – Example 2

*Contents of application are still under discussion. List represents a draft outline

Contents of an Advanced Reactor Application*
• Ongoing “Emergency 

Preparedness Requirements 
for Small Modular Reactors and 
Other New Technologies” 
rulemaking.

• Rule would amend the NRC’s 
regulations to add new 
emergency preparedness 
requirements for SMRs, non-
LWR and non-power production 
or utilization facilities. 

• Rule would adopt a scalable 
plume exposure pathway EPZ 
approach that is performance-
based, consequence-oriented, 
and technology-inclusive.



Our Emergency Preparedness 
Plan

This rulemaking would develop a dose-based, 
consequence-oriented framework for future SMR 
applicants and licensees with respect to offsite EP that 
would reduce the need for exemptions related to 
regulations associated with large LWRs. 
- SECY-16-0069 (ML21007A330)

• DG-1350, 
“Emergency 
Response Planning 
and Preparedness 
for Nuclear Power 
Reactors.” 

• SECY-18-0103

SupplementsKey GuidanceEndorsesClarifies

• Ongoing 
rulemaking. 



TICAP draft RG, ARCAP Draft roadmap ISG, and 
ARCAP selected chapters (e.g., site information, TS) 
released as white-paper to solicit stakeholder 
feedback. Further iterations expected.

Key 
Messages
What’s Next?

Some sections are primarily aligned with 
the LMP, however:
• the concepts and general information 

may be used to inform the review of an 
application submitted using other 
methodologies (as applicable) such as a 
maximum hypothetical accident, or 
deterministic approaches. 

Draft documents provided in Table 2 of 
ARCAP/TICAP public webpage
https://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-
reactors/advanced/details.html#advRx
ContentAppProj



Timeline for TICAP Guidance and ARCAP Guidance 
(rev 7/13/2021)

Legend
Industry Action

NRC Staff Action

Industry/NRC  
Joint Action

2022Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov 2022 Mar

Southern Revision B of TICAP Guidance 
Document
4/15/2021

Southern Revision C of TICAP 
Guidance Document
8/3/2021

NEI Revision 0 of TICAP Guidance 
Document
8/27/2021

NEI Revision 1 of TICAP Guidance 
Document
1/19/2022

NRC Comments based on TICAP Workshops
6/10/2021

NRC TICAP Regulatory Guide (Draft)
9/10/2021

NRC TICAP RG

3/25/2022

NRC/Industry update ACRS Subcommittee 
on status of ARCAP/TICAP guidance 
documents
7/21/2021

NRC/Industry brief ACRS Subcommittee on 
ARCAP/TICAP guidance documents (NEI, 
Rev0 and Staff Draft RG)
10/12/2021

NRC/Industry brief ACRS Subcommittee 
on final ARCAP/ TICAP guidance
2/9/2022

NRC/Industry brief ACRS Full 
Committee on final TICAP 
guidance
3/3/2022

ARCAP Application Outline Updated to be 
Consistent with TICAP outline

1/30/2021
Draft ARCAP Roadmap ISG, ARCAP ISG for 
"Site Information," and ARCAP Chapters 9, 
10, 11, 12, and “Technical Specifications” 
issued

9/10/2021

2/1/2021
TICAP Tabletop Exercises

4/2/2021

5/2/2021

TICAP Workshops
5/26/2021
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Next Steps – Future Milestones
TICAP Near-Term Milestones Target Date

Southern Revision C to TICAP Guidance 
Document

Early August 2021

NEI Revision 0 of TICAP Guidance 
Document 

Late August 2021

Update of NRC Draft Guidance Documents September 2021

ACRS Future Plant Subcommittee Meeting 
on ARCAP/TICAP Guidance Documents

October 2021
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Backup 
Slides



A- General Provisions

B- Tech-Incl Safety Requirements

C- Design and Analysis Req.

D- Siting

E- Const. and Manufacturing

F- Operations

G- Decommissioning

H- Licenses, Cert, and Approvals

I- Maintaining/Revising LB Info

J- Administrative requirements

Part 53- Proposed Structure

Note: The illustrated content structure for Part 53 (including Subpart H) is part of ongoing work and subject to change.

Technology-Inclusive Content of Application (TICAP) and 
Advanced Reactors Content of Application (ARCAP)- Nexus to Part 53

Subpart H – Licenses, Cert, and Approvals
This subpart is envisioned to address requirements for initial 
applications for licenses, certifications, or approvals. The 
subpart will support either licensing under the Part 50 or Part 
52 frameworks. Assessment and update of manufacturing 
licenses is possible. 

ARCAP-Guidance for Content of 
Application Guidance (Roadmap)

TICAP - LMP-based 
portions of FSAR that are 
related to:
• LBEs
• Safety classification
• DID

ARCAP specific chapter 
guidance – examples:
• Site information
• ARCAP chapters 9, 

10, 11, and 12

Guidance under 
Development examples:
• Fuel Qualification
• ASME Section III, 

Division 5
• EP rulemaking
• Security 

Rulemaking

Existing 
Regulatory 
Guidance
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Industry-led TICAP
• Focused on portions of the 

license application SAR for non-
LWR designs related to the 
Licensing Modernization Project 
(LMP)-based ASC.

NRC-led TICAP
• NRC plans to issue a RG 

endorsing TICAP that also 
focuses on providing exceptions
and/or clarifications on TICAP.

• Include supplemental TICAP 
guidance for areas outside of 
the LMP for the first 8 SAR 
chapters. Examples includes 
site information, ASME Section 
III, Division 5

NRC-led SAR Guidance
• Focused on remaining portions of the license application SAR not 

related to LMP.

• ARCAP ISGs under development that include an overall roadmap ISG 
and separate ISGs for FSAR Chapters 2, 9, 10, 11, and 12

FS
AR

Ch
ap

te
rs

 1
-8

Ch
ap

te
rs

 9
-1

2

• For example:
o TS, 
o QA Plan, 
o Fire Protection, etc.

Ad
di

tio
na

l 
Co

nt
en

ts
 o

f 
Ap

pl
ica

tio
n

TI
CA

P

AR
CA

P*

*Staff plans to issue an ARCAP Roadmap ISG that would provide pointers to various guidance documents developed/issued.
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Key Part 53 Guidance by Subpart

67

Subpart A: General Provisions
Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

N/A
Subpart B: Safety Criteria

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

N/A
 Further explanation of criteria and 

structure in the Statements of 
Consideration

Subpart C: Design and Analysis
Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

 NEI 18-04 & RG 1.233  (LMP)
 ANS/ASME-RA-S-1.4 (Non-LWR PRA 

Standard)
 Industry PRA Peer Review Guidance for 

Non-LWRs (NEI 20-09) 
 ANS/ASME Standards 
 Fuel Qualification 
 RG 1.232 (ARDCs)

 ISG on PRA for Initial Licensing
 RG 1.247 Endorsing Non-LWR PRA 

Standard and NEI Peer Review Guidance
 Application of Analytical Margins 
 Treatment of Chemical Hazards

Subpart D: Siting Requirements
Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

 SECY-20-0045/RG 4.7
 External Hazard Updates
 Risk-Informed Seismic Design; ANS 2.26

N/A



Key Part 53 Guidance by Subpart
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Subpart E: Construction and Manufacturing

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

N/A  Manufacturing Guidance
 QA Alternatives

Subpart F: Operations

SSCs

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

 NEI 18-04 & RG 1.233 (LMP)

 TS
 Special Treatment 
 Maintenance, Repair & Inspection
 Facility Safety Program

Personnel

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

 DRO Paper/preliminary ISG  Concept of Operations

Programs

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

 EPZ Draft Final Rule, RG 1.242
 Radiation Protection (ARCAP)

 Emergency Preparedness
 Security Programs
 Integrity Assessment Program



Key Part 53 Guidance by Subpart
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Subpart G: Decommissioning

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

N/A N/A

Subpart H: Licensing

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

 TICAP
 ARCAP  Manufacturing Licenses

Subpart I: Maintaining Licensing Basis

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

N/A  50.59 Equivalent
 FSAR/PRA Updates

Subpart J: Administrative/Misc.

Existing / Ongoing Guidance Additional Guidance

N/A  Reporting Requirements
 Financial/Liability



TICAP/ARCAP Guidance Document 
Development 

Discussion
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Final Discussion and Questions
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Part 53 Rulemaking Schedule

Milestone Schedule
Major Rulemaking Activities/Milestones Schedule

Public Outreach, ACRS Interactions and 
Generation of Proposed Rule Package

Present to April 2022 
(9 months)

Submit Draft Proposed Rule Package to 
Commission

May 2022

Publish Proposed Rule and Draft Key Guidance October 2022

Public Comment Period – 60 days November and December 2022
Public Outreach and Generation of Final Rule 
Package

January 2023 to February 2024 
(14 months)

Submit Draft Final Rule Package to Commission March 2024
Office of Management and Budget and Office of 
the Federal Register Processing

July 2024 to September 2024

Publish Final Rule and Key Guidance October 2024
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Acronyms and  Abbreviations

73

ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor 
Safeguards

ADAMS Agencywide Documents Access 
and Management System

ANS American Nuclear Society

AOO Anticipated operational 
occurrence

ARCAP Advanced reactor content of 
application project

ARDC Advanced reactor design criteria

ASC Affirmative safety case

ASME American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers

BDBE Beyond design basis event

CANDU3 Canadian deuterium-uranium-3 
reactor (remove)

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CR Control rod withdrawal

CT Circulator trip

DBA Design basis accident

DBE Design basis event

DBEHL Design basis external hazard levels

DID Defense-in-depth

DG Draft guidance

DRO Division of Reactor Oversight

EAB Exclusion area boundary

EP Emergency preparedness

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency

EPZ Emergency planning zone

F-C Frequency-consequence

FSAR Final safety analysis report

FW Steam generator feedwater pump 
trip

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency

IDP Integrated decision-making process



Acronyms and  Abbreviations

74

ISG Interim staff guidance

ISI Inservice inspection

IST Inservice testing

ITAAC Inspections, tests, analyses and 
acceptance criteria

LB Licensing basis

LBE Licensing basis event

LD Large helium depressurization

LF Loss of primary flow

LMP Licensing Modernization Project

LO Loss of offsite power

LWR Light-water-reactor

MC&A Material control and accounting

MD Medium helium 
depressurization

MHTGR Modular High-Temperature Gas-
Cooled Reactor

NEI Nuclear Energy Institute

NGNP Next Generation Nuclear Plant

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission

NSRST Non-Safety Related with Special 
Treatment

NST Non-Safety Related with no 
Special Treatment

NUREG
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission technical report 
designation

ONT Other new technologies

PIUS Process Inherent Ultimate 
Safety

PRA Probabilistic risk assessment

PRISM Power reactor innovative small 
module

QA Quality assurance
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QHO Quantitative health objective

Rem Roentgen-equivalent man

RG Regulatory guidance

RSF Required safety function

RT Reactor trip

SAR Safety analysis report

SD Small helium depressurization

SG Steam generator tube rupture

SMR Small modular reactor

SR Safety related

SRM Staff requirements 
memorandum

SSC Structure, system, and 
component

TEDE Total effective dose equivalent

TICAP Technology-inclusive content of 
application project

TS Technical specifications

TT Turbine trip




